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Foreword a

e pracfitioners in the curriculum enterprise confront only a few
!

curriculum. problems. We are aware of many other problems, but they.,
arc confronted by others and resolved some distance from the arena of

our own. practice: Indeed, taking the form of legislation, critici.sin, agency
directives and regulations, textbook :ublication and markiting, and proposals
touted in the media, these remote resolutions affect us'. 'Hwy constrain or free us
to act in our individual settings, but they afc typically not the problems we
encounter. Our curriculum problems are different am', local, and we come
.alniost to believe that they are just ours and unlike those faced bv practitioners

. e
elsewhere.' . .

.If nOthing clsc-r.and it does more this Yearbook reminds us that our local
curriculpm probkms are similar to those known by other local curricOlum
workers. They are similar and they can be approached 'from common bases. We
must make our individual and .local curriculum decisions. Yet, the decision
making across districts can be' informed and guided by shared elements -of
currrculum development procesgesr `IIle yield, even so, likely will be different
from site to site. .

Theseare worthy reminders.
During the past two decades, standard curriculum decisions laid siege to

American' schook. The alphabet-labele&eurricula were accompanied IA-legions
of standardized prescriptions. Local problems, we were told, were not merely
local; they could be solved by a standard .and .universal practice. Objectives
developed, say, in Rochester .and- computer-accessed in Los Angeles could be

. effectively appli41 A Lometa and Kent and Orlando. Materials .developed in
Cambridge or San Vrancisco could be used as effectively and without adaptation.
.in Atlanta and Ozona and Provo. Standard curriculnin decisions were the
victors. But victory %%'as hollow.. Thc standard curriculum decisions were adopted
in policy and abandoned in practice..

Now, with the necessity of local curriculum work legitimated, we still have
oar local problems. We'also are beset by other and ficIrce realizations: Two mcrit
our pubhc acknowledgmeht .if for no other reaon than that they are.implicitly
assumed,by this. Yearbo_ok Committee. And these two arc not lighdy dismissed.

Oac is the awareness that sehool faculfie.are si.i.S.pIeiaiTs of iniydrie bealiii-C;
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curriculum giftsproposals for change. This uneasiness is-cusy to understand.
Teachers endured the rcccnt curricultini.reform era orliavc heard the war'stories
of the .old-,timers in countless faculty lounges. SMSG or AAAS Science 'or
structural linguistics or the New Social Studireg. Inquiry learning and inasterSs.
learning. Modules and packages. Anll years of missed time for teaching or \
reading or planning consumed in inecting to list and assemble compendia of
objectivesnow forgotten. Also, teachers now have agendas for themselves..

A second realilation is that ik_my euviculum leaders truly do hot
understand the iirocesses or posseskills necessar:: for local curriculum
development. We have largely accepted the rhetoric and practices of industrial
management and have not inherited the tich experience of our predecessors in
curriculum development. In fact, too many of us do not distinguish decision
making about curriculum matters froni turrigulum development. We need
help. Wc need more and different help with concepts and understanding. We
also need to focus on our own 'behaviors as helpers as well as managers.

This, Yearbook constitutes one tangible resource for us in th'ese circum-
stances. It is not a handbook.of ready solutions and lists of tools, It A one major
resource offered by our Association. And it should be useful Ito many.

, Assertedly practical, this Yearbook emphasizes technical solutions to local
problems. It acknowledges other philosophic positions, but it admits and
consistently advocates prozxsses in the positivist tradition. It does not include,
everything, even as much as some of us need. Its choices have been calculated. It
constitutes a thoughtful explication of conventional curriculum making.

I am pleased to invite reflective attention to this Yearbook. Much ()fit I find
comfortable and, thus, I can think easily with and away from the conLpts and.
positions,.. Several of the authors arc close professional colleagues, ones from
whom I have continued to learn throughout my carecr and ones with whom I
have profited from conversation and, occasionally, sharp dissent and vigorous
debate. Other authors arc new acquaintances whose ideas I eXpect to enjoy as we
engage in dialogue. But reading and studying conic before sharing in discus-
sionwith the authots themselvesand with kcal colleagues. The Yearbook
can become for many of ps another setting for engagements of our minds and
exploration .for improvement of school programS for children and youth.

'I also invite critique and commentary Of this Yearbook. Not every book is .s'o
honorcd. Indeed, many arc not taken thoughtfully, even if seriously.. This
Yearbook's ideas mgrit lively exchange.

Preparation of au ASCD Yearbook is not a short-finie activity hastily
corripleted. Like its predecessors in this distinguished series, this Yearbook
represents several years work by committed, knowledgeable curriculum workers.
It is mit the book that any one of thcm would have written. It is thc result of,
intense inicractions, inindful consider`ations, and reasonable compromises. I

have the privileic.on behalf of all ASCD members of trianki.ng tenwick English,
editor, and hfs collaborators Jor thcir labors an'd tlicir product..

0. L. DAVIS, JR.

-ASCD- Presidenf,..l 982-83. _ .....
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Every field of human 'endeavor has its recurring problems, issues, and ,

decisions. Curriculum development and curriculum as a field of study are
no. exception.

This Yearbook was commissioned by ASCD to provide a readable, usable.
and practical summary of thc most commonly applied elements of curriculum. s
development on the contemporary scene. .

Each 'Chapter presents a perspective of that-topic or 4, highlights the most
important contributions, and comments on those contributions tif continning
worth. . . . .

Authors were encouraged It) presClit dicir views of solutions to .problCms
..

along with, the major references that a person in the cur, iculum field should be
familiar with in .order to practice his or her craft.

The YearbOok is not exhaustive. It is hoped that it is broad, analytic, and
reflective. At the outset the 1983 ASCD Yearbook Committecorejecied the idea
of a "cookbbok" as being unworthy of serious use by either practitioners or
scholars. Sather, the chapters are-grOuped i»to two pails. The first.seven chapters
deal. with activities the cnrricuhim practitiooer %mild undertake to get ready to
.develop et yriCulum. The second group' of .chapters deals direetly with imple-
mentation.

The Yearbook committee was composed of eight professors. all of whom
have written about and tliought.deeply about curriculum matters, som.e for more
than four decades. The remainder of the CanMittee comprised a variety of
practitioners with much experience in the curriculum field, including a past
ASCD President.

Currieulum development and thought continue 'to be controversial. The
lack of a definitive base in theory is a major.barrier to improving practice. The
Committee approached the task 'respeCtfully, withoutrancor, but not without
fint opinions grounded in their own experience'and piactice..
, We viewthe final product as a compilation, a distillotion.of contemporary

thought, ond as .a. place from which to begin other effOrts that will go even

V I I
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furthei To this end we offer the 1983 Yearbook to the membss of the
Association and to all who are committed to improving the craft of curritulum
development in school's and other educational settings.

FENWICK W. ENGLISH

Chairperson and Editor
s 1983 ASCD Yearbdok
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oday's curiiculum practice is pectiliar to ,our times and. in tiome ways,

. times will be viewed by some as c'ycles of recurring rej-;onses to iterative
T.universal to any time. Even curriculum milk fhat appear unique to our

c.,

'thallenge$,Zrhe,purpose of. this chapter is to provide a framework for examining
circumstances in whieh contemporary curriculum practice is carried on in the
schools.. .

,..

Curricillum practice may be viewed as iuvolving issues that are.
.ideologieal
technical
operationaL . ..

IdeOlogical curriculum,.prohlems eenter on a discussion of values and the'
selection of values from a sociopolitical perspective.. Technical 'issues largely
center on design 4uestions. Obviously, design rssues have,ideolOgical .roots.
Operattowal issues arc essentially delivery/management issues. However, what is
deliVered in the way of curriculum also re,fleets one's view.of what "should be" in
ii 6urribulum (a value question), and how it "should be iMplemented" to fulfill
its purpose -(a design` mOter). ,

Each 'Of these three Woad types 'of issues has both a practical and a
theoretical dimensia. Eigurc I indicates thc. issues and these dimensions in

.

schtrnatic.forp. .

What is a Curriculum?
. .

Perhaps the first question to addrCss is "whse is a curricultiM?" When does il
person know that he or she -has a curriculum? Does a curriculum exist when a
school district produees a curriculum guidc or scope_and.seqUence chart? Some !,
would aver Thatthe'presence or absence of a curriculum guide has nothing to'do
with whether or not one has a curriculum. Some view theo"curriculum" as'
simply the total of thc experiences a student-may haveina schoti Others would
say that a curriculum exists bnly.when it 'C'Onta i. a serres of esSential ref cum

. .
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Figure 1. Issues and Dimensions of Contemporary Curricular
Circumstances

Ideological Technical. Operational
(concerned with values (concerned, (concerned with
and selection of values) 'with , delivery and

design) management)

Theoretical

Practical

A B .

E

..

Api,it content and how that contenis- to be addressed in ii planned,\xplicit
way.'

The point. Of vi6w, developed here is that a curriculum comes intO being .

whcn school people. adopt a- sct of recurring responses- to a set of recurring %
Circumstances in schools. ,Wlitn it becomes necessary fOr.politieal, instructional,
social; or managerial reasons to commit those responSes to paper for whatever
reason, the curriculuM becomes a document. All that has occurred is a move
from an ,implicit response to an eNplicitestatement. The pressures to dCvelop
explicit statements about .organizational behavior, whether in schoolg or other
institutions, come from three generic sources:

-ielection.(choice of values creating priorities)
scarcity of resources
rules:

Choice of Values
,

- Organizations must be seleCtive about their activities. Without a focus it
becomes impossible to cluster resources:to accomplish anything.. This fact of life
-requires decisions about.what is most important to include in a scope of work anq
%aiat to fliminate. It requices a boundary.

DeCisions about boundaries, arc bolitical, sociaLand economic. They arc
culturally embedded and rarely value free. ,Piiorities re.flect values and choices.
about values...Even a. decisioLl not to. select a value is a decisibn aid reprcsents a
value, ,

.

At the prescnt time there, is considerable diseussion about the. values
selected to be inoschool eurricnla. Some critics. ruaintaiO -that curriculum
dev.elopers hac be& taacquiescent about accOting values that merely reflect
the dominant ,class structure. Viewed in political terms, if this is, true., the..
currieulum is a form of dppression and L'ontrol: 2 These critics have forccd,a re-

,
'Frank L. Steeves--and Fenwick W. English, -Coniculuni Evalnation,- in Secondary

Curricuslunz for a Changing World (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1978), pp: 293-118.
2Michad W. Apple, 'The Ilidaen Curriculum_ and the Isliffuri: of Conflict,- in Curriculum

Theorizing, ed. W. Pinar (Berkeley: MeCutehan, 1975i, pp. 95,119.

.
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exiimMation (if.'the question of which %alms are consciously or unconsciously
selected be part of school curriculum.

,carcity of Resources

. Few human organizations have u'Ulimited resources...LiMitations of staff,
timue, and physical niatcrials force organizations to cluster and select activities

' that %%111 lead to maximization of outconees, or at least to the accomplishment of
sos much as possible.

"Ishe curriculum not only represents a selection of values but a conscious
effort to.effectively use school, staff,- and student time. In short, schools need tO
select among competing (or possible). things to do. Schools-must then bring to
bear their resources to cosur6 thiit those things legitimized in the eurriculin» are,
attained (or at least effort is made to attain them). .

Rules
t3ince most human organizations exist within a society that must either

distribute its resources or allow'competition for them, almost all have had to
resort to sonic regulation or organizational activity. Schools have historica!ly
been regulated by state legislatures and local bOards of education and more
recently by federal law and the federal eourts.

Sweeping rules or complex regulation require planning. When a PI, 94-142
,--requires placilig children "in the 'least' restrictivc environnicilf and de\ eloping
an individualized educational plan (IEP),. this lois an impact on curriculum
development. The presence of regulation can be a dynamic foirc6 for the'
development of an explicit plan: that is, a cunieulum.

A curriculan' is the name educators have given to an explicit plan or
document in response to one or more of the three generic situations confrouting,
all human organizations in more or less advancud cultures. The morclechnolog-
ically adyanced the eulture,..the more explicit tile curriculum or docuinent tends
to become. *

The Contemporary Issues

The Ideological Issuei

An ideology iti a "systeniatic bodY of concepts about human life or culture,"
or "a manner.or the content of thinking characteristic of an individual, group, or
culture." It .is also "the integrattcl assertions, theories, and aims that eoiistitute a
sociopolitical program..7

For many decades curricu.lum development, as an embodiment Of adminis-.

tratiye science applied to schooling, held that the tenets of its basic existence

'Webster's Seyenth Mot, Collegiate DOionory iSpringfidd,. Mass.: G. and C. Merriam, 1971),
p. 413.
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were or should bc couched vith -natural pheminiem and their properties and
relations as verified v the empirical scienccs."4 c

Beginning with the seminill work of Franklin Bobbin, a long line of
curriculum thinkers such as W. W.. Charters." Harokl Rugg,- Ralph Tyler:
B. 0. Smith," and George Beauchame outlined the prevailing ideology of,
thinking about curricnlum. 'Me tradition of thinking about curriculum has been
called. positivism.

Positivism is. a thcory that theology and metaphysics were earlier and
imperfect modes 'of knowledge. The4"best" knowledge was that whieb_was
verifiable and quainifiable. The development of our current laiiguage base
regarding curriculum development can be largely 'attributed to the assumptions
Of logical. positiVisni. _What was -real" was thai whidi was capable of being.

,demonstrated, evaluated, and related to the ends of schoohng,which had'to be
(and were) inme-pietisely'stated4hawe_ver before. A practitioner:grounded in the

. ideology of positivism was.faced witli the problem of translation and of knowilig
the.proper "inix" ofvariables from, which to derive the best results under sets of
varyilVeircumstances in the schools.

A brief picture Of 'the, tenets of logical positivism applied to curriculum
-developMent might be tlieseassumptions:

nnOne nnW nem w racts and facts are objective
Means. and ciids can bc separated and clearly cast

4b. Curriculum is a means to specified eimd5s (schooling.outeomes)

Solutions in schools (of which time curriculum is one) shoulq, be selected
on empirieal.data and be verified on how well a desired sct of resultS are attained

A logical-Land rational curriculum MB one that was designed to attain
specified ends and cmild be evaluated as an effective tool 'as such,. The
curriculum is a causal agent, a planned intervention in what might be an
otherwise haphazar4,1 procOss.

Ths: challenge to logical positivism has takep three forms as .theoretical
positions. First..positivism has been criticized as embodying a set'of values that
ate as subjective and imperfect as those it sought to replace.

-.When we examThe.thoso mnpirieml tbeorics that have been advanced, we discover
again and again theV are not value-neutral. Ina reflect deep:ideological biases and secret
controversial \Ake positions. It is :ifiction to think that we can neatly distinguish the

p . 662*.

'Franklin Bobbin, The Curriculum (Boston: Houghton
'AV. SA'. Charters. Curriculum Construction (Nes- York: Nlacmillan. 1923i.
'Harold Rugg. The Foundations and ThchniMie of Curriculum Construction. 26th Yearbook of

itic National Society for the .tudy Education, Parts I and II iBlimmington. III.: Public Schools
Publishing Company, ,

'Ralph W 'Evier. Basic VOnciplys of Curriculinn Ind Instruction (Chicago: liniverssit of
Chicago Press. 195M.

, ,
Othaucl Smith, kVilliam 0. Stanky, anq. J. Ilae.an Shores. Fundamentals of CurriculuM

Development iYonkers-on-I.ludsomkVovld Book Company, 19571.
1"George A. BcauchainpGurriculurn.Theory Mihnette. Kagg Press. I9751.

\.:4, 4 0.

7 d
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descriptive froni the evaluative conments of these theories, for tacit esaluations are built .
into- their very'. framework."

. Second, there ary,pther waYs of "knowing" that are uot as quaniifiable'as
some current notionS.Of "good researeh" woukl dictate, As an alternative to the
derivation of empirical theories and the 'customary development of linear
hypotheses to be tested, the critics of positivism offer the scholarly tradition of
phenomenology.

Phénomenology iS based ou the assumption that 511-"codified knowledge," including
that which comprises snence, is derived 'from and contingent on a prior level-or realm
that is prcconceptual or pre-ideational in nature. This is the fundamental substratum of
knowledgid gaining access to mid describing this layer is the proper objective of -pure
seience."I2

The search for--,k,"purer form" of knowledge than that foiind in logical
positivism has led currieirkini thinkers into s6veral Earopean.sehooR. of thought,
among them the Works o'll.uTit Habermas, a colleague of 'llorkheimer,
Adomo, and Marc:use at the Marki,st Frankfurt School. Habermas proposes to
discover a "theory,of verifiable norms" not sanetioned on the legitimacy of the
state; but upon a universal Morality in which one form lies in undistorted.

.discussion and consensuS. This searchior ptagmatics" lies in probing
the common aspects of human speecli, comprehensibility, truth, truthfulness,
and rightness," These norins in turn are like true sentences; they arc neither
facts nor values."'4

While some olthe critics have chosen to attack the dominant positivistic
ideology iii thc curricujum field and its accepted version exemplified by the
Tyler Rationale,I5. 16 thcy cease to have much unity in pkscribiug a methodolo-

gy 4:which the tenets of phenomenology could be utilized, as a practical
schoWly substitute in ttscarch, nor in thc preparation of curriculum personnel
who work in the, schools.

Philip Jackson candidly pointed out that the proposed alternative approach
advanced by some of the contemporary ideological critics cOntained a paradox:

One of the things that troubles tne most is that some extreme advocates of tl e
antiscientific or antiempirical pOsition continue to make claims about educational niatt .rs
whose truth valUe could only be established, it seems to me, by using the nietli9,6l igt;.

.1.1R. J. Bernstein, Vie Restructuring of Social and Political Theorp (New York: I larcourt Braci.".

Jovanovich, 1976), cited by William P. Foster. "Administration and (he Crisis of Legiti lacy: A
Review qf Habermasie Thought." Harvard Educational Review 50, 4 (1980): 496-505.

12William Pinar, "Scarch for a Method," in Curriculum Theorizing. pp. 415-426.
Ilurgen Ilabermas, Communicatiorrand the Evolution of Society tranOiL NleCartl ffloston2.,

Beacon, 1979).
.14jurgen ilabermas, 1...tgitimation Crisig.trans. 'McCarthy (Boston: Beacon, 197 ), cited 'by/

Poster, "Administration," p. 503.
Illerbert M. Kliebard, "Reappraisal: The Tyler Rationale," in W. Pinar, -Search for a

Methoe' pp. 70-83.
1.6"Is the Tyler Rationale a Suitable Basis for Crirrent Curriculum Devdopment?" ASCD

Update 22, 6 (Decanber 1980)..
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being rewctecl. Empirical claims delihincl empirical support. If the latter cannot be
pi-ovided. the forMer slioLi Id licit be made.'

l'he third challenge to positivism assumes that the curriculum is an agent of
social control and that curriculum developinent is an inherently pohtical activity
in this respect. From this perspectise and through the lens.es of sociahstic and
Marxist ideOlogy the functions of schooling have.licen el-Mei/ed. Ohe socialist
critic dbserved: -The historical record of the rhetoric Of public school leaders is
an embarrassing.testimom to this limitless capacity for self-deception:1s

Broadly stated,- the anti-positivistic critics hold that its traditions have
distorted the real purpose of schools, which ought to he emancipatory but base
instead focused on control issues in curriculum. In turn, that control has and is
aimed at maintaining thc.: existing class structure in the United States. ss Inch
protects its pnvi eges and, despite its rhetoric.to the contrary, does not intend to
liberate those persons who occupy the bottom rungs in our society.

Thus in examining two-currieular documents produced bv the National
Institute of Education ing current issues, problems, and concerns in
curriculum de mient,19 Michael Apple averred that their shortcomings
revolved around the fact that research supported by NIE was, in bulk,
'emPirically, and especially conceptually, unsophisticated,- and the lack of anY
attention to the linkages between curricular decisions and compronnscs'and the

. existing social and economic institutions and ideologies. .1pplc felt that. the

. reports drew attention away from:

. . the actual exercise of powei and the complex relationships that exist beRseen
schools and the class and economic structure in which 'they exist. This is not iii
inconsequential point. We are beginning to understand more eleaib hos\ cultural and
economic apparatuses are linked in Stiehl a \say Milt cultural .incl cducatioulsinstitutions
act as means in the social reprocluotion of an unequal societ .'"

,Another widely quoted piece of research on school effectiveness, the book
Fifteen Thousand Hours by Nlichilel Rutter and cither,:m was criticized because
the researcher (Rutter I "cannot grasp the school as a cultural system. . . ilisofar
as the problem is approached, the complex task of analyzing social and historical
processes is collapsed into picking and choosing frOm a shopping lisr of
sariables.-2'

Rutter's positivi7,t conceptualization makes it impossible, forliini to understand the

Phdip W. Jackson, "Curriculum and Its Discontents," Curriculum /iiquin- 012,JSinniner
19S11)! 139-171.

tMitlimoo A. Profnedt, "SoCialist Criticisms of Education in the United States. Problems and
Posobihties:" Ilarvard Education Review ;0, 4 iNoseinbcr

"National histikdc of' Ecinc,:mon, Current Isstws, Problems. and Concerns in Curriculum
Development, 1976, and \ Role in C:urriculum Development, 197.

="Nlichael W.: Mph:, "Politics mid Nsttioual Curriculum, Polics Curriculum Inquiry 4
Minter 1977i, 353-361. ;. b

Mickad Rutter, Barbara Mauglian, Peter Nlortimore. Janet Onston,and .Alan Smith. Fifteen
Thousand (CMubridge: liniversits Press, vr-9,

Ashendor. -l'o the Editors.- Harvard Educational Review 30;4 m Nos comber 19SM: -53S
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khool as a political system, and prevents him from tracing its compleK relations with the
political and cultural. system beyond.='.

Thc critic then states,

. . . we should hely Ivorking-el4s schools find wius of tooling around and confront
the task that has been sct for them. Whatever the new answer to the old question, "What
is good sehoohng for tvorkilig7elass p .opler it won't look like the kind of schooling that
Rutter endorses, and it won't be fot nd in his way of looking.":'

One of the areas of greates ferment entering the decade is the theoretical/
klcqkgical arena. According the critics, the expressed dissatisfaction with
Vfevious approaches 'to thinkin )out curriculum issues can be summarized b.;
s'aying they. were:

. too simple; overly concicriicd with rational, enipirictil approaches that
=were quite arbitrary and "falsel scientific in that they pretei lt I 1 illK.a. .0 .g2 Levo.0

i.alues when the "scientific- a proaeh is a value position itself
'excessively linear and o w-dimensional, forcing what could be viewed as

a multidnfiensional process in 0-a rigid mold of means-ends contrasts
reinforcements to a poli ieal and socird system that does not appear to be

liberating for Il concerned, b if centered on, issues of control .of one class by
another.

Practie'alt rheoretical Issues

A common approach to the selection of values used in curriculum ,
development has been that ofo needs assessment. Kaufman's chapter' in thiP
Yearbook provides a more detai ed and extensive review of this process as the
basis for the selection of 'al uesfroiii which a curriculum is consthwted.

"Needs assesvtent is an einj irieal process which is carried out to determine
what goals should be addressed by a project or an organization."" While needs
assessment is employed within a etilture. it can be usedto question the values of
that culture and those selected to b empliasized in sehooh.. Kaufman lias Called
this type of radical point of departt re an "Alpha needs assessmen"'

Almost anything limy be Changed mi md questioned, there are no "sacted cows,- eYen
Lot's can be added, deleted, Isdiflcd, rganizations may be challenged. disassembled,
rebuilt, or eliminated.:'

The Alpha assessment irim \ti search for an external referent to help
decide what values 45 select for schools and for curriculum. Kitufman and

"Ibid.

2'Walter .Diek, "Instructional Design Models: Future Treads and Issues,- Educational
"Tee nology 21, 7 (Jnly 1981): U.

261-loger A. Kaufman, "Toward a Taxononis of Needs Assessments," Instructional Systems
c9eve opmeut Center, The Florida State University, Nu. I. Tallahassee, Florida, March 25, 1977.

2 Ibid.
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others:s have suggested thiat this referent be the "value added- to a society as the
result of the efforts of schools. added" referent .would consist of
constructing for the learner as a client of the system an "independent survival
point". aS a societal participant after the schooling process has formally ended.

Macdonald indicates that there are at least three positions regarding values
that cm be taken and will influence what vahles arc subsequently included in a
curriculum: "It makes a consideralile diff,erence in curriculum decisiOns whether
one is a behaviorist, a geStaltist, a psychoanalyst, or a third force psychologist
(self-realization). These are value positions that affect curriculum thinking."29
thcse-aiue lead to approaches to curriculum development that are

centered in control, consensus, or emancipation. The resnits arsa model of
curriculum that is either based on expertise, consensus, or a dialogical proccss.
The latter model is based on the work of Paul0.-..Freire in -South America..'"

The selection of values as-goals in a.,.curriculum s influenced by W'hat the
educator Wants to accomplish 'and what he or she believes.the:curriculum is. For
example, if an educat6r Wants to develop a curriculum by consensus and believes
that it consists of identifying the,content-independent cognitive skills applicable
to a variety of situations, then an approach to developing a curriculum will
consist of organizing a committee of colleagues (as opposed to identifying sonic
experts) and listing those skills that app,:ar to be independent of anv particular
content arca; These will then be provided to the instructional staff to teach.

?Any a priori position regarding an approach to etirriculum thinking that
would not include an analysis of tbe value positions selected irrespective of t!.
approach would be classified in Kaufman's terms a a "Beta assessinent."'I The
"Beta assessment- .bcgins with -a set of assumptions or at least an outlook that
would preclude some outlooks, assumptions, or values to be selected at the
ontset, In this resPect they become ideologies because as models, approaches, or .

cOnstructs they cannot be challenged.'2
The discussion so far regarding cells A and D in.Hgure I has centered on a

theotical and practical, approach to dealini,with ideologies in contemporary-
curricular circumstances. Much of the criticism of traditional curriculum
thinkii g has challenged it s. theoretical underpinnings as ideological: Some
engaging in this debate have been called reconceptualists, though thait name
does not include all of them by ally means." . --

SoThe practical -Approaches to questioning the initial -value position or

2..Roger Kaufman, Robert Corrigan, and Don Johnson, -Coward Educational Responsiveness
to Society's Needs., A Tentative Utility Model.- lournal of Socio-Economic Mining Sciences.
August 1969. .

lames B. Macdonald: "Curriculum and Iluman Interests," in Curriculum Theori- -ing., pp.
283-298. . .,

"Talb,lo Freire. Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Ncw York: Scabury. 1970). .

.'illher A. Kaufman and Fenwick W. English, "Conducting the Beta Needs Assessment." in
Needs Assessment; Concept and Application iEnglewood._CIiffs, N.J.: Educational Technology, Publications. 19791, pp. 221-240.- y

'.2Elliot W. Eisner and Elizabeth A. Vallance, Conflicting Conceptions: of Curriculum
(Berkcky: McCutchan, 1974). ,

'William Pinar. "Reply' to my Critics," Curriculum Inquiry 10.2 (Summet4198(1):.1992))6.
, ,
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constructs would challenge an ideological Position taken, but could not be
classified as a theoretical position. F, example, Kaufman's needs assessment
approach is not a theory but, a procedure for.dealing with an ideological pOsition
as contained iii Ilk idea of the "Alpha assessment."'4."

. From this discussion. it ought to be clear that those thinking and acting on
curriculum matters in schools begin the proCess from varying points.of view. .

Sonic appear et:intent- to .cugage rirthinking. about how people think 'about
. curriculum. Others appear not to be interested in their initial assumptions so
much as in how to implement their particular approach. Different positions or
'assumptions will take the curriculum thinker and developer down different
roads. 'rile .purpose of this initial section regarding ideologies and theory/practice
has Deell to highlight sOme of these points of view-.

The Technical Issues

Technical issues in the currictilum field are those concerned witlf design.
Theoretical issues that relate to technieal matters are concerned with what theory
to select from ss Inch to derive a plan or -design for the curricultun. Practical
references are tliose concerned with some orderly aPproach to currieuluni design
without a full consideration of alternative theories from which to select a design.

Beauchamp has defined tbe full range .of theoretieal considerations by
indicating that, subject matter of currieultnu theory may be the events
associated with decisions about a curricukim, the use of a curriculum, the
development,of a curricultim, curriculum design, curriculUm evaluatioii, and so
forth. "16

Gold sketches out an approach to designing a curriculum for instructional
purposes by using Pascual-Leone's neo-Piagetian theory. of intclleettial develop-

This theory begins with a model representing the basic unit of what is
considered knowledge as a scheme. A scheme represents facts or states, operations
or transformatious of other facts or states, or may specify a sdries of operations.

The Pascual-Leone theory also develops tenets regarding. an individual's
intellectual development. From a study of these tenets various principles. of
design are formulated. For example, the first principle is to "precede instruction-
al design 'vith a step-by-step description of both tbe eorri.'14 strategy.to be taught
and incorrect strategies that. children may apply to the task spontancously.'''''
These pripciples wouldJ4: of assistance to the curriculum developer as various

'4Roger Kaufman and Robert :G. Stakenas, Assessment and 1 lolktic Planning,"
Educational Leadership 3S,Si tMay. 198 ): 612-617.

"Daniel L. Stufflebeam, "WOiking Paper on Nee& Assessment in EValuatinn," 1.'npublished
paper, AERA Evaluation Conferenu, San Francisco, September 23,. 1977.

1"George A. Beauchamp', Curriculum Theory (Wilmette, Ill.: Kagg, p. M.

'Allan P. Gold: "A Technology of Instruction Based on Developmental Psychology,"
Educational Technokrgy.21.7 (July 1.98 1 ):6-13.

'Ibid. See J. Pascual-Leone, "A Theory of Constructive Dperators, a Neo-PiagetianAlodel of
Conservation, and thc Brohlem of llorizontal-Decalages," (Unpublishai illanu.scriPt, York Universi-
ty, 1973).
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sequences of instruction canie to be specified in the body of the curriculum
bchig developed.

When curriculum design issues arc 'hot related to some other theory such as
Pascual-Leone's or Piaget's, then the principles of design may be derived from
considerations Of yarious types of operational procedures that could 1)e. em-
ployed. For example, Pratt''' uses 1 lall's4" text on systems engincerilig to indicate
what the key elements of a design are. From this perspective a design:

focuses attention on goals
increases the probability of success
economizes time and effort
facilitates communication and pordination
reduces stress.

Beauchamp specifies two fundamental dimensions of curriculuin design:

The filst-has to do with the total substance, the elements, and.the arrangement of the
document. We may speak of thi:sc as the contents of a curriculum in the same scow that
ss e use a table of contents in a book to specify the titles of the various chapters. The second
is the mode of organization of the various parts of a curriculum, particularly the culture
content. Both, of these dimensions cirevinScribe subordinate parts.

McN61,42 offers a° similar vision of curriculum design by speaking of all
organizational design in general_ as .containing "a statement of the relationships
among .purposes tftmetions, domains, goals, or objectives); organizing structures
(subjects, courses, topics, .etc..); organizing elements (skills,, values, concepts,
etc.); specific learning opportunities or activities; and the principles to be
followed in order that learning opportunities have a cumulative effect (simple to
complex, etc. C43

We have examilied cells 13 and E in.Figure 1. trend has been for design
issues to be not very well linked to specific theories of.cogintion or learning, if at
all. This is not to say that &Sign matters have not been researched or tested,.44
does mean that,,,Ju general, curricaluth design has been influenced by logical
plans of which individual parts may have been researched,. but which Rave not
been generally derived froni a larger theoreficla hase.

Operational Issues

.Operational issueS in curriculum arc delivery issues and these tend to be
concerned with Management and control.-The functions of management are:

defining objectives/selecting a mission,

"'David Pratt. Curriculum: Design and Development (New York: Ilarcourf Brace jovaniwicli.
1980).

4"Arthor D. Hall, A \let/iridology for Systems Engineering (New York: Van Nostrand, 1962),
cited byTratt, ibid, p. 9.

41Beauchamp, Currieulum .1.1wory. p. 102.
9ohn D. NIcNcil, Curriculum: A Comprehensive Introduction Boston:. Little Ba).is ii, 197-1.
"Ibid., pp. 168-169,

J. II. Block. yd.. Masten. Learning (New York: Iklt, Rinchart and WiVon. 1971).
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ensuring consistent and reliable expenditure of. resources to.attaiu the
mission tobjectiN es)

utilization of feedback from evahiation to make adjustments in mission
selection or resource flow.4'

"Hie cutiricultun is a basic management tool because it includes or requires
objectives (is mission delmident), is a method for scheduling or configuring
dresources (people, time: rnaterials). and acts as a mechanism to monitor/direct/
evaluate teaeher'udformance against its stilted purpose/objectives. fit this respect

it is an agent Zif quality control by requiring conformance to its design

specificatious, however stated or. implied:1h
English and Stetryr have noted a comparison of corporate pohcy develop-

ment and tactics .to the: proeess of curriculum devdopment iii thi

'file curriculum is a management tool of strategic importance hcealise it is a response
to a mission statement for the entire system, it iniplenrclits luilicies dopted by boards of
education., and it eises to ensure the public and. the bolird of consistency in the
implementation of the Overall policies of the district as they are translateNuto teaching
activities and pupil outcomes.- It does this b forcing the system's resources to floss in
specified directions."

English and Steffy aver that curricuhun is both tactics (the dehneation of a
specific curriculum for a separate program, a stimol, or a specific instructional
station) and strategy (the development 'of master policy). Currienlum is both
tactics and strategy, ''how one looks at it is not ati much a 'Matter of taste or
philosophy, as a matter of the organizational level at whieli the curriculum issues
arc being eonsidered."4" Figure 2. separates curriculum development in a
management sense between strategy and tactic's.

.Another major management issue concerned with curriculum is how
content is selected and orgailized. This can be i.rpprOached either tlicorctically or
practically by adding -three perspectives to Cells C and F in Figure Th'ese are

delineated in Figure 3.
The first approaches to selecting and organiz impicontent.are those that ire

independent of the learner. Such approaches present a rationale for selecting the
disciplines to-be studied and determining the proper "mix" between them,
approach is perhaps best exemplified in the work of Philij Phenix.'" Another
approach not dependent on the learner is that described by Schwab when he
proposed that the inherent structure of the discipline or content itself fiirms the
base kir selecting and organizing curriculum content." A practical basis for

lTenwrck \V. En glisli.?Akagement Practice as a K0 to Curriculum Leadership:: Educa-
tional 1,4tdership 36,6 (Math l9")i: pp. 408-413.

.44:enwick \V, English, Qtiality Control in Curriculum bero/opincut !Arlington. Amen-
can Association of Sehool Administrators. 197SI. 62 pp.

.4-Ecimick \V. English and lktty E. Ste...riv. "Curriculiiiii tis a Str'ategic Managcnient
Educational Leadership 39.4 (J,Rmal) 1982l: 276-278.

+Alba
Phcnix.-Reafrris of Aleunings iNew York.: McCraw-I till:1964).

''Joseph J.; Schwab. ;thlems. Topics. and Issues.- in ,Education and the Structure of
Knowkdge, (ed. S. Elain) ICIdeago: Rand, McNally. 196*. pp. 4-43.
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Figure 2. Curriculum Development Continuum

. Strategy Tactic
Scope System Wide, all levels

Specificity
Delineation of
InStructional
Methods

Organization,
Location of
DecisiOn

Risk Involved

Low level of detail
Broad or nonexistent

Rrogi'am, schOol, or
classroom specific
_Higherzlevel of detail

Embedded and more
specific, closer teYthe
classroom

Highest levels of man-
agement/policy .

Much lower level, build-
ing, classroom

High riske more uncer-
tainty

Lower risk, much less
uncertainty

Assessment Broadly indicated'as a
requirement upon which
to make decisions and
re-examine policy

Specifically delineated by
obiectivo,.type, expected
standards of achieve-
ment for groups of stu-
dents

Consideration of
. Alternatives Broad, conceptual Narrow, operational

ordering culriculum is. the use. of chronological order, in teaching lnstory.
The second approach to selecting 'and ordering curriculum content is to

"fit" thc content to the learners.'2 The idea is to break curriculum. eonkint into
manageable pieccs,, following any implicit pattern inherent in the content area
and matching it to the learner's patterns. When a pattern is taught to a learner So
as to facilitate the acquisition of content, the principle of "scaffolding" kis been
followcd. 3 3 The proccss of "hierarchical analysis" in design is also an attempt to
make content easier to acquire by the learner."

Those approaches dependent on the learner to organize curriculuth content
are. based On schema theo-ry"!'":4-: that is, that learners possess methiids or
structure to order content independent from the content per sc of curriculum.

=Robert Gaglic and I.eslie I. Briggs. Principles of Instructional Design tNeu York: I IA
,Rinchart. and Wtnshin. 19-9i.

"D. P. Ausuhel. 1.:clucational Psycindogy: A 0;g/1i/ire l'iewlNew York: I lIt, Rinehart. and
Winston. 1964.

"poris I. Cou"A Curriculum ..\nahsis of Individnaliled Science." \lonOgraph of the
.,Learning Research and Doclopment Center. thikersit of Pittsburgh, 19-1, pp.

"R. C. Anderson. "The Notion of Schemata and the Educational Enterprise: ill Schooling
and the Acquisition of Knowledge, eds. R. C. Anderson. R. I.. Spiro. aid W. E. Alontagne iNc,1
Jersey.. Erlbaurn. 19771:.pp. 41i-431.

Neisser, Cognition and Reality: Principles and Implications sif Cognitive PSychohigr Saii
Francisco: Freeman. 1976i.

lean Piaget. "Ccifesis and Structure in the Psychology of Intelligerwe.- m SiyPsychological
Studies. Elkind iNeu York: Random House. 1967).
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Figure 3. Three Generic.Approaches to Selecting.
and Organizing Curriculum Content

.
Theoretical

Practical

Content
Selection and
Organization

Not Dependent
On the Learner -

Content
Selection and
Organization
Should "Fit"
the Learner

Learners
Supply the

Order to
. Selecting the

Content

13

Order based
on rationale or

Leaming the-
ory S-R

Schema theory
,

.logical argu- ,
.

ment/model

a Order based * Scaffolding Use of alp-
on apparent Hierarchical rithms or mod-
criterion such analysis els based on
as chronology,
specificity .

schema theory

fa

These structures or "schema" must be accounted for in presenting content to be
learned. A practical approach derived from this position is the use of algorithms
or models of thinking as ways to .order content prior to its being taught to
learners.

Other Operational Issues/Curriculum Alignment

Another' operations area of concern for those working with (2 ur riculum in
the schools is how to improve learner achievement by changing the design of the
curriculnm or by more closely aligning teaching content (time on task) to the
preseribed curriculum and the testing program."".61

. One procediue for aligiiing.the curriculum fias been called "curriculum
mappimig.""2 Mapping is a technique for recording time on task data and then
analyzing this data to determine the "fit" to the officially adopted curriculum» and
the assessment/testing program. Mapping proy,ides curriculum planners. and

.evaluators with the means to adjust the "fit" tver time by providing a data base
that lird(s teaching, testing. and curriculum development. Mapping is not
depcndm on ,mmy particular viewpoint Of how the existing curriculum content

L. Algorithmizatiop in Learging ancl Instruction (Englewood Cliff's.' N.J.:
.Educational Tehbnokgy Publications, 1974).

5"Wilhant Winn, -Vie Nkaningful Organization-of Content: Research and Design Strategies.
Educational Technoiogy 21,8 (Auaust 1981): 7-11.

6117rcci Niedenneyer and Stephen Yelon, "Los Angeles Aligns Instruction with Essential Skills,"
Ethicational Oadership 38,8 (May 1981): 618-620.

f'TenwickiW:',Englisli. Impruving Curriculum Management in the Schools (Washington. D.C.:
Council for Basic Education, 1980), 26

2FenwiCk W. English, "Curriculum Mapping," Educational, Leadership 37,7 (April 198))):
538-359,

0
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\was dc;rived, bin is il monitoring tei.imique to determine teaching tcliniv selected
design.°

Conflict with the -....::_smmunity a

Conflict in operational settings between comnumitics and school curricu-
lum people rarely develops over theory difectly. Nlore often than not it represen;sw
a clash over the selection of specific content. or a book in an instructional'
program or sChoOl.library.

Conflict MUM> when the value orientation of a community or a sub-public
is not in hart-nonw with the content of the etirriculum sclected.". Rising problems
of censorship over library books and textbooks in schoolS, the adoption of ;
"scientific creationism," And the rejection of so-called "humanistic" curriculum
by some i:cligious leaders of thc Far Right, continoe to punctuate schOol
problems in cirrriculum at the operational level.6'

Classifyin Cohtemporary Curriculum Questions

When Ralph Tyler asked the question, "What educational purposes should
'.the, school seek td attain?"'. he was posing a practiearideological (Ce nll I) i

Figure I ) question,. Tyler was seeking a resolution to the selection i of possible
valnes that should be embraced bY; formalized schooling. Purposes aie statements
df values. Values posses-s an idiornatic bilse. The scarcity of time requireS a ,

'decision in formalized schooling.
(

It is. important. to note what Tyler did not ask. I le-dkIn't begin asking,
"How should, educators think about purposes?" or even, "What are purposes?"
He began by assuming that:.,

Purposes.exist apart from the school
Schools must be selective abont which purposes to embrace
Some purposes arc better than others.

Tyler's approach dealt with the irnmediately practical .problems of selection
followed by questions of design and control:

"What educatidnal experiences ean be -proYided that are likely to attain
these purposes?" (Cell E in Figure

"How can these educatiOnal ;experiem:es be effectively organized?" (Ce14--E
in Figure 11

"Peat. Marwick. \likhell and Co.. -.An Analysin and lieviov -of the Currienlinn and
"° Organizational and Administrative Structure of Worthington Iligh School," Washington. D.C.,

December 1, 1980. .

'417ewwiek W. English. -File Dynamics.of School-Conniumity 'Relationships,- in Coniiidcred
ANion for Curriculum Improvement. ed. \V. Foshay (Alexandria. \';a: ARAI, 198111. pp. 1-18. ;

.6'Arthur-Steller. "Curriculum Development as Politics:: Klucatimtal Leadership 1,Novcinbcr.
1980): 161-164.

. 6611alph Tyler. Basic Principles,.
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"llow 'can we detemiiiie wliether these purposes ace being attained?"(,;; (Cell
lir Figure I .

.
Tyler's approach- was not thearetiql. It did not prone ueeply into .the

(ittestion of the routs of.purposes:that is, the theoretical/ideological underpin-
ning of schooling ow' society.. As Appleollas.itoted:

. . One cann)t comprehend what schools.do 12y thinking atheni as black boxes, in
input/output terms. This neglects'the vultural forms and meanings that actually exist ill '
schools. It ignores the importance of an analysis of the ways o(1r educational institutions
Contribute to .the creation Of ideological liegeniony. For schools do live than simpl
"process peoQle-; they help create and iiiake legitiinate isomctinies in contradictory and
paradoxical was) forms of t'onscionsilms that are dialectically relaled to aocorporate.
sikietv, like our ossii:"' .

f To assist .those asking questions aboutfurriculum.in contempOrarY- eiremn-
stances, sOme conimon questions about curriculum practice are listed in, Figure,.

1,4. Each question is followed by. a reference to the cells that may be involved in
answering t.

For exaniplc. the first question, "What' are ,typesei of cairrietilar goals/
. objectives?" iiugl it involve:

Cell tA ifvhtat was desired 'was a discussion or review of dtlicors?(Ii 'values
. or value formulation with a pbint of view about which theory .to_iatilize in
selecting vihues. or it 0

Cell E if a set of categories is desired by which to elassify types of .goals/
objectives on such criteria as source, sftbject, clarity, specificity, andso on.

If-all of the responses are s'ummed, it carr be seen that.two cells ik and CI
include about.49 percent of all of the questiolts 'and. E and V, 41' percent:- The.se.
fOnr cells account for 90-percent of all the. references. This inay illustrate that
most of our contemporary curriculum questions are concerned wifh technical-
managerial issuo', and few appear to be concerned'witki ide(clogical mattcrs of a
theoretical or practiCal nature. This has ;beeii- alleged as a shortconiMg of
contemporary curriculum practice.-fr).""

Wide-many pf the issues of the decade are 01(1 ones re-emerged, snell as the
mood of political conservatism., both fiscally7 and educationally,"L-2 the new

'issue is the challenge to positivism., Thi;; .challenge has been raised by.

currieulum theorists and thinkers who appear to have a different agenda for the
schools. Their.ideology is one 'kat is a familiar cry to the romantics of the 60s as

"Aid.
,

"hNliehael W. Appre."Aimlyzing Docrmilloions: Understandin and Evaluating thc Produc-
tion of Social Outcomes in Schools,- Curriculum Inquiry It), I (Spring 198(6:

!"Ilerbert NI. Kliebard, -Bureaucracy and Currienluin 'Ilicory." in Freedom, Bureaucracy, and
Schooling Mashiii.gton. D.C.: ASCD, CV I I, pp. 74-94.

, -"Dwayne leubner,-Curricular. language and Classroom NIcanin6.- in Language and
Meaning tWaslinigton. D.C.: ASCD, 1966L pp. 8-26.

Vac; W. Guthrie, "Eifierging Political Economy of Edneational.Polic,.- in The f'uture
Education. cd: K. C. Coles (Beverly I lilts: Sage, lqls

':Frederick.M. Wirt, "Neoconservatism and National School Policy." Educational Evaluation
a/id Pobey Analysis 2.6 (November-December 1980), pp. 3-18.
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Figure 4. Classifying Some Contemporary,Curricular Questioni

'Question
r- .,

"4/hat are types of curricular goelslobjectives? A,E
How can a curriculum.be ,,,aluated? E,F
What forms can curriculum assume? B,.0
What are the essential parts of a curriculuni unit? . B,E`
How does one iselect the proper curriculum? A,D
How is ciirlid4w scope defined? B,E7
What is a ttiffidUlar concept? . B;C,E,F
What is articUlatisqn in curriculum? . B,C,E,F
What is the best 01i.irricular organization? B
How is a behavioral hierarchy defined? E
How does one seldct the appropriatecurriculum

setting? % - . . C,F
What are the structues of the discipline's? B,C
How are instructional Strategies selected? - C,F
How can linkage to lifelexperience be attained? B,C,E,F
How can the: real worldsiPe blended into classroom -

use? k. B,C,E,F
What iS thenature of linking concepts to pupil

needs? 11._, B,C;E,F
What iS ilia role of pupil ch.oice in studying. .

curricula., concepts/unitsl, :C,F
What are the esse8tial elenients of a curriculum

Relevant Cells

guide? ..
I
1,,

%
B,C,D,EF--..---

How can the effectiveness ofilearning activities be
I,optimized?

.Who should be involved in cukiculum
i,development? F
1

.
hat is a "need"? .

. B,E
hat values should be inherenliVn designing a -
curriculum? A,D

. . Are curricular outcomes (results)means or ends? B,C
Are curricular outcomes capable bf being taught in'.

the schools?
What is the nature of knowledge?i,
What are the, forms of content?

A,B
B,C

a

embodied in the works.of Kohl:' 1104:4 and Goodman.' It is different in its
emphasi.s on a Marxist dialectic as a ?pock! from which schooling and_ larger
societal reforms can be considered. Ai such it is far Imre than a cry against

-'Ikrb Kohl. The Open Classroom (Nov Y rk: Vintaxe..1969).
-lohn kilt. llow Children Fail (New York, Pitman.'1964). 0
'Paul Goodman. Compulsory Mis-educattm imd the Communitv of Scholars (Nov York:.

Vintage, 1962).'
.
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certain schooling ntuals. That earlier challenge was wiped out iii all- but a feW
places in the nation's school; in the late 70s. The frontal attack oil the

underpinnings of the concept of a sciefice of edneation tind particularly of
curriculum construction is far more powerful because it is almo$ an entirely
professional dialogue; that is,- the battle is with those armed with some knowledge
.about curricular matters. -It is beingfimght in scholarly circles and fopmals,
conventions,. priyate conferences, personal_ reflection and letters, -and the

-,.--- .
libraries of the academy. It is a re-establishment of the traditions of the libCral

arts. For the public at largo and for many teachers, curriculum workyrs, and
school administrators, the issues se'eni morno»cmned with academic postining

vudl.tsoteric forays irito existentialism and philosophy than those thov feel are
twal as they,confront the everyday iSsues involvedwith currieulum development.

'Filo currency of curricuhim practice is founded on a 16asc of ideas:14dt k.
at idiom. An idiom provides meaning to practice. It provides perspeetiYe and ii

filt 1 to process actioa into some sort of larger piehire that resolves practical
prol !ems. and makes sonic selise off them. The context of practice is aknost
alwa s ideological. The ideology, of positivism has4rOvided a context for
curnc dail tl-tiinking for Over five decades. Now a new idiom i's being proposed
that p rteMls the developmont of -a pew currency with a different4t of values,I\

.. and on ' that may ultiniately 're=define what is "good practice.-
W1 ile it appears doubtful that .the idimil Of 'posilivism will be total4

abandon d, the growii'ig movement tomove away from its concepts may place it .
: I p

into a 'tar, er perspecti'vc in which its traditions are 'considered less demanding
. and appro date for all dircumstances than ,01...ild, otherwise have been the case.

However, t,midpoint in thedecade, curriculum practice is still carrYing oli with,
the traditions and dominant perspective.of positivism as the idiom in .yhich what
is "gOod practice- is defined and esteemed. .

To the \largest eNtent, this .Yearbook is a compilation of the 'best of the
positivistic tni ition in curriculum thinking and practice. It is a diMillation and
extension of t,iis tradition in schooling and in curriculum development in the
schools. . '

a

a

e,
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Chaptpr 2

Curricuium
Thhiking

\-
George A:Beauchanip

c

4

he curriculum field is fraught.with'egmmunication problems. There are
both communication problems among curriculuth scholars as-.Well as

,..
pioblems. in conununicatioii between curriculum scholars and curricu-

. . ,

lum practitioners. These are thc result of thinking differently about Curriculum
--. or ofusing language tliat is ambi nous or confusing in the,surriculum field.

J This chapter will explore cm uunication problems b.; analyzing the scope
orthe-field as revealed through principal- writings on ciirticulum as presented in
curriculum texts, by looking at Curriculiim influences. and substitutes, by
distihuishing- baween administrative and conceptual levels of curriculum

. .
develOpment, and by examining some of the language of -explanation and'

*:persuasion commonly used in the literature. Finally some of the problemS and
issues raised for Curriculum developers will bc mentioned.. . , . .

The Scope .of the Field

One way 'to look at the scope of the curticulum field is'to obsen'T the
contents'of textbook5 Written on the subject of curriculum. It will not be possible
here to give a complete arid specific analysis Of textbook contcnts, but, we can
illustrate ertain categories of content and comment about-their significance- in
communicating abouVurriculum matters. .

Most textbook writers present definitional structures for the word curricu-
lum. FO;example, Smith, Stanley, and Shores (1957) defined the curriculum as
follows: "A sequence, Of potential experiences- is set- Up ii the school for the

- purpose of disciplining children and yottth in group ways of thi-uking and acting.
This set of _experiences iS referred to as the. curriculum" (p.3). Ragan and
Shepherd (1977) viewed "the elementary school Eurrieulum as including-all the
dperiences of children for which de school accepts responsibility" (0.2). Johnson

. (1977) 'referred to curriculum "as a structured scrioes Of intended learning
outcomes" (p.6). Saylor and AlexaOder (1974) defined'curticulum as "a plan for.

2'i, 18
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providing sets of learning opportunities to achieve broad goals and related
Specificobjectives for an identifiabk population served by a single school center"
(p.6).

In their analysis of various curriculum conceptions, Saylor and Alexander
observed that the term is used in tw'o. distinct ways. One is -as..something
intended, and the other is as something actualized (p.3). This distinction in
denition is interesting because it points up vividly a sore spot among curriculum
writers; namely, whether we shoukl. distinguish between curriculum and
instruction in our thinking. So much of this hinges upon the use of the word
'experience. The most commonly used definition of curriculum states something
to the effect that the curriculum consists of all of the experiences of children and
,youth under the auspices of the school. For some, the experiences are planned
for in the form of educational opportunities or intended ,cultural structures.
These elements arc plamied by organized groups prior to instruction. For others,
the experienee.s.are meant to be learning 'experiences that may taitce at any
time including during periods of instruction. This dktinction poses a real
dilemma in thrrieul um, communication.

ThJre are really only three legitimate uses of the word "curriculum." One is
to:speak of a curriculum. This is the substantive, or content, ZlimensiOn of
et rriculum. A second is to speak of a curriculum system. A curriculum system

ompasses the activities of eprriculuni planning, implementing, and evaluat-
ing; these constitute the process dimension of curriculum. A third use is to speak
dm re/11am as a field of study. The latter, of course, consists of study of the .first

.two plus associated research and theory-building. activities. It-should be noted
that all curriculum meanings hinge 'won what one'refers to when speaking of a
curriculum. .

.A second rather consistent body of content, include& in eurriculvm
textbooks.is a discussion of topics emanating from philosophical, social and
culttfral, historical, and psychological foundations of education. The purpose for
including these topics is to draw from those areas basic d ita, or principles, for

4
determining edUcational goals, the.selection of culture content for the -currku-
ilum, and the organization of that content. Three things appear to dominate that
process. One is to establish the role of the school in society .as background for

.detemiining what to teach. The secorid- is to Make cJear basic information about
the characteristics and habits of potential school students:, A third is-to help with
thecomplicated process of content selection and organizafion in light of the first
two plus informtition about past eXperience ii curriculum affairs. Although
virtually all curriculum textbooks,contain such information in one form or
ahother, soMe deal with the subjects to a greater extent than others. For example
the books. hy Smith, Stanley, and.Shores' (1957); Zais (1976),,and Taba (1962).
cOntain cktended discussions of -the import of educational foundations for
etirriculum work. In many respects, stime of the best knowledge in .the
curriculum field is' derived from these foundations.

TechniqUes for curriculum planning are aihird area of discussion
curricPlum textbook Here writcrs tendcj advice to thosc wlio would plan

1; .
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curricula. A good way to ilkistrate this type of advice is to cite the scheme
outlined by Taba (1962):

Step 1: Diagnosis of needs
Step 24 Fornmlation Of objectives
Step 3: Selection of content
Step 4: Organization of content
Step 5: Selection of learning experiences
Step .6: Organization of learning experiences
Step 7: Determination of what to evaluate and,of ways and means of doing it (p. 12).

Most such advice is reasonable and can be followed by curriculum planners
if they wish.to do so. We have !tad a great' deal.of experience with the process of
curriculum planning in the .United States, and most of it has been done at the
school Ot school district level. Curricultim planning along with implementation
and evaluation may thought of as the process dimension of the curriculum
field.

A fdurth substantive area discussed by curriculum textbook writers is the
subject matters to be includal in curricula. Authors who address themselves to
this area of curriculum usuallY divide according to Whether thcy are writing
books 'about eleMentary or stcondary school curricula, and these are quite
different from-books principally addressed to techniques of curriculum-planning
or curriculum foundations and principles. Although some space may be
allocated to..foundations or planning techniques, sizable amount of space is
devoted to chapters on individual school 'subjects.:

For example, Ragan and ShephCrd (1977) devote six of their .14 chapters to
subjects taught in the elementary school. Tann-er (1971) devoted eight of 11
chapters to secondary school subjects. The purpose of such writing is to convey
to readers the. trends in content selection and organization as these writers see
them. Although the subjects undertaken by writers as discussed here are unique,
their purpose in writing is .quite. consistent (and perhaps complementary) with
those writers who spend most of their time and space on techniques of
curriculum planning. They render advice about what to do once curriculum
planners get around to the task of writing the curricula, but concerns about
curriculum content and organialon arc more appropriately thOught of as the
substantive dimension of the Curriculum .field.

A few books that may be viewed as textbooks are devoted to the subjeet of
cinriculum theory. Writers in this area of curriculum arc concerned predomi-
nately with the development of rational explanation forsurriculum phenomena.
So far, writers have not conic up with formulations that might be labeled' as
curriculum thebries hut, nonetheless, the area .is being explored. Two *hors
have spoken of their works as the development of conceptual .systems rather than
theories even though, much theoretical effort must have gone into their
development. Johnson (1977) developed a conceptual model for curricular and
iffpructional 'planning and evaluation. A 'distinguishing feature of Johnson's
writing about -curriculum has been his insistence upon distinguishing between
curricular and instructional planning and products. Coodlad (1979) has (level-

.
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oped a conceptual s}istein for guiding curriculum practice and inquiry. The heart
of Coodlad's conceptualization consists of four decision levels or domains:

institutional, instructional, and persbnal/experiential. Unruh (1975)
developed a series of propositions and constructs as' iheoretical bases for the
direction of curriculum development. BeauChainp (1981) presented an analysis
Of the conditions and circumstances under which curriculum theory might be
built, reviewed past delielopments in curriculum theory, and pointed up need for
.further advancements in this area.

The scope of the basic literature of the field then may be described as
consisting pf meanings attached to basic concepts and constructs, curriculum
foundations, the process dimension of curriculutin (including planning, imple-
'men ting, and evaluating), the, substantive .diniension of curriculum (including
content and design), and theory development. Diversity of. opinion among
writers in each of these areas abounds. Such diversity supports the contention
that there are too few areas of substantive agreement among curriculum scholars,
which means they have failed to generate an appreciable amount of knowledge
that may he, said to be indigenous to the curriculum field.

Curricultim research .4 well -Inas failed to produce results.that Would help
alleviate the above conditions: Repeatedly, curriculum research ..has been
criticized for dealing with inconsequential problems, for inappropriate designs
and techniques, and for not being theory-oriented. The paucity of theory-
oriented research is a major .contributor to- the failure to develop substantive
knoWledge in the field.

Curriculum Influenees and Substitutes

The contents of school.currieula are oftcn influenced by circumstances and
conditions external to the curticula. In some cases, they actually arc.substituted
for the curriculum. The latter is particularly true with the case of textbooks for
students in the various school subjects. In many schools and school districts in
the'United States, the cluster of adopted studeni textbooks is the closest thing to'a
curriculum able in those schoiils. The subjects are chosen, the subject
matters arc already organized; and the schools thereby have an educational
program. without further effort.

From time to time, state and federal governments pass laws that either
influence or .wescribe curriculum content, and curriculum content may be
influenced by decisions made in our courts. Since education is a function of the
states, more influence ensues 'from state governments than from the' federal
government. In any case, when laws prescribe curriculum content, curriculum
planners have nO option other than to include the-content in the curriculum
being planned. This constitutes the moSt direct and demanding influence upon
curriculum content that originates outside the system.

Federal acts and titles have had .a great influenRiulrecent -years upon
curriculum content' and organization.-Th National Defense*Education Act of
1958 (NDEA) is an outstanding illustration. Under funding provided hythat act,
a plethora of.proiects were launched, most of which were designed to iniproye

^
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'the charactei of the contentS of sarious school subjects. Familiar examples were
the Elemenhiry School Science Project (ESSP). the Science. Curriculuin
Improvement Study (SCIS i, aUd the School. Mathematics S(udy Gronli
(SMSG ). It is interesting to note that most science and mathethaties projects
ss ere eoncerned more with the s ntactics (skills lid proceSsesi of these diseiphnes
than with fixed bodies of content. Bilingnal education is another example of
curriculum content added in `most states because of federal ftnidnig. I'llese are
simply, a few examples of another way in which the content and organization of
.school curricula may be influenced by federal acts and titles. Despite the fact that,
education is a function of the state and despite the 'fact that individual school
s stems do involve their personnel in curriculum planning activities, the federal
government has exerted considerable influence upon the content and organiza-
tion of school curricula in recent years.

Administrative and Conceptual Levels of Curriculum
DeVelopinent

Curriculum development is often thought of at two different levels. One
level may be termed an administrative-level; thc other is more a conceptual level.
I use curriculum development and curriculum planning as one and the same
notion. I sec.no real distinction between the two.

,kcinlinistrative Levels

BY administrative level of currieululn. devFlopment, I mean simplythose-
political or organizational groups, or agencies that may influence directly or

-.indirectly the curricula of our schools. The influences of the federal government
have already INen discussed. Since education is a function of the state, howev6r, .

State Departments of Education may. issuc curriculum materials ip the form of
guides. Usually those arc suggested rather than mandatory guidelines, but the
states have the, legal right to make thcm mandatory.if they choose to do so. States
may require that certain subjects and/oClopies be tauglif in the whools aud
occasionally theY specify the amount of time that must be allocilted to that

.1.ibject.or topic. In a few slates, county education offices act similarly except they .
may also add supervisory seivices:

Most dirriculum.planning (that is, most efforts that prodhce.eurriciilum.
documents intelided tu.be.uscd in the sdiools) is done at the school distiiilt or
individual school level..lf on6' were to look through the.curriculum"documerits
displayed at the''annual ASCD confrence, it would bel!ome 'dear that thc
Sources' of virtually all' of those .docuinents Were schools or school districts. In
fact, the history:of curriculum:planning is ieaDy a recounting of the effortseif
peiiple in school's and school districts0 develop theiroWin curricula. C

The fact that ideas appropriate for School curricula arc generated by varioq
social, political,,and professional group;s4itributes'to the'coliftision within tK.'
curritulum field. Wiiters often speikk of the differ6nt levels at. which curficulum
decisions are made, which rai'ses the question of when an. idea .for curiieulum
.-ontent actually-becomcg a.part of apiriculum. This.brings the discussion back.
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tolhe problem of definnig a curriculum. In other sVords, when in the course of
events of selecting from our total culture are tkose.portions of our culture cliosen
to be included in a curriculum for specific schobla- Normally, that s tec ion is
made by people working for a board of ediwation and subject to the )olicy
acceptance of that board. These people may be teacherss9pervisors; principals,
or curriculum directors. If this can be a criterion for (etermining the prodw;tion
.of a curriculum then the decisions or kgestions,of other groups or agencies an
only be considered influenca-upon the decisions of those actually engage4 in
currieulum planning.

Conceptual Levels

At least four conceptual levels of curriculum planning are easily identifi-
able. They arc in order of increasing complexity: textbook adoption:\ simple
curriculum .modification, broader curriculum review and overhaul, and a
complete currienlum analysis.

Textbook adoption has become an almost universal task cOnfronting schools
and school districts. To the extent that the culture content to be taught in sdiools
is a major consideration intextbook adoption and to the extent that the subjects
are chosen in the process, 11 may be said that many curriculum-type decisions are
mo.4.cle by those Klee:ling textbooks. But to the extent that no document that may
be called a culricidum is PrOdueed, textbOok selection cannottlegitimately be
-referred to'as4 procesS of curriculum phmning.

A second leve l. of curriculum planning may be termed a simple cujxiculum
Modification. This level of curriculum work can occur only if a'curricuhlin (11
docbment, that ls) exists. The proeess of change is iivally simik involving
niinor changes.in language., orchanges in.sequence due to past eXperiente with
the curriculum, or the additiOn 'of new. ideas ,that have' emerged from the
teachers; This level of .curriculum change frequently takes place when the
ezcisting curriculum 'is relatively new, and the planning group:, decins, tbat:
substantial mbdifications are not sVarranted.

A third level may be termed a broader curriculum overhaol. Here again the°;
'aSsumption is that a curricukun eists, but ioas been.used for a sufficient length
'of time that the 'time has come to systematicallybrevisc the entire curriculum.
Most of the action here iito update the curriculum content in light of new
developments resulting from research and,.other sources, and/or to change the.
curriculum forthal in light of thc experience of teachers. nig level may
-such actions as review of curriculuM materials from other school areas, use of
consultants.on problem areas, review of curriculum. literature on contemporary
curriculum ciMcerns, 'and so forth. The most probable activity' would be the
mustering of and discussion of problems raised by teachers as a result of-their

experience in wing the."old" cLuriculum:
The fourth -level .may be termed° a complete curriculum analysis and

development. Normally, this' level is undertaken in a situation in which .no
docitinent called a curriciuluM exists, or in situations where a curriculum
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is very old and not currotly in use:The total process may take place in a serieS of
phases or steps. First, a leadership group or a curriculum councir may be needed
to organize the work phases and to coordinate various subgroup effOrts. A second
step might be to conduct a Jisting and appraisal of the current curriculum
practices in the school(s) as a focus for further deliberation. A third phase may be
termed .a study phase. Here, the curriculuM planners investigate curriculum
ideas and practices not present in the analysis of their own practices. This phase
is essential for bringing in new curriculum ideas and is the most time consuming
of all of the phases. A fourth phase may be the formulation of criteria for the
selection of curriculum ideas to be included in the new curriculuni. A fifth
phase is the actual -writing of the new curriculum. A sixth step i sometimes
,recommended, afid that is tufollow the writing j;ha'se with a testing pedod before
the :curriculum is officially implemented. Not all of these phases arc recomL,
mended by all cuiriculum writers, and different labels may be used..

The Language of ExPlanation .and Persuaion

In curriculum writing several terms arc used tO explain or persuade. These
terms often are used interchangeably and occasionally inappropriately. I refer
here to such terms as philosophy, ideolod, theory, mOdel, scheme, and
rationale. The following -discussion of these, concepts is not an attempt to
establish definitions for -these terms, but rather is an attempt to clarify some of
their more appropriate uses in the field of curriculum.

Philosophy
,

From a dictionary perspective, the term philosophy refers to the study or
science of the search for truth and-principles underlying,knowledge and .human
nature and conduct, Thus, the philosophet is free to study the whole gamut of
human affairs. -It is Oreinely doubtful that anyone should propose a philosoPhy
of curriculum 'even tCough the study of philosophy of education has been around
for a long while. Theory andphilosophy areliften confused because a full-Mciwn
philosophy may be undergirded by related but speciR theories. For example,
philosophers are concerned with episteMolOgy which isleferred to as the theory
of knowledge. John Dewey (1916) stated: "If we are willing to coneeive educatiOn
as the:process of forming fundamorital dispositiOns,- intellectual and emotional,
toward nature and fellow men, philosophy .may even be defined as the general
theory, of education" (p.383). If one "'accepts Dewey's conclusion, it beComes
obvious that many theories arc possible within the general arca of philosophy to
account foi the. d'imensions'oeducation and, .within the sphere of educatiOn,

. there arc possible theories to explain the specific dimension's of education such as
theory of instroction, curriculum thjory,-Administrative theory, and, so fokth.
This does not mean,hOwever, that the processes used by philosophers' may not
be used in theory development. Theorists must use logic and critical arialysis, for
example, in their theoretical endeavors.
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Ideology

dose ly related to thc usage of the word philosophy i the tcrm ideology. In
general, ideology refers to a system ofideas derived frorri sensation and composed
of a body of doctrine, myth, and symbols of a social movement, institution,
class, or large group. E;astmait (1967) exemplified thc notion of ideology in
relation to philosOphy whcn he developed the idea that Dewcy's -educational
theory (philosophy) remained in a reasonably stable state, but that it was
gradually ideologized by thc progressive education movement. In writing abott
ideology and thc curriculum, Apple (1979) spoke of thc hidden currieulum as an
avenue thrOugh which ideological configuratioos of dominant interests in society
are tacitly taught to students in schools.

Theory

The.term theory frequently is uscd mistakenly for such notions as a pOint of
view; an attitude, a hypothesis,.or an opinion. Theory, however, is a imich more

. vigorous concept, -especially in terms of thc modes of thcory building. In general,
thcory is an explanation for an identified sct of events. Variation in definition of
.theory hinges on interpretation of the word explanation:

Two definitions of theory will illustrate sufficiently. Rose (1953) defined
theory as "an-integrated body of,definitions, assumptions, and general proposi-
tions covering a given sUbject mattcr frornwhich a comprehensive set of specific
and testable hypothcscs can bc dechiced 'logically" (p.52). 1(cl-linger (1973)
defined theory as "a set of interrel5ted constructs (eoncepts),, definitions, and
propositionS that present a systematic view of phenomena by specifying relations
among variables, with.the purposc of explaining and predicting thc phenomena"
fp.10). .Thcory may be 'classed into two types:. scientific and nonscientific.
'Theories arc 'developed by thc rechniques of science, or they arc .developed by
careful use of logic, or both, utilizing fairly stringcnt rules. Theories arc essential
to thc development of knowledge.

A great deal of attcntion has been giycn in recent years to the idea of
aveloping theory in thc curriculum field. If we translate the spirit of thc
defipitions of theory identified in the paragraph above, a curriculum thcory may

,be defined. as set of related statements that give meaning to school's
curneulum by pointing up 'the Telationshipsairiong its elements and bY directing
its development, its usc, and its -evaluation" (Beaueharop, 1981, 13; 60). It is
interesting to notc that, within thc total group of .curriculurawriters who have
addressed themselves.to theory, people can bc identified who advocate and use a

.zor scientific approach to theory aS well as peoplc who arc cOmmitted to a
more philosophic approach. It is sad to say that' despite the hundreds of pages

. that have been written on the subject, .there appears to bp no well-deveroped
curriculum theory. Development of curriculum theory appears to be shackled by
problems of concept and degirition, lack of recognized knoWledge in the field,
arid by thc pancity of theory-oriented research. '
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Model

Model is a term that is frequently Used interchangeably with theory. A
model is an analogy. The construction, of a model is a way of representing given
phenomena and their rdationships. but the model is not the phenomena. A
model arm airplane is not the airplanc. A set of blueprints is not a building.
Models may be used to represent events and event intenietions in a compact and
illustrative manner. Models are useful tools, and theorists use them extensivelv

.

"Tura dëYIfli5F Theory, .and theorists should use them as means hi ends.

Scheme

The' word scheme is properly used fo refer to a systematic plan or program for
'something to be done. The word is not used frequently in curricaum discOurse,
but it does fit certain 'categories of cUrriculum proposal. Two examples will
illustrate my meaning. Earlier in the chapter, 1 outlined five phases or steps that
might he used in the process of complex curriculum planning. Those suggested
phases are a scheme for that kind of undertaking. English (1980) proposed
curriculuth mapping as a technique in curriculum development. The procedure.
involes'having teachers note What they have been teaching in terms of concepts,
skills, and *attitudes .under a general (subject heading sudi as geography or
mathematics plus the amount of time spent on each subjed. Both of these
illustrations.are schemes or systematic plans for a specific practice. .

Rationale,

A rationale is a reasoned exposition intended to give an underlying or
rational foundation for some phenomena. Sometimes the, word ais used as an
alternative Mr theory, but theory is the more complicated of the two conceptual-
ly. We hear the term used in curriculum, but mostly in terms of ieasons for
performing cer al s. The mOst frequently cited rationale in
curriculum literature is the Tyler rationale (Tyler, 1

Implications for Curriculnm Developers

, pp.

.

The purpose in discussing the language concepts in the preceding pages is to
.-help p`otential curriculum planners in the process of ordering their own language
and behavior as they /launch and carry out their 'prOjeds. Where choices in -
language interpretation:confront them, curriculum planning groups will simply
have'to make their own choices in meaning or interpretation. Only in this way
can communication be facilitated among the members of the planning group.
But in order to, discuss the consequences of the, foregoing problems in
communication 'for cdrricolum developers, certain assumptions will have to be
made. his assUrned that: (1) m9st Curriculum developers will be people who are
involved in.a school or a schooLdistrict, (2) people who intend to plan curricula
will be concerned principally with responding to the question of what shall be
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taught in their schools, (3) curriculum developers are serious about their busines
to the extent that the results of their deliberations ultimately will beCome the
offiCial policy of their board of edihation.

One can set aside mostof the considerations discussed in this chapter under
curriculum inputs and substitutes with the admonitiorp that these will be
considered by the curriculum planners. One can also set aside the problems
inherent in theory building gecause that is not the work of the chrriculum
developer. Sonic of the schemes, rationales, and conceptual systeins may,'
however, be of-help as advice to curriculum developers on proedural matters.

Clearly, the ;first decision that must be -made by potential curriculum
developers is at the administrative level. 'Ibis is a simple decision for school
people because they only have th choose between the plinming Arena of the
school district and the individual school. Most will dioose the distriet in 'all
probability. In large urban arcas, the region or subdistrict may be the choice.

. The second decision will have to be a choice in conceptual level of curriculum
devdopmenttand the choice here is conditioned by the curriculum status.within
the distrkt. Jhe most sophisticated of the choices is the complete eurriciiluM
analysis. These two dccisions will probably be tentatively reached by leadership
personnel in the district, but the decisions must be tentative until. the next cluster
of decisions is made, .

-The next cluster of decisions consists of the choice of personnel -to be
invqlved, their organization for work, and their tasks. Most curriculum writers

ho address themselves to the techniques of curriculum planning-come close to
agreeing that the personnel who perform the tasks of curriculum planning ought
to be imolved in making decisions about what to do, why it should be done, and
how to do it ("See 'Loucks and Lieberman, Chapter 10 in this YZarbook).
Generally, it is perceived that teachers- will constitute the. majority of those
involved, but it is not generally agreed that all teachers should be involved.

'Decisions aboht invohtment of personnel really are part of the planning for the
planhing activity..

The procedures or steps io; be followed are reallY a free choice. Most all of
the schemes offered by curriculuM writers would be helpful, but curriculum
developers shohld feel very comfortable if they develop their own scheme of
work,

. Before launching a curriculum .deVelopment project, it is niost impditant
that administrative personnel ensure time and resources for the proposed project.
Curriculum literature is npt helpful 'on' this Point-The histo*' of"chtriculum
development projects in school districts is thaLthey.areeither.doneyieceincal
periodically, such as during paid Work in Summer vacations, or they arb Carried
out after school hours without additional cornpensation frir those involved.
Curriculum.development is importantenough to deserve,better consideration.

In addition to time, other resources-must be available to those'expected to.
'do the planning. Curriculurn literature, .curriculum plans from othcr. scho9.1
districts, and consultants are arnong the possible sources.. to .be needed by
planners. Serious 'curriculum development can be expengive for boards of
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education tti undertake; thorefore, time and resource considerations are most
important at the outset of a project. Furthermore, the magnitude of the project
should. be guided by the resources available.

Finally, a word should be said about.the design .of the curricurunt to he
planned. Basically, the design of :most curricula will be subject-centered.
Curriculum literature contPins accoune or descriptions of proposals for other
types of _design, but in most schoolS, such proposals have had little effect:
Therefore, it is predictable triat the culture content portion of new curricula will
be organized around the recognized school subjects. For help 'with that
organization, curriculum developers may wish to turn to people who specialrze
in the individual school Subjects for guidance.

Within thc organizationOf the subjects there are three curriculum emicepts
that warrant attention by the curriculum developeo. Those concepts arc: scope,
sequence, 'and artieulation. Scoper-efers to the breadtlr or total amount of subject
content that may be Planned for any group of students at any grade level or for
the total school, *ileum is a matter of intentionally ordering topics or subji:cts.

.4 Articulation refers to intended relationships among the subjects. Articulation is
particularly important in a subject-centered. design.

Other concerns about curriculum design depend upon the desires of the
planners. It iS commonly suggested that a curriculuM should contain.a set of
intended goals and/or objectives to be followed by the culture content referred to
iri the paragraph above (See also Brandt and Tyler, Chapter 4 in this Yearbook).
To 'the extent that the curriculum planners wish to influence the planning for
instruction, they may wish to include suggested.activities for students to perform.
Curri.eulum planners may wish to' ensure the proper impldmentatioti of their
curriculum; if so, a set of sueh 'intentions may be included in the curriculum.
The same may be said for intentions fait evaluation and re-planning. The total
forrnat decision really rests upon the shoulders of thecurficulum developers. It is
to be their curriculum, and they are the ones who must-live with it once the job
is completed.
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Curriculum
Content

Othanel Smitht

,g
he. creation and. storage of information and the' retrieval of it for
instructing the yOung and for use in daily life %is a persistent)if not a
unique, . activity of humankind. While it reaches back to the earliest

hiiman forms, tlw activity has become ever more productive with each new
phase of- biological and Cultural. evolution. This is an old theme, but recent
discoveries and speculations in genetics and physiology and advances in
electronic technology are cresating new insights into the how of accumulation
arid conservation of information. We now recognize four epochs, in. this
'development:' .

c The emergence of genetic information; that is, information stored in thc
genetic structure and which directs thc infanff earliest reactions to the
environment, and, for all wc know, influences the infant's orientation to the
world.

, The emergence of-extra genetic information, acquired by exPerience and
storcd in thc brain.

The creatiOn of symbols7--line and form, writing, mathematical portation,...
.musical. notationin which infOrmation I. stored' Outside the brain, making
possible tbe accumulation of knowledge beyond what can be conserved .bythe,,
brain alone.

. .

The developmcnt of information-storage technology (that is, printing and
electronic memory banks) that not only increases storage capacity but accelerates
the ratc of retrieval.

For aeons; we know imt how long, the residue 'of human experience was
StOred in the human 'brain: It was passed on from generation to generation by
observation of what others do, imitation of their performance, and by word of
mouth, The accumulation df knowledge was limited 6) what could be recalled
and uscd in daily living or passed on by rituals and legends. Learning waslargely
incidental and took place at a leisurely pacc, differences among individuals as to

ICarl Sagan, The Dragons of Eden (New York: gallantine, 1977, ) pp..21-83.
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their accinvulated .kno,wledge bring ,largely determined :by. their range of
experience and thc chemistry and ,physiology Of then neural systems. .

As long as non,genctic inform1tion was stored dilly in the human 'brain, its'
aeqUisition was ,more likely to be through concrete experience .and dairy.

activities; 'Study .4-we think of it today being nonexistent. When it became
-possible, through Writing and, Other_forms of symbolic expression, to store
informations outside of the pervous system, knowledge accOmulatidn was. not
only accekratcd but the amount of information one could acquire in a lifetime-
was multiplied manyfold. Furthermore, those who l6arhed to use_ the media
were able to raise their intellectual attainmentfar beVond thc level of those who
lacked the tools to tap the servoirs f information.

. _The storage -of informiition jn symbolic systems not only' accelerated its
.accumulation but 'also made it possible to devist xvilys of accelerOing the rate at
which one could-retrieve :Ind use information, Mass education beeame.feasible.

Today it has become pos-ible to store knowledge in electronic brains,
find-id accele'rating knowledge acedniulatiOn. As accumulation increases .by
leaps and bounds it becomes iMperative that'we also discover ways of iNreasing
the learning rate. The processes of learning have perhaps not changed in
thousands of years, but research on teaching and the development of educatidnal
technology from writing arid printing to memory banks is enabling the.teaching
profession to step-tv the learning pace.

Unpdclang Information for Learning: Two Classic Views a-

One of thc persistent problems of pedagogy is how to ynpack stored
knowledge and to handle it in-such a way as to fhi.lifat9 olithnt4karning,l'his

.

problem has given rise to a recurring issue: the child versusrhe eurrieulum. The-
classic positions belongJo Dewey and to Morrison, In Dewey's view there were
two conceptions of information. There was the stored information of huMan-
kind, selected elements of which were found in the studies that Made up the
school program.= Dcwcy called these-the teacher's resources or available capital.
This information, however, is not content for the learner except potentially. It
became content' for the learner as it entered info and gaVe meaning to some
purposeful .activity in which the learner was engaged.' Thus, for Dewey, there
were not only two conceptions of content but also two conceptions of curricu-
lum.. First of.all, the curriculum consisted of studies at caerent levels of the .

Jearner's development. This.. curriculum° repres4ted fhe,instructional resources
of the teacher: Thcn, there w,as the 'culum of experiences in which the -

student's purpoSeful activities apPrei nated .ontent and organized it with the
residue of past experiences.

These two curriculums wete Mit -identical. For one tltingihe subject
matter potentially present for the learner never entered inits entirety into thc

=John Dewey, Demgcrpcy and...Education (Nciv York: Macmillan. 1916). pp. 214-15.
p. 216ff.

7-
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learner's experience. Always there was something left over. Vor another thilig,
while some of the content would enter into the karnces experience, there would
be unepeeted concomitant, meanings that emerged in the course of th2
activities.

Morrison, like Dew ey, recognized stored infprniation as instructional.
capital. But they differed about how the capital was acquired by the student..Vor
Dewey, the, way lo enter the stbrage room was to become involved in inquiry
syhere Capital`was used in the search: To Morrison, the ebtry was through stadyl
,by which he meant the use .of language and other symbolic skills to decade and
assimilate the information.4 This required the student to haVe a motive, tobls of
learniiig, and materials. If students applied theniselVes and teachers provided
them with_ proper' instructiontesting, diappsthg, and providing cor7tiye
instruction;---to the point of mastery,, the student would learn. Students learned..
to think as they took on knowledge. The school subjectmathematics, the
sciences, linguistics, history, and so,onare primar& ways of thinking, and tlie
student who thoroughly studies a discipline, say history, ulso learns to think as a
historian thinks.'

Each of these conceptions of content, and how one appropriates content, is
supported by practical experience as well ,as research, but th Iw.io.e truth may
not be the lot of either. Tlie last word on how to sfimulate;sustain, and.guide the
learning process is not in1:1-he plaidbility of each view is dependcnt partly upon
the level of schooling. Morrison was concerned 'primarily with secondary
education, defined as that7which follows mastery 'of the fundantental tools of
learning. bli.s approach thus enjoys favor ar the secondary level. While Dewey's

-emphasis on learning through ,doing and expericheing has made his approach
mare acceptable in the elementary schools. HOwever, .neither gives 'much
consideration to 'the dimensions of informatiOn selected for curriculum con-
tentits fornis, strueture, biases, and utdityand hence.they negket %vhat the
tedelter needs to know about the content of instruction.

,4
How the Teacher's Knowledge. of Content is Different

Nlost analvscsJfteaching reduccit to student-teacher interacti6n. In some -

classroom situatio s this description is adequate. When' a teacher tries to
influenee a student's conduCt the relationship approximates a person-to-person
interaction, someWhat as in animal play.; There may be little -information
involved. Th4-: teacher may simply suggest a substitute behavio4 ignere the
Conduct, 'have the student face up to the reality of what hc is doing, or'simply tell.
the stddent to desist. Thcse are Cases of person-to-person interaction where
content is lilmost at thc vanishing point. But in all instruction information is
central., The teacher and the student interact in antl through the content.

knry C. Morrison. The Practice of 'leaching in the Secondary School Chicago: Uniyersity of
Chicago. Press. 1931. ) pp. 218ff.

. 'Ibid.. p. 34. r
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/ The teacher's knowledge of the content of instruction is, or ought to be,
different from that o others. The learnings studentg acquire from science,
mathematics, or any t. ther subject are not likely to, be used directly in .their
oaupational activities. :ngineers who stuck history or English will not likely use
what they learn in the direct pursuit of professional .work. While they may use
physics and owtheinaties directly, th4 are concerned wall its applicafion to
particular problems-..rather than to its induction into the*experience of another
individual. The same thins can be said of students who putsue subjects for the
purpose of, general education. In .short, the knowledge gained in undergraduate
courses is sekdom a specific means fp a particular end. To teachers, however,
content is-the lifeblood of their necupation, for where there is no knowledgeto be
taught there is little to be: learned.' To teach is.not only to know'the content, but
also to analyze it, to take it apart and Ottt it together in new reletionships. to
understand. and analyze its types, structure, utilitv i. bians, and the pitfalls the
learner is likely to cm:bunter in the course of learning.

Content as Concepts

Clenerally students acquire the .content of courses with little or no
recognition of the different types of knowledge or of their structure. this is.

a distinet lo to general students, for the student of.pedagogy it can be critical.
TeacherS who acquire information from academic cotirses without recognizing
and understanding the different forms of knowledge are handicapped in the
delivery of instruction, for the forms of knowledgeconcepts, causes, effects,
procedures;values, rules, and factsare precisely the object.slif instruction and
eaCh 'twill requires its own mode of teaching.

Teachers, who teach these forms oof knoWledge 'effectively, know the
elementkof each forM and hOw they are related and uses of -die forms in various
situations. 'Consider concept, as a form of knowledge: What is it? What are its
elements? Flo: sJt taught? We do not sec our world as a whole: we divide it into
groups. Waiving the: question of whether grouping is attributable to innate
mental/structures or to experience, we do *distinguish one thing from another and;
as w(3 note differaices we also note likenesses. Out of this discriminatory
behavior we group the objects of our environment. Psychologically speaking,
these groups or sets are concepts, cognitive baskets 'into which, we put things that
belong together and exclude those things .that do not belong with them.

When concePts are rendered verbally they ale definitions. In its classic form .
a definition designates a class (group or set) and the chaiacteristies by which
-instances of.the class eafr be identified. The nature of these characteristics will
vary from one, definition to another, depending upon how the teacher, handles
the definition. Sometimes.the charaeteristics-are simply qualities or attributes, in
other' cases they are' what -the set of objects are used for or what they do.
Sometimes, eSpecially in scientific studies, they' are couched in operational
teinis, stated as ratios, i'ind so on.

1-1*-
in the final analysis, we interpret our world with -concepts.- If we see

0

a
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,

somethhig puzzling or disturbin, we understand it if we call identify itas one,of
a kind, as belonging in one Of'our cognitive baskets. FLrthennore, concepts are
the building blocks of our thought: With them %ye conStruct arguments, .lAs,
rules, Or whatever. 'Definitions, expressions os f concepts, are therefore fundamen-
tal t igments of.contcnt, , ..

.. Teachers are concerned with how concepts, ejheabstTact or etmthete, can
be taught effectively. Psychologists tell-us that the, w, to teach a concept is to
give a rule for deckfing whether or not a given s'omfthing belongs in the
cognitive.blisket. We tan teach the concept by haping the.student learn to use

- the rule in deciding whether this thing or that bdongs in the set. This can be
done by giving positive and negative-ifistances, or by asking students to give such
instances until the student has Mastered the concept; that is to say, can aPpity tl c
rule accurately to ease after case. '

This is a simple formula and for many concepts is doubtlessly: effective:
Ilowevey, 'its .usefulness is limited and no successful teacher adheres to it ftom
concept to concept. It is of course true that when students haveinastered a

4 _ .

concept they are ab e to tell whether a particular thing is one of a kind or not..But1.
there is, more to' earning a concept than .simply knowing the necessary
characteristics. So, how i's a concept tatight? It is done in a number of ways:".In
addition to giving characteristics of the set and instances and noninstances, we
alsodo the folloyving;

.

dikuss the function of the setz
identify a condition that produces or causes the set

discuss the way cri which the set grows, develops, changes
discuss some procedure involving tlje sq

lote alto-native wa.ys in Aich the name of the set may be used
note the' difference between one use or. meaning .of the name for the set

and some other use or Meaning it may have .

.

.

note the way the set compares with a sinlilar but different set.
The foregoing tepresent sOme of the kinds of information thatfrom time to

time ate used in the tedehing of concepts.

Meta-Content and Concepts

While students learn' a vast number of concepts in vario6s disciplines and
from reading arid daily eXperience, it is equally important that they learn not just
specific concepts but arso what a concept is.- This mean§, among othet things,
that they be taught,that'a conceptis a set, that a, set has necessary characteristics
by which to decide whether something is a riiember of it, that a set has a name,
and that-the name is nth the concept any more than a person's name is the
person. .

B. Othancl Smith and others. A Study of the Strategies of Teaching (Urbana: Bureau of
Educational Research. clnivcrsity of Illinois, 1967). pp. 58-93.

'Harry S Broudy and others. Democracy'and Excellence in American Secondary Education
(Huntington. N.Y.: Kriegel', 1978). pp. 121-138.
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know what a.concejA is hr part is to be able 'to (l(stiIlgu!sll a ciVncepf from ,

other forms ifirknowledge. Concepts, are often 'mistaken for facts. 'Consider, for
examplci the followiing statements:

1. Hanna was instromental in getting NlcKinley eleeted governor of Dino:
2: An adverb is'a,vord. that modifies verbs, adjectives, other adverbs, and

prepositiolis:
At first glance each of these statements appears to be factual, but on further

observation it can he seen that 'the first statement is quite different froni the
second. It is like the statement: Dogs bark at cats. 'Mat dogs act that way can be .

confirmed by observation; so, in a 'sense, can .Hanna's activities in connection
with the election of NIcKinley. We can crinfirm them by examilling therecords.
The second statement simply says that an adverb is the same thing as a word that
modifies verbs, adjtttives, other athyrbs, and preposition&; that is to say.,

wherever the expression,:'a word that mbdifies verbs, adjectives, other adverbs,
aiul prepositions" aPpears, the word' "adverb- can be substituted without loss of.
meannig. Definitions are thus tautologies whereas statements of fact tell us
something about the world of our senses.

When we do not understand the difference between fact and definition, we
easily tinnble into the' pitfall of' arguing about worils. '11 us can -happen in the
classroom nole.ss than in professional discussions. it should be noted, however,
that there are standard uses of -terms and that we use words as we please at the'risk
of being misunderstood or of confusing participants in discussion.

Causes as Content

Another type of knowledge teachers are concerned with is cause-effect. We
constantly use such expressioiA as "results in.- "contributesto,""determines,"
"leads to," "produces," and "is responsible for.- :Mese are synonyms for
"cause.- Canse-effect, relationships arc often difficult to identify and unravel.
Ordinarily causal content is introduced when an event is to be explained or
accounted for. In sonic cases, the teacher may begin with a description -of aim
effect and then guide students ill an exploration of its cause or causes. hi other
caseS., the point of departure may be a cause followed by an effort to identify its
effect. In the cause-effect relationship, however, the most significant element for
consideration is the evidence that a cattse results' in a particular effect or that a
given effect is attributable to if particular cause or causes.

To _deal with causal, relationships requires, aMongiother things, that the
teacher understand the different kinds of causal relations. There arc at least four,
as folloW\:

the -relationship in which x is necessary and sufficient to produce- y.
Exaniple: the polio virus is necessary amid ufficient for an individual to become
,ill with polio: without the virus, polio will not occur,' and nothing else is
necessary for the disease to occur.

'Smith and Whin. A Stack ot the Strategies. pp, 96-124.
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M winch X iS necessary- to produce y. I.;\purple: il
individual will not learn to judge weights if there ,is nei.:feedbaek; feedback
HecesS'ary for an individuid to learn to judge weights but it is not sufficient. ln
addition, the nidividual Must have experience in lifting weighOd varying
magnitudes .under specified conditions. .

""V
a relationship hist:Inch x is sufficient to produce y. ExaniRte: when cost of

lahor increases, the price of what is produced rises. Labor cost is sufficient to
bring,about pricç increase, but increase can occur -even when labor costs do liar--
rise. rin Other words, rise in labor costs is not necessary for pricc increases.

re.lationslnp iii 4Inch .1 contributes to the production of y. Example:
competition amovg nations for natural resources helps to induce ssnr. but such
conipetitioli is neither necessary 'nor sufficient .to bring it- aboktt..

There is now little opportunity in progran f peda4ogical preparation for
teachers to learn these various*relationships, to sa nothing of learning theni in
situations wfierc they ean hove experience analyzing evidence ,for and against
causal `claims. Por this; reason, analysis of causal relationships is too often
lie`gritd not only in social scienees but also in the more quantitative
such as physics-and chemistry.

Moreover,. the mere teaching of causal relationships is insufficient. ;Pie
flft stlirjent must oho learn the different types .of catikil relationships, that causal

rdations are always empiricial, and. that beliefs, feelings, private experience. and
appeals to so-cAled occult ei.ents do not 'constitute evidence.

. It is an anomaly that in.:la culture where rigorou's logic and precise
procedure; have pushed back the frontierS of knowledge about ourselves, about
elementary particles, about the nature of the cosmos and ifs beginning, about the
origins.of life and hoino sapiens that we arc witnessing the rise and growth of-all
sorts of eults, superstitiOns, and fears. Could it be that the hpinan brain is
overcoms by the mind-blowing concepts of time, space, velocity, and the density
and relativity of events that daily float before our eyes on the screen? Or could-it
be. that we have not yet learned how to build mental structures to support them?
Or. maybe we have not learned to think like scientists about ourselves and the.
world Out there.

Values as Content

The final type of -content consists of valne knowledge. This rype of
.knowledge_is often' confused with attitudes. To have an attitude is to be for ,or
against somethingan event, object:. or whatever. Value knowledge is a

particular kind or concept, a concept whose instances -arc determined by
preferential criteria which arc usually vaguely recognized, if at all, and typically
controversial.

Vakic knowledge.consists of some set of objects that are rak:d by criteria. To
value something is to rate it. When we say that an orange, for example, is good
we ,have implicitly rated it by sonic criteria. If we are asked Why we say it is good,
our reply might be that it is juicy, seedless, and sweet. We might add that it ships
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.
well and that the peelnig's texture color aro attrac0e. hi this case there is an
object tobe evaluated; namely, an 'orange. In addition there is a value word
"gookrand a set of criteria by which the orange judged to be good. Whether
the evaluation is about such things as conduct, beauty, truth, or whatever'
evaluation will consist of rating something by criteria, recognized or not.9

,-Contrsiversies about.matIters of value may arise from a number of sources.
There may be .disagreement about whOher-the object liastlic particidar qualities
aseribed to it by the criteria. The disagr&ment is then abbut facts. Controversy
maY also arise from d?agreement about criteria. In this event, the differences
among individuals about tile worth of the object may be more difficult to resolve._

a history crass, the question arose as to whether or not John Quincy Adams
was a strong president. Some students maintained that he was strong while others
held the contrary view. As the discussion proceeded it became evident that there
were differences abOut criteria. The teacher was quicklo sec this and made the.
following observation:

You know, there rs a difference in the definittons of terms here, don't you?. You
define 'strong presidents' as.self-willed and' usually defiant. gut Jack ,has definedit . as the
President is strong in his Any to get his own program across...

Now, these critexia--,---self-willed and defiant-401,1d "ability to get his own
prograth aeross"ean be analyzed and discussed and & agreement can Ire
reached about them, consensus can be obtained as to..the. rating of Adams as
president..0therwise, there Will be different ratings.

The handling of value knowledge.is difficult and the operatiims -far more
complex than this brief analysis suggests. Suffice it to say that vatic knowledge
extends into and through all school subjects and into a negketed area of
educationmoral ;conduct.

Content in Relation to Goals and Objectives

In curriculum development it is important not only to understand the
nature of content but also to i'.'onsider its relation to educational' goals. It is

sometimes claimed that 'there. is &direct connection between content and the
goals ol'the school. But thiS is not necessarily so, and in Many cases the
connection between crintent and goals is very tenuous and indirect if it exists at
all. Considerfor, example, these goals. To develop

Gooei character and self-respect
.2. Feelings of self-worth and pride in one's work
3. Goodicitizens
4. Good family memberS. -

As we survey the content of the curriculum, it is indeed difficult, if not
impossible_ to identify the content whose mastery would result in a.ny of the

'Laurence E.. Nletcalf, ed., .V'alues Education.41st Yea rbook of the "s:ational C:ouncil for the
Social Studies. (Washington, NCSS l971). passim.
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foregoing goals US IIICa1IS of facts, definitions, principles,...and values, we
comprehend our environment. sok e.;prbblems,- and thrii.ngh synthesis and
insight contribute to the'advancement of knowledge. They.enable us to. create
new technologies, iivrease work efficiency, find facilitate the management and
direairm of compleX social instinitions. But such knowledge does not make us
better marriage companions, better citizens, more humane, more self-respect-
ing, or more likable, hlti matter how well it is mastered. In.short, the connection
between curriculum content and these goals is indirect and tenuous at best.

Not so instructional objectives. 'Mese are derived from the content and how
it is handled cognitively, as when'it is memorized, comprehended, interpreted.
applied, arn..zed. and synthesized. If properly formulated. these:. Ajectives tell,
us what the student is expected to learn nd the sort of behavior that will be taken
as iudicatom of learning. .But dependabihty of inferences We makcAout the
future behavior of the individual in relation to other individuals, or indeed what

bs or she will-do with the knowledge thus gained, is at best uncertain. In fact, if
teaehers were,not only to teach the content bin also to eontrol the use in' out7of-
school .lik'bf what their students learn', they would thereby beeome'managers of
human behavior, a role which no society is likely to tolerate.

Granted .that tl intangible referred to ahove.are important and that the
.school is niimdated to 'inthience the .character 'of its students., the question
naturally arises as to how and under whatFonditions such influence is exereised.
If it does not-come ithout through the.stkidy of facts, definitions,.Principles, and.

-value concepts, how does it mein.? ThAilswer to this question is by no means
certain.. We do not know just how much effect the school has in these regards .nor
how: such effects are creak& On conceptual grounds, it would appear that these
intangibles.ar;: induced partly,by the school's informal environment, partly by
the classroom atinosphere, and partly :by the behavior-of the teacher and the
student's peers. The school's influence is broader than .instruction in the content
of the curriculum.'" It is well to point out, however, that while ve honor the
goals of education, the attention given to them in formal curriculuM planning
ald in the conduct olinstruction -is inure verbal than real,

What the teacher knows, OP should know, about the content.of instruction
is different froin that 'of laypersofis no matter how well educated' they may be.
The teaehershould know the different ways of sequencing content, how to judge
its diffic6Ity, how to relate it to the experience of learners, how to assess its utility,
how to take it apart and put it .back together in new' relatiynships, and how to
recognize and analyze its .differern forms.

Although there is little empirical: evidence to support the view tltht the
teacher's understanding of the various forms of knowlcdge..and how to handle
them makes a difference in .student 'learning, there. are good reasons to look
forwardli;.improvement in the rate of learningwith an increase in the ability
of teachers to handle forms of knowledge. To say''the least, the contributiOn of

. .

'"B. Othanel Smith and Dnnakl S. Orlosl:. Socializatnin and SchoolingBloomington: Phi,
Delta Kappa. pp, .
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curriculum practitioners and scholar's to thc effectiveness of instruction may be
related directly to exploring the forms of curriculum conent in both research
and 'ptktice.
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Niv.hether planning for .oner classroom or many, urriculum developers
must have a clear idea 'of What they exp ct students to learn:

. EstabliShing goals is.an important and necessar step because there arc
.many desirable things students could learnmore tha 1 schools have time to
teach themso schools should spend %linable instruct'onal time only on high
priority. learn ings.

Another reason for clarifying goals is that schoo s must be able to resist
pressures from various sources. Some of the things sch ols are *asked to tea,ch are
untrue, would hinder students' development, or woul help make them narrow,

: bigoted persons. Some wourd focus students' lean ng so ,narrowly it would
reduce, rather than increase, their life options.

Forms of Goals and Objectivei

Statements of intent appear in different for s, and words such as goals,
objectives, aims, ends, outcomes, and purposes a e often used interchangeably.
Some People find it usercul to think of goals as ong-tenn aims to-be achieved
eventually and objectives as specific learning stu ents are to acquire as a result of
current instruction.

Planners in the Portland, Oregon, area sc ools say these distinctions are not
clear enough to meet organizational planning requirements. They use "goal" to
mean any desired outcome of a program, regardless of its specificity, and
"objective" only in connection with program change objectives, which are
defined as statements of intent to change program elements in specified ways.
Doherty and Peters (1981) say this distinction, avoids confusion and is consistent
with the philosophy of "management by objectives."

They refer to three types of goals: instructional, support,, and management.
Educational goals are defined as !earnings to be acquired; support goals as
services to be rendered; and management goals as functions of management,
such as planning, operating, and evaluating. Such .a goal structure permits
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equation. to focus on Measures of learning acquired (educatidnal outconws);
measures of quantity and quality of service delivery (support outcomes), and
measures of quality and effectiveness of management functiOns (management
outcomes).

The.Tri-county COal DCvelopment 'Project, 'whic:h has published 14
volumes containing over. :25,000, goal statements, is concerned only with
educati6nal goals. Far these collections, the following distinetions are- made
within the general category of "goals":

$ystem level,goals (Ser for the school distinct- by the board of eduCation)
Program level goals (set by curriculum ,personnel in each subject field)
Course level goals (set by groups of teachers for each subject or' unit of

instruction)
Instructionallevel goals (set by individual teachers for daily planning)
Examples of ihkoutcome hierarchy are.shown in Figure 1.

- Wltht distinguishes this system of terminology from others is its recognition.
that a learning outcome has the same essential character at all levels of planning
(hence the appropriatdiess of a single term, goal, to describe it);. and that the
level dfiencrality used to represent learning varies with-the planning require-
limits at each level 'of .school organizatioil. "Flic.cgree_of generality chosen for
plamling at each level is, of course, a matter ofludgment; there is uo'correct"
level but onlY a sense of appropriateness to purpose.

Teachers, curriculum specialists, and university-consultants who write and
review courscVoals use the following guidelines (Doherty and Peters," 1980, pp.
26-27):

I. Is the stated educational outcome potentially signfficant?
2. Does tlhe goal begin with 'The student knows . it is a knowledge

goal and "The student is able to". . ." if it is a process goal?

Figure 1: E.,..rA:.iples of Goals at Each Level of Planning

System Goal:

Program ,Goal:

Course Goal:

Instructional Goal:

The student knows and is able to apply basic scientific
and technological processes.
The student is able to use the conventional language,
Instruments, and operations of scierice.
The student is able to classify orgcanishis according to
their-conventional taxonomic categories.
The student is Able to correctly classify cuttings from
the following trees as needleleaf, hemlock, pine,
spruce, fir, larch, cypress, redwood, and cedar.

1.ks'ailabk from Conlon:mai-Educational Distributing Sci:vice, P.O. Box +NI. Portland. OR
° 9-20s..

"
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3. 'Is the goal slated in language that is sufficiently clear, concise, and
appropriate? (Can it be stated in simpler language and/or fewer words?)

4. Can learning 'experiences be thought ofithat 'would lead to the goal's
aehieverpent?

5. Do curricular options exist for the goal's aehieVement? (Methodology
should not be ,a part ef the learning outcome statement.) 0

67-Does-the-goal clearly contribute tolheattainalent of one or more Of the
program. goals in its subj&et area?

' 7. can the goal be identified with *the approximate level of 'student
development?
IS. Can criteria fer evaluating the goal be identified?

Curriculum -developers -need to decide the tYpes and definitions of goals
most Useful to them and to users of their materials. Some authors advise avoidingA
vagueness by using highly specific language.2Mager (1962) and other writersw
insist that words dent5ting observable hehaviors, such .as "ermstruct" and
"identify" should be used in place of words like "understand" and "appreciate."
Others reject this approach, claiming that behaVioral objectives "are in no way
adequate for conceptualizing most of our most cherished edueational aspira-
tions" (Eisner, 1979, p. 101). 'Unfortunately this dispute has developed into a
debate about 'behavioral Objectives rather than dialogue over the kinds of ,

0behavior appropriate for a humano'and civilized person.
The debate is partly semantic and partly,conceptual, To some persons the

word ",behavior" carries the meaning of an observahle act, like-the movement of
the fingers in typing. To them., behavioral objectives refer only to overt behavior.
Other use the term "behavior to emphasize the active nature of the learner.
They want to emphasize Aarners are not passive receptacles but living,
reasoning persons. oln this sense behavior refers to all kinds of human reactions.

For example; a detailed set of "behavioral goals" was prepared by French .
and associates (1957). Organized under the Mal& headings of "self-realization,"
"face,to-face relationships," and "membership in large organizations,"Behavior-
al Goals of General Education in High Sdhool includes aims such as "Shows
growing ability to appreciate and apialy good standards of performance and
artistie principles.", These are expanded by illustrative behaviors such as
"Appreciates good. w4nanship and design in commercial prodnets."

The other aspcer of the debate ever behavioral objectives arises 'Horn
focusing on limited kinds of learning, such as training factory workers to perform
specific ,tasks. The. term "conditioning' is -commonly used for the learning of
behaviors'initiated by clear stimuli and calling for automatic, fixed'responses.
Most driving behavior, for exam_ple, consists Of conditioned responses to traffic
lights, to the approach of other cars and pedestrians, and to the sensations a
driVer receives from the ear's movements. Conditioning is a ,neecssary and
impurtant type of Igarning.

2:Collectioos of "measurable objectives" may be purchased from Instructional Objectives
Exchange. Box 24095-M, Los Angeles, CA 90024-0095,,
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In some 'situationS, though, an automatic response is inappropriatc. i-Vmore
complex model of learning compatible with development of responsible Persons
in a changing society .conceives of the learner as actively seeking meaning. This
implies understanding and con§cious pursuit of ones goals.-The rewards of such
learning include the satisfaction of coping with,problems suceessfully.

'Planning curriculum for self-direeted learning requires, goals that pre not
directly observ'able: ways of thinking, Understanding of concepts and principles,
broadening and- det..43ening of interests', changing of attitudes,' deveroping
satisfying emotional responses to'aesthetic experiences, and the 4e.

Even these goals, hOwever, should use terms' with clearly defined meanings.
Saying that a strident should "understand the conccpt of freedom" is far too broad
and ambiguous,- both because':_the meaning of thc term ",concept" is liot
sufficiently agreed on -among educators, and because concept Words such as
"freedom" have too great a range of possible informational loadings to cnsure
siriiilar interpretation from teacher to teacher. If used;at all, ucli a statenicnt
would be at the program .level, and would require increasingly spccific
elaboration at the 'course and lesson plan levels.

Some educators find it useful to refer 'to a..particular type- of goal as a
Competency. -Used -in the carlil 1970s in .connection with Oregon's effort to
relate high school instruction to daily life(Oregon State Board,- 1972), the,Jerm
"minimum competency" has become identified with.. state and district testing
programs designed to cnsure that students have a minimum level of basic skills
before being prompted or graduated. Spady (1978) and other adftcates of
performance-based education point out that competency involves more than
"capacities!' such is the ability to read and calculate: it should refer to application
of school-learned skills in situation§ outside of school.

One definition of competency is the ability to perform a set Of related tasks
with a high degree of skill. The concept is especially useful in vocational
education, where a particular competency can be broken dowri through task
analysis, intO its component skill§ so that teachers and curriculum planners haVe
both a broad statement of expected performance and an array of skills specific
enough to be taught and measured (Chalupsky and others, 1081).

Considerations in Choosing àoals

Educational goals should reflect three important factors: the nature of
organized knowledge, thc nature of society, and -the nature of learnels (Tyler,
1949). ,An obvious source is thc nature of organized fields of Study. Schools teach
music, chemistry, anq algebra because these fields have been developed through
centuries of painStaking inquiry. Each academic discipline has its own concepts,
principles, .and processes. It would bc unthinkable to neglect passing on to future
generations this priceless heritage and these tools for continuedlearning.

Another factor affecting school goals is the nature of society..For example,
the goals of education in the United States are quite different from those in the
Soviet Union. 'In the Unitcd States we stress individuality, competition,.

.
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creativity, andfreedbm to choose government officials. Soviet schbols teach
loyalty to the state and subordination of one's individuality to the welfare of the.
collective. One result is that Most American.schools offer a great marty electives,
while the curriculum in Soviet schools consists mostly of required subjects. For
example, all .students ill the U.S.S.R. must study advanced mathematics apd
science to serve their technologically advanced tuition (Wirszup, 1981).

U.S. schools have assumed, explicitly or implicitly, minty goats- related to
me nature of society. For example, schools offer drugeducation, scx cducatipn,
driver education, and .othey programs Ixcause of concbrns about the values and
.beh.avibr of youth and adults. Sehools teach visdal literacy because of ale-
influeno of television, consumer education because our economic system offers' e
so many choices, apd energy education because of the shortage of natural
resources. -

A goal statement by Ehrenberg and Ehrenberg (1978) specifically recog-
nizes the expectations of society: 'Their model for curricuhim development:,
begins with -a statement of "ends sought": "It is intended that .as a result of
participating in the K-12 educational program students will consistently and. °
effectively take intelliont, ethical action: (I) to accomplish the tasks socicty
legitimately expects of all its members, mid (2) to establish and pursue
worthwhile goals of their own choosing."

The curriculum development process outlined iv the khrenbergs involves
preparing a complete rationale for the ends-sought statement and then defining,
.foi example, areas of societal expectations. The work of thc curriculum
developer consists of defining a framcwozk Of "criterion ta4s," all derived either
from expectations of society or necessary to pursue individual goals. These tasks,
at various levels of pupil development, 'become thc focus of day-to-day
instruction. In this' 'way, alreurriculum is directly rdated to schobl system goals.

A third consideration in choosing .goals, sometimes overlooked, is the
nature of learners. For example,. because Lawrence Kohlberg (1980) has found
that children pass through a series of stages in their moral deVelopment, he,
believes schools should adopt the goal of ,raising students levels of moral
re,asohing. Sternberg (1981) 'and other "information processing" psychologists

-.believe that intelligence is, ,partly at least, a set of strategies and skills that can be
learned. Their research suggests, according to Sternberg, that 'schools,can .and
should sct a goal of improving students' intellectual performance.

Recogniiing that.students often have little interest in knowledge for its own
sake or .fif adult applications of that knowledge, sorne educators believe goals
should not only be based on what we know about students, but shotild come
from students themselves. Many alternative schools- emphasize this source of
.goals more than conventional schbols typically do (Raywid, 1981). .

While knowledge, society, and learners arc all legitimate, considerations,
the three are sometimes in conflict. For example, many of the products of the
curriculum reform movement of the 1960s had goali.based almost exclusively on
the nature of kno°wledge. The emphasis of curriculum developers was on the
"structure of thc disciplines': (Bruner, 1960). Goals of some curriculums failed to
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fully reflect the nature of society and studentsso teachers either refused to use
Mem or gave up after trying them for a year or two (Stake and Easley, 1978).

In the 1970s educators andthe general public reacted against this disaipline.
centered emphasisk'stressing practical.activities drawn.from daily life. Sehools .

were urged to .teadl students how to balance a checkbook, .how to Choose
ecohoinieal pachases, how toNcomplete-aiob-applicatiqn, and,how to read a
traffic ticket. Career education enthusiast;,..notconteht with the reasonable idea
that education should help prepare students for satis'ing careers, claimed that
all education should be career-related in .some way:

Confficts. of this sort between the academic and thc practical are pers'istent
and unavoidable, but curriculum developers err if thcy emphasize only one
purcclof goals and ignore the others. If noncducators arc preocciipied witb only
one factor, educational leaders have a responsibility to stress the importance of'
the othcrs and 'to insist on. balance.

Scope of the School's Responsibility

Tliere him been many attempts to define the generalaims of schools and
school programs, including the well-known Cardinal Principles listed .by 'a
national commission in 1918. Thc seven goal's in ihat reporthealth,' funda-
mental processes, worthy home membership, vocation, civic education, worthy
usenf leisure, and ethical characterenconipass nearly every aspect of hunian
.existence, and most goal statements writton since that time have been chally
comprehensiVe.

Some authors contend that schools arc mistaken to .assume Such broad
aims. Martin (1980) argued that intellectbal development and,citizei)ship arc the.
only goals for which schools should have primary responsibility andthat ok-12er

..institutions sriould be mainly responsible Tor such goals as worthy hoThe
membership. Hc proposed that schools undertake a neW role of coordinating
educational efforts of all community agencies.

Paul ( t982) reported that in three different communities large mOnbers of
teachers, students, and parents agreed on a limited set of goals confined mostly to
basit skills. Paul contended that schools often confuse the issue when involVing

'citiens in setting goals because they.ask What students should learn rather thab
what schools should teach. Goal surveys conducted by her organization showed,
she said, that adults want young people to develop many qualities for which they
tio not .expect .schOols to be responsible.

'Undeniably, the aims and activities of; U.S. schools are .multiple nd
diverse. They not only teach toothbrushing, crafts, religion, care 'of animalS,
advertising,. cooking, automobile rcpair, philosephy, hunting, and chess; thc

previde health and' foml, services to children, conduct parent education
classes, and offer a-variety of programs for the elderly.' Periodic review of these
obligations is elvarly in. order., However, in trying to delimit their mission schods
must not minimizc concern for qualities that, though hard to ,definc and
develop, .distinguish educated.persons from. thc less cheated.
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A carefully refined statement 'of goals of schooling in the Onitcd Stat.es was
developed by Good lad E1979) and'his colleagues in ciinnection with their Study
of Schooling: Deliberately derived froyi . an analysis of hundreds of 'goal
statements adopted by school dish lets and state departments of cducatiOn so as- to
:teket accuratay the currently declared aims of American education, the- list
comprises 65 goals in 12 categoricl; including "intdlectual devekipment," "self-
concept," and "Moral and ethical' character."

An equally; broad set of goals is used hi Pennsylvaida's Educational Quality
Assessment, which includes questions intended to measure such elusive aims as
"understanding others' and "self-esteem." .School districts must give the tests at
least once.every five years as part of a plan to make schools accountable for 'the 12
state-adopted goats4Sciverling, 1980). An adaptation of the Pennsylvania goals.
was used by tkiel ASCD Connnittee on Research and Theory (1980) in
connection with tliCir plan for Watt:Ting and Attaining.the Goals of Education.

In mlny cases schools.contribute modestly or mit at.all 'to helping students
....,--11ccome loving parents and considerate neighbors. In other cases, schOol

experiences may Have laSting effects on values, attitudes, and behavior. We
believe school goals should include such aims ;IS "interpersonal relations" and
"autonomy'," as well as "intellectual development" and "basic skills" (Coodlad,
1979), although the goal statement should specifically recognize that most goals
arc not the exclusive domain of schools but are a sharer!, responsibil ity with other

4
institutions, =

Establishing Local Goals

It is .usually helpful to begin identification of goals by listing all the
promising possibilities from various sources. Consider contemporary society.
What things could' on'e's students learn that would help them meet current.
demands and take advantage of future opportunities? General data about modern
society may be found in tudies of economic, political, and social conditions.
Dafa directly relevant to the lives of one's students will usually require local
studies,, which can .he made by older students, parents,.and other local people.

Consider the backgrounil of the students: their previonc.experiences, things
they have a/ready learned, their interestsnand needs; that is, the gaps between
desired ways of thinking, feeling, and acting and their present ways. -Nis
information should be spedfic -to one's own 'students, although generalized
studies of the development of children and youth in our culture will suggest what
to look for.

COnsider the potential of the various subject Olds. What things could one's
students learn about_ their world and themselves from the sciences, history,
literature, andld on? What can mathematics provide as a resoukc for their lives?.

;,Visual arts? Music? Each new generation is likely to find new possibilities
these growing fields of.knowledge a-nd human expres8ion:

In the effort to identify possible goals.don't be unduly concerned about the
form-in which you state these "things to be learned." For example; you may find

s
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a possibility in "learn nos ways of expressing emotions through various
experiences provided in literature," and another in "understanding how animal
ecologies are disturbed and the consequences of the disturbance." These are in
different forms and at different levels of generality, but at tins stage tlie purpose is
only to consider carefully all the pronlisilig possibilities. Later on, those.selected.
as most important and appropriate for one's'siudents can be refined and restated
in comiain form so as to guide curriculum developers' in designing learning
experiences. At that point, it will probably be helpful to standardize terms and
definitions. At early.stages, however, curriculum developers should use tenni-
nology familiar and ,understandable to teachers, .principals, parents, and citizens
rather than inskthig on dislinctions that others may have difficulty reinembering
and usiiig.

The comprehensive 10 of possible outcoines sliould be carefulry scrutinized
to sift mit those that appear to be of minor importance or in conflict with the
school's educational philosophy. The list should also be examined in the light of
the ,appa-rent pxospeets for students being able to learn these tbing,; in
school. For example, we know that" things once learned arc usually forgotten
unless there are continuing opportunities to .use them. So one criterion for

. retaining a goal is that students wilr have opportunitii.ls in and out of school to
think, feel, and act as expected. We alsnknow that leamlng of.habits requires
amtinuous.practice with few errors, so work and study habits should be 'selected
4s goals only if they are to be emphasized consistently in school work.

This procedure for identifying what students are to be helped to learn is
designed to present a common weakness in curriculum development: selection
of goals tliat are obsqlete or irrelevant. inappropriate for students' eurreut level of
development, not in keeping with sound scholarship, not in harmony with
America's democratic philosophy, or for which the school cannot provide the
necessary learning conditions. '

A' W1.11111(111 practice when planning elictilum is to refer to published
taxononli-es Bloom and others, 1936: Krathwohl and others. 1964). Taxonomies

. can be useful for their original purposeclassifying goals already formulated
but they do not resolve the issue of the relevance .of any particular goal to
contemporary society' or- hi one's own stildents. Tlte Bloom and Krathwohl
taxonomies arc organized in terms' of what the authors conceive to be higher' or
lower levels, but higher ones are not always more important or es en necessary.
In typewriting, for example, so-called 'Uglier likental processes" interfere with
the speed and accuracY of typing.

A similar caution applies to uncritically taking goals from curriculum
materials-of other school systems. The fact that educators in Scarsdale or smile
other district chose certain goals is not in itself evidemice thatthey are appropriate
for your students.

Development of general goals for a sdiool system should be a lengthy
process with opportunities for students. parents, and others 'to particiPate. This
can be done, for 'example. by sponsoring "town meetings," publishing draft
statenients of goals in local newspapers'svith an invitation to respoid and by
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hokhng and publiewing hearings on goals sponsored s the board of education.
A factor thatcomplicates the matter-is-drift sonic sources of goals are simply

..not subject to a majority vote. Knowledgewhether about physics, poetry, or
weldingis the province of specialiSts. Educators sometimes know more about
the nature of chiklren and the learning process than many other adults in the
communit. Nevertheless, in a democracy there is no higher authority than the
people, so die people must 1)(' ins olved in deciding what public schools are to
teach.

Most geperal goals. because they arc so broad and because they deal with
major categories of human experience, arc acceptable to most people. Few will
quarrel with 3 goal such as ".Know about human bc:ings, their environments and
their aehiesements, past and present." The problem in developing a general goal
statement is ustially not to decide which goals are proper and which are not, but
to select among many possibilities those which are most important,, are at the
proper 10 el of generality, and are at least partially the responsibility of schools.

While general goals are not usually controversial, more specific ones can
be. For example, parents might not quarrel with "Understand and follow
practices associated with good health," but sonic would reject Tescribe two
effective,and two ineffective methods of birth control." Thus, parents and other
citiams should be involved in formulating course and program goals as well as
general system goals.

Using Goals 'to Plan Learning Activities

To-soine extent, well-stated goals imply the kinds of learning'activities that
would be appropriate for achieving them. For example, if an instructkmal goal is
,"Solve wurd problems jequiring estimation involvingvust. of simple fractions
such as Vz.,. 1/4, 3/4," students would have to practice estimating solutions to
practical problems as well as lcarning-eto alcOlate using fractions. In .many
instances, however, 'knowing the goal .does not automatically help an educator
know how to. teach. it. For example, to enable students to "understand and
appreciate significant human achievements,- one teacber might have students
.read.about outstanding scientists of the 19th centiiry, upplement the readings
with several lectures., and give a multiple choice examination. Another teacher
might decide tO divide students into groups and have each grotip prepare a
presentation to the class about a great scientist using demonstrations, dramatic
skits, and so on. Forging the link between goals and other steps in curriculum
develOpmetit requires professional knowledge, experience, and imagination.

A fact& that distorts what might appear to be'a straightforward relationship
- between goals and activities is that estry-iitstructional activity has inultipk goals.

. The goal-setting process is sometimes seen ,as a one-to-one relationship between
various.levels of goals and levels of school activity.. For example, the mission of a
local school systein might bc to "Offer all students equjtabk opportunities fo; a
basic ,&lucatiou plus sonic opportunities to develop individual talents and
interests." "Basic cdulation" would be defined to 'it:chide "Communicate

5,
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effectively by reading, writing, speaking, observing, and listening." A middle
school in that district might have a goal such as "Read and understand non-
fiction.at a level of the-average article in Reader's Digest," or more specifically,
"Students will be able to distinguishbetween expressions of fact and opinion in
writing."

While similar chains of related goals are basic to sound curriculum
planning, developers- should never assume that such simplicity fully-represents
the reality of schools. When a teacher is engaged in teaching reading he or she
must also be conscious of and teach toward other goals: thinking ability,
knowledge of human achievements, relationships with others, positive self-
concept, and so on.

Not only must teachers adclress so;'eral officially adopted "outside" goals all -.-

at once;.they must cope.witll "inside" goals as well. Although Coodlad (1979)
uses declared goals tO remind educators and the public what schools are said to
he for, he cautions that the ends-means model doesn't do justice ,to the
educational process and offers,, as an alternative, an ecological. perspective.
Insisting that school activitieS should "be viewed for their intrinsie value, quite
apart from their linkage or lack of linkage trystat-ed ends" (p. 76), he points out
that in addition to "goals that have been set outside of the system for the system"
there are alSo goals inside the system"students' goals, ,teachers' goals, princi-
pals' goals, and so onarid . . . these goals are not neccoarily"compatible" (p.
77).

The message to cuniculum developers is that although "outside". goalg and
objectives arc fundamental to educational planning,-the rehttiohship betcen
purposes and practices is more complex than It may seem,

Using Goals in Curriculum EvaluatiO9

. Some writers argue that specific objectives arc esseutial in ordd to design
suitable evaluation plans and write valid test items. The*work of k National
Assessment of Educational Progress shows, havever, that even evaluators may
not require objectives written in highly technical language, NationaLAskss-
ment objectives do not contain stipulations of conditions ..or performance
standards; in fact they are eNpected to meet just two criteria: clarity and
importance. Thc educators, citizcns, and subject mattcr experts who review the
objectivcs are asked, "Do you understand what this objective means? How
important is it that students learn this in school?" Objectives arc often considered
clear -and important even though thcy are statcd bricfly and simply. When thc
objectives have bcen idcntified, National Assessment staff members or consul-

'National Assessment has developed objectives for a number of subject areas, ineludnig art,
citizenship. career and occupational development, litefatine, mathematics, music. reading; science.
social studies, and writing. Because they have been carefully writteil and thoroughly:reviewed. the
objectives and accompanying exercises arc a helpful resource- for local curriculum developers,
although they arc designe'd only for assessment, not for curriculutn planning.
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tants develop exercises designed. to bc operational definitions of the intended
outcomes. Conditions, standards of performance, and so on are specified for thc
exercises, not for the objectives.

Summary

Setting goals is difficult because it requires assembling and weighing all the
factors to be considered in selecting the relatively few but important goals that
can be attained with the limited time and resources available to schools. The
demands and opportunities of society, thc needs of students, the resources of
scholarship, the ,alues of dcmocracy, and the conditions needed for effective
learning must all bc considered.

A common error is the failure to distinguish purposes appropriate for the
school from those attainable largely through experiences in the home and
community. The school can reinforce the familY in helping children develop
punctuality, dependability, sclf-disciplinc, and othcr important habits. Thc
schOol can be and usually is a community in whiCh children and adults respect
each othcr, treat cach other fairly, and cooperate. But thc primary task for which
public schools were established. is to enlarge students' vision and experience by
helping them learn to draw', upon the resonrces of scholarship, thus overcoming
thc limitations of direct experience and thc narrow confines of a local
environment. Students can learn to usc sourccs of knowledge that are n re
accuratc and reliable than folklore and superstition. Thcy can partici tc
vicariously through literature and the arts with peoples whose lives are both
similar and different from thosc they have known. Thc school is the only
institution whose primary purpose is enabling- students.to explore these scholarly
fields and to learn to use them as lesources in their own lives. Great emphasis
should bc given to goals of this sort. ,

Coals arc- frequently not statcd at the appropriate degree of generality-
specificity for each level of educational responsibility. Coals promulgated by
state education authorities .should not bc too specific because of thc wide
variation in conditions -among districts. iD the state State goals should furnish-
general guidance, for the kinds and areas of learning for which schools arc
responsible in that state. The school district should furnish more detailed
vidance by identifying goals that fall between thc general aims listed by the state
and those appropriate to the local school. School goals should be adapted to thc
background of students and thc needs and resources of the neighborhood,
especially the educational role the parents can assumc. Thc goals of each teacher
should be designed to attain the goals of the schbol. Thelest of whether a goal is
stated at the appropriate degree of generality-specificity is its clarity and
helpfulness in guiding the cducatiOnal activities necessary, at that level of
responsibility.

When states list specific skills as goals and develop statewide resting
programs to measure them, they ma5, overlook...a significant part of what schools
should teach: understanding, analysis, and problem solving. If students are
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taught oiily to follow prescribed rules, they will be unable to deal with varied
situations. Another Common liMitation of such lists is their uegket 0:affective
components, such as finding satisfaction in reading and developing the habit of
reading to. learn.

The form and wording of goals and objectives should be appropriate for the
way they are to he used. For clarity, we have generally LIARl the term "goal" for
all statements of intended learning outcomes regardless of their degru.
specificity, but we recognize that no one formula is best for all situations. The
criterion for judging goals and Objectives is their usefulness in communicating
educational purposes and their helpfulness to teachers in Mc planning of

a
educationa1 activities.
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NOuls
Assessment
Roger A. Kaufman

,

good idea 'may fail for the wrong reasons. 'Recognition of this fact has
propelled "needs assesSment" into an integral part of currieulum develop-
ment in recent years. But with this new status, a cloud hangs over the

fi.eld: A cloud that often leads .to sernantie and real problems for those who %%ant
to identify and justify needs 'and 'want these nee& to form the basis of useful
curriculum development. First, let's look at semantics.

In the English language, "need" is used in many confusing ways: as a verb,
a noun, and as a. verb used as a noon. Fcw words arc askcd to

different meanings. The net result of this imprecision in usage has been.
confusion about the word itself, as well as a growing ambiguity regarding means
and ends in education. Can a "need" be both'a means and an end?

This chapter is about "need" as a gap in results and "needs assessment" as a
process for idelitifying gaps in results, 1.ihout placing "needs" iirpriority order and
selecting the "needs" of highest priority, and about whv using "needs assess-
ment" 'correctly can improve the usefulness...of currkulum. 'Although. we 'have
many varied-perceptions of "need" and "needs assessment" approacheS, there is
as yet no consensus on operational definiti\ons for use in curriculum develop-
ment. This chapter intends to provide such \useful and practical defmitions.

While not specifically :designed to be :popular, just precise, a rigorous
concept of "need" and "needs assessment" migy make it pOssible to enjoy all of
the richness of current (and less than appropriate.) uses and intentions of "need"
while specifying useful distinetions between Means .and ends, And since a
functional "needs assessment" should provide a valid rationale for relating niemis
to validated ends, separating means and ends in Om. r langiia& and professional
work is essential.

This chapter will (1 ) review the majur "needs assissmot" models that have
been used, (7) define 'need" and "quasi-need, ::(-3) ide\.tify and justify an Over-
arching frame of reference in which most "needs a'ssessment" models and
procedures may be .fit and successfully related, (4) roykle an analytical
'.framework for determining the scope and potential usefuhiess of existing (and ,
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future) modek and procedures, and 15) suggest sonic trends and recommenda-
tions for a futiiit useful definition and use of "needs aseS\inent" in curriculum
development.

For sonic time, Kaufman (see 1972, 1982 and Kaufman and English, .1979)
has proposed a limiting definition of "Iieed" as a gap between current results and
required results: a delineation Of gaps in results, not in processes and resources.
This is often contrar to folk language (I "need" money; we "need" fewer
teachers; we "need" morc accountability) and requires a shift to a more precise,
limited (Iefinitionthe word "need" should be used oidy to relate to gaps in
results.

Thus. "necd" when used only as a noun will allow us to select::nicans" or
inters entions (such as schools, curriculum, vocational education0 liberal arts
education) based upon closing important gaps in result: more useful linking
betsVeen "means" and "ends"solutions related to gaps in resultsis'possible.
With this perspective; we will witness a reduction in selecting educational means
that do not close the gaps in ends.

If onc wtre to use the word "need" only as a gap in results, then onc would
be free to choose, among possible alternatives, the best ways and means for
closing thegaps bc2tween "what is" and "what should be" in results. The first
forerunners of needs assessment, emerging with Ralph Tyler's writing on
objectives and needs, allowed, however, for a type o need that would be betty. ;
called a "quai-need": a gap in prooesses mod/or in resources (Kaufman and .

'fhomas, 1980; Kaufman and others, 1981): A "need" is therefore a gap iu results
between "w hat is" and "what should bc." A "quasi-need" is a op in inputs,
resources, ingredients, and/or processes and means; a gap in anythingother thau
a residt.

A "nceds.assessnient" is a process that consists of the determination of gaps
in results :between "what is" and "what should be," placing the gaps in priority
order for closure d"meeting the needs"), and seRtting the gaps in results of the
highest priority for closure. Sonic would criticize this apprOach as too narrow.
(Scriven.And Roth, 1978), but it is believed that only when "need" is viewed as a
gap in results will the process of curriculum development make ,the kind of
impact that improves learner performance in valid and desirable ways[ .

Curriculum is a means to an end. It should be judged as a means and
changedaccordingly. If our initial approach precludes analyzing curriculum as a
"means," thc curriculum developer may bc misled into believing that he or she
had the right (and only possible) solution, which ended up not being responsive
to thc actual problem. Perhaps- this curriculum-is-the-end-not-the-mcans think-
ing is best captured in die phrase, "l'he operation was a success, but the patient
died."

Education in Context: The Organizational Elements Model

Building upon the distinction between "mean's" and "ends," the following
is a formulation for relating organizational efforts, organizational results,. and

41,
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Figure 1.

What Is rPossible Means
(results) (e.g., curriculum)
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What Should Be
(results)

(After Kaufman and English, 1979)

-

societal impact mid. usefulness. 'This is called "The Organizational Elements
Model" (Kaufman; 1982; Kaufman an) English, 1979; Kaufman andThomas,
1980). Let's take a closer look at tlie basic parts of this model.

Organizational Efforts

In getting things accomplished, any organizationbe it a school. a school
district, or even a businessuses ingredients and resources. and orchestrates
these to achieye results. There are two types of organizational efforts: "inputs"
and "prOcesses."

-. Inputs: the existing ingredients, raw materials, resources, laws. "needs."
rules, -objixtives, regulations, and people that exist, who arc available, or are
requirea6 be used by an organization.

Inputs may include currently such things as personnel, laws, rules,
regulations, goals, objectives, and "needs" sthtements. Buildings, equipment,
andfacilities that are in the current inventory' are also "inputs," as are current
and available budget. And the most important "input" of all is learners,

including their unique values and characteristics.
'Processes: the how-to-do-its, "means," and procedures used to convert the

inputs into results.
Processes are the ways and means by which one is the-stiwrd of the

resources, orchestrates them and puts theal to work. Processes are the methods-
means, the how-to-do-As, for achieving results, ini:lud* curriculum. courses.
teac,hing-learning methods (Such as team teaching, differentiated staffing, com-
puter-based instruction, teaching of basic skills, planning; competency-based
education), testing (but not the test resu)ts), and teaching itself. Processes take
most of .our educational time, effort, and lenergies-they arc the how of
education. It is critical that processes be the correct ones in order for educators to
wisely use:resources and-achieve useful results. But inpUts and processes alone
only intend to achieve results.

Organizatidial and External Results

. are three varieties of' results that are of concern to education:
"products," "outputs," and "outcomes." Unfortunately, the literature and
common language usage intermix thcsc three words. A unique word usage for'

6
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each of these three kinds of results is useful, practical, precisebut nonconyen-
tional. In thc context of. the Organigational. Elements 'Model (Figure- 2),
"products" and "outputs" arc two types of organizational results; outcbthes are
external revilts.

ProdUcts: the en route results a school or educatimml system achieves
utilizing "inbuts" and "processes."

"Products" are usually the results of greatest concern to teachers and
learners alike: the completion of a course, or passing a test. Another "product" is
a.validated course of study that has been deyeloped and is available for oilers to
use (as an "input" after it is completed and proven), or self-instructional
module that has been proYen and validated.

"Products" include the most comnionly observed learner accomplishments
and teacher accomplishments such as the completion of a course in history,.the
completed painting of a landscape, the passing of a tenth-grade cOmpetelicy test.
"Products" 'are the ,results achieved by learners, teachers, m both.

Outputs: the resultsdelivered or deliverable by the educational organization..
to society.

Examples of "outputs" include groduMes of high khool or persons with'
certified job-entry skills. When an organization gathers all of its "products" and
has them delivered or deliverable to society, tlies are "i'..lutputs." "Outputs" ;la
the transition point between what an organization'uses and produces, what it
achieves, and the iMpact and effects the organizational results have in and for
society.

Outcomes: are the effects or impact the "outputs': have in and for society.
These are the external or outside-of-school results (at- indicators of results) that
detepnine the utility of organiiational efforts and organizational results in od
for society.

The emphasis Upon .and inclu§ion of external, societal_ results allow the
Organizational Elements Model tq be holistic and not hist concerned with the
organization or parts of the organization. It requires the additional- concern for
education as a means to societal ends (Kaufman, 1972, 1982).

By considering ",..utcoifies" in educational "needs assessment" and plan-
ning. and resulting efforts, one looks to the ultimate contribution of learners in
society, and the ways in which education may help learners help themselves to
be successful in today's and tomorrow's world and legally change that, which
should be changed. It counts on and builds toward a constructive, participati've,
changing society and world. The use of all of the. Organizational Elements is
considered to be a "hbystic" approach (Kaufinan and Sta1.enas, 1981). .

The relationships among the C.ganizational Elements are shown in Figure

This formulation,is nseful in allowing one to relate the.factors of success (or
nonsuccess) and to note that most organizational. efforts (curriculum, teaching
methods. course. content, and so on) are most useful when related to both
internal results ("products" and ."outputs") and external results ("outcomes").

'Hick are two reasons f6r doing a "needs.assessment"; you have to or you



Figure 2. The OkganitatiOnal Elements Model (OEM) Including Some Educational Examples of Each and the
Relationship Between the Elements and the internal and External Frames of Reference
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want to. The have-to's usualk find interesting ways to look at gaps and usually
find-nothing requiring substantive change. '1 want-to's have a more difficult
and challenging regime.

Nlimy w`i'll-intentioned efforts in education seem to-fail or do not reach
expected levels of Success. This is often explained by the fact that "organizational
efforts" and "organizational results", were not formally derked from justified,
societally usefuk results t Kaufman and English. I

Applying the Organizational Elements Model (OEM)*

We noted earlier that a "need" is a gap in resulp betwe "what is" and
"what should be." .

Thus, for each clement in the Organizational Elements Model (OEN we
determine gaps between "what is" and "what should be." Figure, 3 shows the

'OEM arid the two dimensions of "what is" and "what shoula be."
may. proceed 'through the Organizational Elements Model, moving

from "inputs" to -processes" to "products" to "outputs" and finally to "out-
comes" for the "what is" Then, after detamining "what is" for each.:of the-
Organizational Elements and specifyin`g each in measurable performance terms
(see Mager, 1975) one may turn the corner and determine "what Fhould be".for
each of the elements, moving from "outcomes" to,"outputs" to "products" to
"processes" and, finally,, to ."inputs."

Based on this collectiOn':Of data for' each of the. Organizational Elements,.
and for each ofithe two "need" dimensions Of "what is and."what should be,
one may, determine gaps. But not all gaps arc really "needs! The possible types
-of gap analyses are shown in Figure 5 and indicate the three types of "needs" and
two-twes of "quasi-needs." Based upon .the gaps (both "needs" and "quasi-
needs") one may determine:

What should be hangtxl to be responsive to the "needs"
What should be continued to ensure that, successful effort.s and useful

results currently being achieved do not get eliminated
Then

. What alternative ways and means may be considered to close the gaps that
should be clos'ed and continue efforts that are currently successful .

What arc the emirenkly successful methods-means to be continued
Then

Select the best ways and Means to achieVe the results, both changes Snd

continuations
Then

IP. Implement
Determine effeCtiveness and efficiency
Revise as required,

*This section is based on Kaufman and Thomas, 1980; Kaufman and \others, 1981; and
Kaufman. 1982.

\
1,
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Figure 3: The "What Is" and "What Should Be" Dimensions Of the Organizational Elements Model

WHAT IS

WHAT
SHOULD BE

WHAT IS

WHAT
SHOULD BE

INPUT'S 'PROC SSES PRODUCTS.. OUf PUTS OUTCOMES

(From Kaufman, 1982; Kaufman and Thomas, 1980)

Figure 4. A Sequence for Determining "What Is"

INPUTS PROCESSES PRODUCTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES



Figure 5. Designing Needs Assessments and Evaluations Based on the,Organizational Elements MOdel
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(After Kaufman'and Thomas, 1980)

Figure 6. Possible Gap*Annlyses: Three Related to Needs and Two to Quasi-Needs
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Needs Assessment and Evaluation

."Nceds assessment".and evaluation are not the same, nor is one a subsei of
the other. They are related, however.

. "Needs assessments" are concerned with gaps between "what is" and "what
.Should be"with the emphasis on should be.

Evaluations are concerned with gaps between 'what is" and what was
Intendedaikl thus ean only be concerned with a system in current operatirm
(Kaufman and,Thoinas, 19801,

If one .is willing to change the currpit goals and objectives, then "needs
assessment," with its concern with .vhat should be," is the technique of ehoice.
If one wishes only to look at the gaps between accomplishments and intentions,
then only evaluatithi is required.

"Needsassessments" may be accomplished for "products," "outputs," and
"outcomes." Evaluations may be accomplished for each of the Organizational
Elements, but cannot be used tageherate new requirements for the-"whatshould
be's." Thus, the linking between "needs assessment" and evaluation may conic:
after implementation, when a new "what is" has been created by the implemcn-

, tation of the methods-means selected to close the gaps initially identified and
selected for cloSure. First conies "needs assessment" then, later, evaluation
identifies how well we did in closing the gaps.

Needs Assessments Arc Not Deficit Analyses

While sonic authors (for example, Seriven and Roth, I 978) have perceived
"needs assessments"' that deal with discrepancy analyses as deficit studies, this
can be an unwarranted assumption.

Gaps in .results arc not necessarily deficits: a gap may shth an abundance-af
something over and above the minimal required levels.

Sonic efforts called "needs assessments" are really ,>'quasi-needs assess-
ments," and often arc merely surveys of perceived desirWor attempts to justify
one sct of solutions m:er .others ("processes"). Thus,.many effortsqliat are not
"iinceds assessments" as defined here arc merely "wish lists"statements of

44, desired resources or processes.
Seventeen modelS of "needs assessments" are shown briefly in the following

that. Some observations may be made aSsuming that the description is

rasonahlv iccurate !
Except for one moder-LdevelOped quite recentlymost models, tech-

nithics, and procedures deal with internal elements. Thus, they will tend not to
chidlenge directly'or iRdireetly the status (11.19 of the results and societal impact
(and payoffs) of education.' .

Most models tend to shy away from hard empirical data, but rely More on
.people's perceptions. Thus, there is a tendency to gravitate toward considerations
of methods, curriculum content, and courses, not to learner performance,
school performance, or societal payoffs.

Most models deal with middle-level concerns; that is, they are concerned

U
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at the classroom loci w itli learner characteristics, teaching methods and
ii-Teliniques, and scores On tests or course grades. Thc usually midi three
exceptions noted in this current review crinfinc themselves to the teaching/
learning process and most do not examine w hat the sclmols dehver to society and
how well learners do tor skoul(l do) w hen the become citizens.

Nlany so-called "needs assessment" models and techniques (and these
were not included in this roiewi are really status surveys, and these usually are
most concerned with "w hat is."

Only one model covered all of the Organizational Elements and required
a fonnal focus on societal "needs."

Euture "needs assessment" should be holistic and include all of the
Organizational Elements for two dimensions: "what is'' and "what should be.:

Curriculum as means to useful ends sho6ld be dedved only aftd a
holistic "needs assessment."

While it is conceptually caster to conceive all discrepancy analyses as
rdatnq only to deficits, it is not necessarily true or useful.

\Vhile it is tempting for a-nceds assessor to ask for the maximum or the ideal
in a statement of "what should be," (sec Scriven and Roth, I 978), such
unwarranted or unsupportable klealism will be isolated and eliminated if tlic
"what fs" criteria arc derived from gaps in "outcomes," then gaps in "outputs,"
then.gaps in "products" before determininggaps in "processes" and "inputs." By
using all of tbe Organizational Elements, one better ensOres that premature wish
lists for "inputs: and "processes" will not be' generated.

It also may be noted that blue-sky wish lists are'ialinost always "inputs" or
"process"-oriented, and thus additionally represent the possible selection of
means that i re not rigorously relat&I to useful and justifiable ends. .

Currently Available Models.and Proceglures

Good intentions are not the same as useful results. There are no !xisting
"needs assessment" models and procedures that knowingly preselect favored
Metlmds and means, and none overtly intend to mask more iinportant consider-
ations than the ones under study. Rather most are employed to find out the
current status of things, and then move to determine what shoukl be elmnged.

Virtually all edueationaOlanning efforts ("needs assessment" models, kits,
and procedures) may be related to onc or more of the Organizational Elements.
By classifying each model in terms of the Element with which it is concerned,

.

one may get clues as to its results and limitations.
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Chart of Needs Assessment Models*

MODEL PURPOSE METHODS USED DATE
EMPLOYED

MAJOR FOCUS

1. Alameda County
Needs Assess-
ment Model-
(ACNAM)

.

For school level pip-
gram planning

,

Predetermined goals ..
are rated on a five
point scale according
to perceived impor-
tance

1974 Student needs reld-
tive to program com-
ponents

2. Atlanta Assets-
ment Project
(AAP) ,

For system planning .. Delphi studies user
to validate and rank
order goals

1977 Student needs based
on goal rankings for
life in 1985

3. Battelle Needs
Assessment 6ur-

,
yey (BNAS)

'

For school district
program planning

,

<

Participants rate per-
ceived program sta-
tus on two five-point
scales .

1972

.

Program conditions

.

4. Bu ks County
M del Quality
E ucation Pro-
g m Study '

( EPS)

For school or district
planning

,, .

Goals are rated on a
five-point rating scale

,

1971 ' Pupil learning goals

5. CSE Eletnentary
School Evalua-
tion Kit (UCLA)

For school planning 106 possible goals
are rated by respon-
dent groups on a five-
point rating scale

1972 School goal areas

6. Dallas.Moilel for
Shared Decision
Making
(DMSDM)

For budget develop-
ment

oProgram conditbns
are ranked on per-
ceived importance

. ..

1973 Program'focUsed

. "
7 z"
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7. Phi Delta Kappa
(PDK) .

.

For school program
planning

0

Goals are rated and
high priority ones are .

translated into per-
forMance objectives

1974

.

School centered from
goals to programs

8.0 HoUston Needs .

ASsessment Sys-
tern (HNAS)

For school or a
school system

Program priorities are
identified based on
discrepancies be-
tween perceived
needs and current
status assessments

1972

.

School programs and
inservice training pro-
grams for profession-
al educators

9. Institutional
Goals Inventory
(IGI)

Developed by ETS to
help colleges and uni-
versifies define goals
and priorities

90 goal statements
are rated on a five-
point scale

unknown Both student goals
and support or proc-
ess goals are en-
closed

10. Needs Assess-
ment-Ss-,cial
Studies'Curricu-
tura (NA1BSSCG)

Local schools districts
use to improve social
studies prcgrams

Respondents indicate
if statement is a high
priority or not very im-
portant

1979 Program-oriented, re-
flects local priorities
and current status oi
local program

1.1.. Ohio Dept. of
Education Needs
Assessment
(ODENA)

'

To help local school
districts conduct a
needs asSessment

,

Respondents indicate
discrepancy between
actual and desired
student achievement
levels by ranking a
need on two scales:
importance and
achievemeht

unknown
.

Both student goals ..
and suppoil or proc-

ness goals are includ-
ed

,

la ,

12. OperationTSNAP
(School Needs
Assesement Proj-
ect) '' ..

.

S.chool-based focus

.

,Opinion surveys are
used with student
achievement data
and concerns are rat-
ed on a five point

. scale

1971

,

Program oriented

,



13. Sensing Educa:-
tional Needs in
the Far West Re-
gion (SENFR)

.

,

.

School- and program-
based approach to
PriOritizing

.

Needs "sensing" in-
cludes four functions:
sensing, analysis of
resources, setting pri-,,
orities, and program
planning

1980 Program oriented

14. Skyline West
Education Plan
(SWEP)

To examine second-
ary school facilities ,

and programs

.

Two futuristic 92 item
questtionnaires are
used employing a five
point scale. Delph),,,
scenario writing, and
cross impact.analysis
are used'

unknown .

,

Program and facilities

i

15. Targeting Re-
sources for Edu-
cational Needs of

, the Disadvan-
taged (TREND)

Identifies child-orient-
ed needs with atten-
tion to financial as-
pects of Program
pluning

Child-centered con-
cerns are identified
dnd prioritized ac-
cording to locally de-
veloped goals

1971

.

.

used to generate ap-
plication for state or
federal funds ,

16. Westinghouse
Learning Corpo-
ration Education-
al Needs Assess-
ment (WLCENA)

To establish a focal
point to develop
school district goals .

Participants rate 50
goals for importance,
present degree of at-
tainment, and school
responsibility

unknown School district plan-
ning

.

17. Needs Assess-
ment for Voca-
tional Educators
(VENAP)

'

To establish the basis
for a training program
for vocational educa-
tors

.

Uses a comprehen-
sion model to engage
in a series of sqlf-as-
sessment inventories
ior vocational teach-
ers and administra-
tors

1980 Program level or vo-
cational/technical
school faculty

.

(*Hanna Mayer of the Cente for Needs Assessment and Planning., Florida State University assisted in reviewing and abstracting the Needs

Assessment Models.)
c, 7
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WHAT IS

WHAT
SHOULD BE -

Figure 7*

INPUTS PROCESSES PRODUCTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

0 7 2

0 1

*A clasiflion of 17 needs assessment models into the iarious
org3izat1ónal eleinents. Only frequendes are shown in order to reduce

sible bias introduced by the analyst. Other reviewers might arrive at
different classifications.

Because not all models actually dealt with "what is" and "what should
be," these are some unequal numbers in processes" and "products."

Note: There were 17 so-called needs assessments selected for study
and used in arm-chair classification. There are totals of 16 for each row of
this figure since one model did not have both what is and what should be
dimensions.
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Chapter 6

Curriculum
Planning .

Arthur W. Steller

ducators have conic to recognize that very little happens by itself in an
organization, other than disorder and friction. Success in education is
.ihnost ile'ver the result of sheer luck..lt is, instead, the outcome of careful

planning.
Realistically, educators have to clevelop better methods of managing

instruction and resources to allow for maximum efficiency, while curriculum
programs to meet the needs of ail stucknts are maintained or 'instituted. Tax..
weary citizens and anxious parents expect schools to account for all aspects or the
educatiOnal program. Curricultnn planning is needed to ensure the best
allocation of human and material resources toward high priority needs. I

School boards and lay citizens are growing in their understanding of
curriculum matters and the need for improved curriculum plainting. Robert
Shutes demystified the topic when he wrote:

. .

Curriculuni: One of education's inost misunderstood concepN. lie publie lwars the
word bandied about so much that if naturally assumes -the curriculum- is a tangiblr,
officialdocument'tno doubt hwked away in sonic school board office) that enthodies the
entire structure of the sell( iol prograin. rm guessing that eight times out of ten -the public
is %suing in its assumption..That's beCause administrators and board members often talk as
if they have a clear-cut, written curriculum %%hen all they really have is a SO of vague
assumptions about what is being taught in their schools.'

Curriculum planning may be defined in various ways. This issue is

con iplicated further because there is no single accepted definition 'of curriculum
'among educators (see following section titled First Things First). Planning is the
operation.that lies relations among ,the following factors: identification, of "what
is:- comparison with "what shoald be,- agreement upon.needs. establishment of

.Artliur Steller, ''Clianging Condole, Necessitate .Resettoig of Priorities and Policies for
Schools,- in rf pdatzng School Board Poi r:es, vol. I I , no, 3. N larch, IOW,

:Robert Shutcs, "I hm to Col ttrol Your Curriculum,- The Amencan School Board lournal 168,
S 1.tigust 1951% p. 21.
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goals nd oblech% es, setturg=,. of priorities. doclopinent of programs, and
Alocation Of resonrees. Figure I describes this relationsliip.

orking definition of curriculum planning might state that it is thc
clarificatioil of the current statu6 of the prescribed educational program,. decidilig

hat that program should be. nd then detjunining how to,get there. .1t another
loci. curriculum planning shotdd specif the opportunitiec for children as they

Figure 1. Curriculum Planning

Current Status Need
"What is" Gap between ''what

is" and "what
should be"

Program
Treatment to move

from current status
Coward goal

Resources .

What is required for a
program to function

Goal
Ideal state of "what

should be" °

Objective
Acceptable state of

"what should be"

The planning relationship using a reading examPle would be:

Planning for a specific readin6 need

Current Status
Fifteen percent of

third graders are
reading below
grade level. (This is
an example of
needs assessment
data)

Need
The number of third

graders reading be-
low grade level
should be reduced.

Program
The XYZ Instructional

System for Reading
will be implemented

Resources
List of Performance

Objectives; Instruc-
tional Guides; 60

. minute per day
study allocation per
child; and so on

Goal
One hundred percent

of third graders
should be reading
at or above grade
level.

Objective
Ninety pereent of third

graders should be
reading"at or above

_grade level as
shown on next
year's testing re-
sults.
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ach ance through school. Fortunately, practicing educators:arc less in need of a
rigorous definition than they are olgood planning systems and techniques.

This chapter attempts to highliglit the main elements of curriculum
planning bcginnhig with the mind set ,of the curriculum planner and ,,oing
through the presentation of a generic curriculum planning model.

Plan to Plan

Like virtually everything else, curriculum planning ought. to be ve ry
carefully introduced into an educational organization. School admhiistrators,
curticuluni coordinators, teachers, and parents should. have a dear' understand-
ing of what -curriculum planning can and cannot do for them and the
organization. Curriculum planners must decide what they wish to obtain as a
result of, planning; such as, improve student 'achievement, provide public
accountability, change directions, introduce new technology and/or pedagogy,
weed out poor staff performers. This thinking is called the "plan to plan." It can
be extremely comprehensive and may include a formalized planning manual
that Ihis come.on the heels of a rigorous analysisof organizational characteristics.
William Rothschild, has dehneated three guidelines for planning to plan: (a)
know yourself, (b) appraise Your planning resources, and (c) assess your own and
yotir stakeholders' desires.'

There are advantages to writtenplanning manuals, but informat notes based
upon brainstorming sessions' can serve a sfinilar purpose. 'Hie crucial element in
anv plan to plan is a conimitment to effective planning. In :most educatimal
organizations, curriculum planning is likely to be most successful if planning to
plan proceeds quickly. informally. and with the involvement of key actors, such
as the schO'ol superintendefft. Thoughtful efforts it planning the plan increase
the chances of developing a good curriculum plan.

Preparing the Curriculum Planner(s)

Right away, the heading of this section ?discs a ...seemingly, innocent
question: who are' the curriculinn plaimers7 Surely' teachers arc curriculum
planners. The iissistant superintendent for curriculum and instruction,obviously
is a curriculum planner. And, of course, that's within the job nescription of the
superintendent, principals. t oordinators, and so on. Children and parents plan
the curricul 111 1 in a way; are they curieutinn planners? A case can be made that
everyone could carry that title. For :imposes of this discussion. the term
"curriculum planner- indicates thc working head of a team engaged in a defined
curriculum planning project. This project coukl be the refinement of an existing .

physics course, a complete revision of a school system's curricolum, or the
statewide esiablishmenfof reading Standards. A curriculinn planner could be an

a

a"
'William Rothschild, Putting It All Together C\le York: AMACOM. l97(0,.pp. 22-23.

a
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elementary teachci .1 gcncial supers isor, a iiiitticiiiitics Sj)CcI.itIS( iil assistsurt

.superintendent.
Regardless of his or her regular orgaitizational role, curriculum planner

-has undeniable obligations to this finiction. Foremost is being knowledgeable
about the tick! of curriculum iii general and tliC project under development in
particular. .-\11 understanding of how to implement plmming strategics in

educational settings is a saluable asset to, a curriculion planacr. lthough a rare
commodits.

Few. persons ss ho find thenisels es, fitItittilig curriculnin plinining assign-.
molts arc equipped 01 kill rt:!spcicts for titich a formidable job. The textbook
description *of such an individual is awesome. kven for the well educated
curriculum -planner, there's thc matter of staving ciirrent. It is virtually
impossible to knoss eser\ thing that ought to be known. There is some solace in
the faeit.that others have been in the saac spot.

sicariims experiences of others arc sufficiently rich so that a
cnrriculuni planner does not Ihivc to bc a know-it-all. Cloe does, 110\\..eyer. have

ti) fornmlatelus or ticr oassn opinions of what constitutes the curriculum id how
it should be organized. .\ .good educational baekground.and all awareness of Hie
professional literature nid research provide enough data for 'a curriculum
plainier to form a set of assnuiptnnis; These assumptions iire the. Immdation for-
curriculum planinug. If ratified and reinforced bs those engaged on a plaiming
(cam. tbis conmum ground enhances the implementatima of curriculum
planning. . .

First Things First

C:urriculum is a terO1 educators and laypersons alike often bands- about
withollt a clearly agrucd upon defin,ition. Historically. this concept has under-
gone ,1°cliscernible traiisformation throughout the last century alld a half. The
classical definition equated curriculum with a course of study. This view has
been captured and onlv.slightiv refined by conservative educational philoso-
phers. .\rthur Restor's position Wati rather representative of the latter when he
stiltcd:

I lie COMilth1111 must consist esscimalls of disciplined studs. in Ilse great areas:
con011alld ofruother tongue and the ss stcniate studs of graminar.'literatnrca'd ss

mathematics, sciences. t 4 t histor I foreigu'languages.

Mc significant departure from this traditional curriculum thinking oc-
curred in thc I I Ros. sv.ien I lottis Cassiell and 1)oak Campbell proposed that
the i.:urriculum is ''to be coinposed of all the experieici:es el 1..cren havl.' under the

guidance of teacliers.''' For the next 3(1 years, most educational scholars utilized
sdflolls derivatis-es of either the -curriculum as experiences- or classical

4 \ ohm licstor. I he Restoratum Ixammg \(..1% York: Ylfred I9S(», pp. 4 P)-41).

'Caw,ell Hollis and Doak Campbell. Curriculum fleuvlopment Neu% York: Ameitean Book
Company. IQ;;!, (.0
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interpretations. .o e exceptions to this mainstre'am were the -progressives" Urt .abl

-open educators.", Paid GoocliOn and John Breluer, ss ['Ring in a special theme
issue of the Principal journal. offered these two -progressi.ve"' definitions of
ciarieulnnr.

It the soling. as thus mature, can tollon their bent and choose their topics, tunes*,
and teachers;Aid 11.h...who's teach o hat thus themscIscs consider importantschieh is all
thus can skillfulls teach .nimas----the need) of socicts be adequatch mut, there %sill be
More Ilsd\ , independent, and msentne peole; and m tank sliort 11111 there \sill be ^
'Tore sensible .111d efficient societ.-

rhe alternatisc hefore us, (:ducators, is to create the curriculum aness oich a 0,
%sac that it *sides the opportunitc for students to learn die arts, the skills hs \cinch the
tall take. colltrol Ili their (mil Ilse,. hi, the Icing rifil, this [Hems that es et% student's
cicrocultim is to learn hos% to create Ins mut curricuhma

Such a philosophy was carried further by Allen Granhard ill f'rce the
Children ssith the statement that :Obviously, there is no school subject dila is
essential to inch\ idnal survival,' Not all those sympathetic -to progressive
educational venture; agreed' with such a stance. ChAles Silverman wrote
-knowing Une Ilot tke same as knowing another, and sonic things are
inure worth know ing than others.' The value of curriculum was expressed bv.
Robert futchins in this """"wr: currienium i^ shit* waY. of saving lost
Motion, It is an aftenipt to profit by the most obvious Lnistakes of the past and.to.
make it unnecessary for the child to connnit every tast one of them, all Oyer.
again.`^' The .fininal specified c7Rieuluin cannot encompass everything-that
can.be said to be educationally vital. ['Itch dav unanticipated classroom events
give life to the conct...pt of "the teachable momelit."

I he so-called -inCidental" interests of ebildri:n cannot be ignored. for if the are. \se
sollue e\coknt learning opportunities. NC;ither eau they form the chief basis for Mirk,:

courses. If the %se lease silluablc material and hase hodgepodge curriculum.' '

Nesertheless. mast scholars side ssith renwick Vnglish's positimi that:

A curriculum e ists to enhance tte p'robability that what is desired to occur %sill
reoccur with the'sinne or`less effort in snccessiee applications than ss hen initialh applied.
hi this sense curriculum as a ssmbol of-economies of wale of tone, cnerco, ,ind resource

'utili/ation in the school's. It is an nnprovyment upoii random oecurrimce or clumee:"L

Such an emphasis upon the plannecrnature of cutrieulum manifested iiSelf
through nunierou definitions surfacing first in the 1950s and continuing toda's..

-Paid Goodman. -twedoin and t.carning: The Need for Choice,' Pritictpal 6.1Aprd
,a) .

Bremer, "( Sou:di/mg Princtpd 6 1.\prur C9.

\lien Granb.urtl. Frev the Oulu/reit ,Ncss Yor,k: Rdndoin !luny. p 22'1.

'Cluddes Silbcruhm. Costs m the Claksmom No% York: Raodow !loose."' PrO,; 3-7,3

Robert \I. Hotclons, "Whs I he School, \lost SLR,- Poncipal 6 Aprd 19'3 r fiS-69.
O. Blough and J. Sclissart,. Elementary SelMol Science and (low to 'leach It ..\css

lolt. Rincluart and 1'Instoil, p. 41.
k x Loglush. Quality Control in Curriculum Dtvelopment Arlpigton:..\incrican

\ssocidtion ofSchool Adinnnstrators, p. '
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.

The curriculum is all of the lqammg of stuamt, which is planned by and direeteddiy
the school to attain its e4Inc1tioital goals.'

A curriculum is a plan forlearning."
P

Specifically. e define curriculoin as a plan for pros iding sets of learning opportuni-
ties to achieve 'broad goals, 'and related specifie objecties for an ideiitifiable population
served by a single school center.

Curriculum is a plah that describes the necessary and insufficient -means" for
achieving pfrticulariearning,"ends."''.

Curriculum is. . . the planned and guided learning experiences and intended
,outcomes, formulated through systematic reeimstruction of knowledge'and experience,
under the auspices of the school, for the learners' continuous, and svillfull growth in
person-social competelice.1-

,The publie appetite for accountability for results through the 1970s and
,earlv 1980s has maintained and strengthened the definition of curriculum as a

Nloreos Cr, ,thi.s pressure has also afict the constantly evolving field of

eurricubmi .development.
S5.

Cuisno. him development . . it is basically a plan of structuring the environment to
coordinate in au orderh manner the elements of able, space. materials, equnpment and
personnel."

n sj;ite of aliA- national and local ctirrieumLu projects tliat have attempted.
.

to foster order out of thc.."patchwork'curriculum,- edueatdrs have only scratched
the,,urface withrespect to what should be done. The maturity of currictdum
theory, kt alone practice, has. Lxperienced periodit fOrges abead with occasional
backslides. Ihe mzt gain, however; has been relatively modest, particularly when
compared with the advances in other parts of society. Curriculum as a. field of .
study or an activity of professionals can vegretfully still be described as one writer,

did in the early 1960s: ,

Organizing the cun-iculuin properly means, among other things, selecting those
concepts ss hich are sital in life. and leaving the others out. This we have not done' yet..

The whole system is too 'haphazaird anil indefinite.'"

I
"The Curriculum Then and Now.- in proceedings of the 1956 Conference on

.
resting Problems, (PrinetonN.J.: Educational Testing ServiceI9'57), p. 79.

"Hilda Taba. Curriculum Development; "lheory and Practite (Ness York. Harcourt. Brace.
Joranosich. Inc., 10621, p. 11.

'Galen Savior dud William Alexander. Planning Curnoli in for, Schools iNeweYork:
Rinehart and Winston, inc., 19-4), p. 6.

"Daniels:Fanner and Laurel 'Muer. Currieulprn Develop nent: Theory into Practice I Neu%
York', 'Macmillan Publishing Co.. 19731, p. 45'.

4'Ssdelle (.:hrenberg. "pc-Case for Structure,- Ethicatimuil LeCids-sltip 34% I (Octoter 1976):

4S. .

'`Ilenr- Dyer, How to Achieve Accthoitabilitv=td;the Publk Schools cBlooinington,' Ind.: Phi
.belta Kappa Educational Foundation, 19734.

'4Kathryri Feyereisen, A. John Fiorino, ifird Mem: Nowak. Supervision and Curriculti'm
Renewal: ASystern Approach'i New York: Appleton-Centr-Crofts, 107111, 204.

Asalfel°Woodruff. Basic Concepts.:of Teaching (San Francisco: Chandler-Publishing Co..
p. 1.02.
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Ilie degree to which curriculum should be organized and MI it is defined as

being curriculum are thorny judgments. Vet, these are fundamei tal issues that
.must be addressed at the outset of a curriebluni developmelitalort 'lids is ilot to
'say th4t formal. and precise statements of eircuinscription have to be jianiinered
out and committed to paper. While such behas Mr may be Warrauted, it is only
es.sential that as a 'project is b'egun, therc be a generalized understanding by the
Curriculum planners. Exacting defillItuols call be left to the curriculum
theonsts.:' at least for the time being, __Loren simply cannot wait until
curriculum is iAre systematic. Curriculum planners hayc to .wade into an
inexact science...

Curricular.Assumptions and,Beliefs

Assumptions are- part of the armor ciirriculum planners wear to protect
theinkh es from the uncertainties of their profession.. B. taking sonic things for
granted. planners are able to proceed without the necessity of verifying the
absolute eorreetnes; of every step in curriculum development ,,eNssumptions are
vital prerequisites ill the process of curriculum. planning. Sonic ssumptions iitay
be basca.. if not confirmed, yia educational research. while others mav represent
opinions or 1ahreN.

Serious scholars .,kisualh prefer to Me terms like "curriculum thews,-
"curriculum generalizations,:' or "curriculum principles- which imply inure
refinement than "assumptions:- Curriculum planners often do not make seich
distinetionc, perhaps because of the close association aniongterms as illustrated
by this frequently quiited definition .of theory: "I propose to define a 'theory' as
set of assumptionti front which cau be derived by purely, logico-mathematical
procedures, a.farger set Of empirkal laws.-22 Experienced ceirrienluin planners
nevertheless recognize that:. "l'he ptineiples that exist in the field of curriculum
have evolved primari.ly.fioni practice rather than deductive logic. l'his unusual
cOndition results front the philosophical nature of curtieulum

It is certainly inure' impressive tc) spc!ak of:"CtIrricult1111 theory- .than
"cUrricular assumptions or beliefs,- biet_the14ttr klassifiratimi -has more utility

curricaluorpfarmiliCcriculuitt theory budding ;is in its infancy.
'George:Beaucliamp has written: "I'lleory .building in the fiekl of curricu-

lum is iii somewhat of a shambles. Despite the amount of miting Mud talk abOut
puriculum theory that',has been put forth in the last tss:b decades, there are
extant curriculum theories to which sse can look flir models.":74

Yea-nit:C. he Niched( uses of Curriculum .1ficoil I- *I h 'on ludo Prac7/ice 21. I

IWanct.t9sS2..- 4. 4
Aktbtrt I uu,I "PrnicipIt; and l'robkinss orl lacor Qmsirintion in I sschoIogs.- 01 Current

rend$ 'Nebo-hived/ .1 ham. 1PalstnargIa l'iitersin of Pittsbundi Pr6ss. 10.; I t
Wi6aild jo5cpIzolrondi.,Curoculnin Devetopment. A Ctude to Praelie;: 1Coluirdnis.

Ohm.:(liarks krull MIISIIUIIr (4).. 19S111, p: ,

( t.urgu. I( ituhnnp C. CrrlcIuhIuiuu Flacory lei111104. I.N.AcIopnicia and !" I henry tnto
Pruettce :41. '1 4iiikr IsZ , -
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,

Lakew4se, III summarizing cuinculum research, \ lcc.:utcheon nas

stated: we have not svuthesized it into theories. Perhaps 55 e.re getting
closer. ltlmugh it still appears to be piecemeal."2:

:! The proliferation and complexity of eduoational research has made it
diffitult for educatumal plainiers to rels upon Arced upon curricular principles
or generahzations. llicories are esen harder to come hi. Therefore. curricidum
planners draw from all avadalde sources w hat thes belly\ c to be true bout
curriculum. Such beliefs Are expressed as planning`assumptions.

Curriculum' planners typicall luve used society. learners p'edagogt

snblect matter, and instructional organizations as points of origin for these
ssumptions. \ lorton \lpren compiled a lengthy list of what he labeled
"curriculum determiners...2' is loch includes additional influences or possibili-

ties from which, to draw assumptiom. Schuster ,and \ lilt Ploghoft, in

reeogniiing "The Emerging Elementary Curriculum." presented philosophies.
econoliuit conditions. soeiological factors, political sitnations. teelmological
dcselopnuntits,, and psychological factors as the sources of curricidum.:- Stich
areas haw heen the standard Fire for stated assumptions.

How oii s.. helloes the curriculum should be organized is ako a basic
assunilltion. Hie -scope and sequence" chart is the most common format, but
examples of other patterns follow.

Jerome Bruner is famous for his origin.: ,teinent. since r-fined, that .

the foundations of am subject may be tau., .. to anybody at ny age in. some
SOUe refer to this idea as the rationale for the "spiral curriculum...

Four -kinds of curricular sequencing are oftered by Charlesil'aber and
Gilbert Shearron: siniple to complex, prerequisites, whole to part. and ehrono-

Some educators hase,objected to the wlmle notion of curri.culuin sequenc-
ing. Neil Postman and Charles Wcingartner wrote ". . . the sequential curricu-
lum is _inadequate because stildents arc not sequential. ' lMlian, Stephens
epressed her belief that "Not all children follow the same pattern df skill .)

development. ln fact no hinglc sequence of instruction has been agreed upon.'-'1
James \ loffett took this criticisM further with his ,claim that "One erro'r of,

traditional curriculum planning has been to assume that specific sequences can

-'G,u1sAIL-Cutchcon; '1.11hit m the World' is (urrn: Thews 1 beim: Into Practice 21. I

,1.1. inter 19S2. 22
'Alonton 'Ow Solnect Curriculum Geodes' k-12 Olno. Charks

Books. lot . 1qC., pp
-11bert Shuster and Ahltoll PliNhott. The Emerging Elementart Curriculum 'Columbus.

Olno Charks P. Alerrill Rooks.,1111. , mM. p. ,

'leronw Rn icr. Ihe Proc'ess of Lducation (Catubrulgu. \lass_ Kinard 1'111111.m Press.
1961,1) 12 .

, 'Charles Faber C'albert Shealzon. Elemenhire Schon/ Administration \Lis 'lurk
Rmejlart and Willst011. p. 192

Postman and Charksamogartner. leaching As a Subversive Activity I'Vess lurk: ncll
Publishing Co. ltt;;.. 0691. p. "i0

Ilallian Stephens. The Teacher's Guide ta bou 1..:clucatum AO% YInk: llolt. Rindiart. and
Winsfon. , 4, \

_
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apph to all students It is stages. mit ago. that arc important for sequence.
. What holds for different People is the order. regardless of the timing.

In an attempt to address the match of curriculum inateriAs and 'sequencing,
Jack Fr%linci wrote:

It curriculum materials arc smalIct ill sue, larger III number and ..ariable in
.cquence, then teachers 0. I be able to scan.li tin sstelli and create itcss and different
patterns Of materials tor call leafier lu actual praitice this %%III Mean that teachers %%ill
regularly an& contnnionsl. be lonfronting themselscs %%Rh nes. and
and arrangements of natormation and Materials. The %%ill not be bored. III lad, ale% 10111

he stimulated intellectualh. Curriculum materials so ill remain fresh and interesting to
teachers as 05 ell as relo ant and appropriate to learner. "

Currictdurn Planning Should Also Include Assumptions About
the Future and Curricular Politics

Cher the last 1 5 or so years. the, future has become a powerful attraction for
educators and curriculum planners. Futurist Alvin Toffler contributed to

educatimial literature and sparked interest witli Learning for Tomorrow: The Role
.of the Future in Fduwitipn." 1 larold Shane has recently proposed "the derived
currkulmn" based upon interviewing 1 32 international scholars about their
views of the future." [had an infallible crystal ball Ints the market. curriculum
planners will have to invent assumptions about the future, if education is tn keep
up with the changing-global picture.

As if there are not eihnigh other issues, educational planners must also take'
into account the political eonditimis of the larger society. Wkile4here are nmre
sophisticated Means of monitwing politiCal events, as a minimum, :ctirriculum
planners should produce some relevant assumptionS'about anticipated impacts..
Glenys Unruh in another ehapter of this Yearbook describes the effects of
political activity upon the educatiMthl program. Arthur \Vise in his landmark
work, Legislated. Learning details, the often disruptive laws that have been
passc,d with the designated purpose of altering instructional practices. Political
influences can easily push the managenient of instruetional processes beymid the
grasp of educators. as John Goodlad notes:

:In periods i.(-)f unusuill political. economic, or s(lcial stress, curriculum change is

likelo to he more counter-cyclical in relation to tire past. to) occur rapidh . and to be led by

"We, Moffett and Bett Jane Wagner. Student-Centered Language Arts and Reading K-12
Illostoir Houghton Mifflin Co., I9-6 o, p. 2.

"back Fry inter, Annehorst Curriculum Classification System iWest tafasette. Ind. Kappa
Delta Pi Press, 197-, p. +4

14 lm Toffler. ed.. Learning for Imporrow: The Role of tlie Future in Education (New l'ork
. Random House. I9741.

. "Ilarold Shane 00ith Bernadine Tahler, Educating for a New Abner:mum (,13loominglim.
Ind Phi Delta Kappa.Fahleational Foundation, I 9h Ii.

"Arthur Wise, Legislated Learning.
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Nrsons not idcntihed with earlier curricallnin change. or, for that matter, with the
schools.

Loeal school districts are not immune to politics when it collies to
curriculum planning. "hi a politioally active conununity it's like treading water
in a hurricane w bile wearing concrete boots: External pressure groups .toss
anchors rather than life presers ers."'" This author utilized a carefull,y designed
plan in such community to capitalize upon prevailing political winds to
institute constructive educational change. ' Curriculum, planners shmild pro-
s ide dynamic political leadership instead of the traditional passive role as Bruce
Joyce argues:

ln the past, educational planners [lase been techmeall %seal: unable pften to clarif
ends or engineer means and moralls or technicall unable to brink; abont a humanistic
resolution in education. . curriculum ssorkers [me defined themsels es as helpers, not
leaders, letting 'the communit: and teachers make decisions and then assisting in the
implementation of those decisions.'"

,Poritics has manifested itsellon the school scene quite dramatically in some
cases. hi recent years an unprecedented number Of critics have protested parts of
the school curriculum and called for the censor of certain books and materials.
School,,yards have been converted to political battlegrounds in sonic communi-
ties. Censorship is clearly a political issue that should be taken into consideration
in curriculum planning.'"

Obviously, developing total and sweeping assumptions for elicit of the areas
given herein is a monstrous. job. Each currieulunrplanner must come to grips
with what he or she believes will affect the curriculum area under study and pick"
and choose those areas to draw from in fOrniing assumptions. basic question
for whi@h the curriculum planner must have some tentative answers or
Asumptions is given in Hgure 2 with a smorgasbord of basic sources from which
to invent other planning asSumptions.. Curriculum planners share this responsi-
bility with the currieulum planning team as represented in the scheme depicted
in Figure 3.

Selection of the Curriculum Plahning Team

Many school districts, when faced with the need for a revision in a part of
the curriculum, .simply appoint a ciimmittee and chairperson. Then off they go

a

Goidad, I he Changing .Amencan tic'hoot, 65tk Yea r a of the N animal Siicicn for the
Studs of Education Chicago. Universit of Chicago Press, 196(n. p. 3 2 .

"Arthur Steller, 'Curriculum Ikvelopment Gs Educatimml Lemkrship 3h, 2

1Nosember 198M 161

Bruce Jovcc, "The Curriculum Worker of the Future.'''the Corriculjim: Retrospect and
Prospect, -1st Yearbook of the National Societ for the Stuch of ['lineation iChitagm I 'lint:Bits of
Chicago Press': 19-1 I. p.

.41ack 'Favlor and Arthur Sreller, "Curriculum Development and Censorship," Dino \fedi('
Spectrum !Fall & W'inter 19h1;:23 k
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Th FUNDAMENTAL CURRICULUM DECISIONS

%itli instructions to icpmt back in six months or so with a new curriculum guide
or a recommendation for a textbook adoption or hoth. This ,ipproach may work.
A more organized method of curriculum planning. starting with the selection of
a planning team, multiplies Ihe potentiality of a positive outcome.

Figure 2. Curriculum Planning: Basic Sources for Planning
Assumptions .

Basic question: In general, how should curriculum be defined, struc-
tured, designed, and sequenced?

Basic Sources for Planning Assumptions
Accreditation Standards
Administrative Structures
Commercial Materials
Economic Conditions
Educational Theories
Expectations of Colleges
Instructional Organization
National and World Events
Nature of Learners
Pedagogy
Philosophies
Political Situations

Principles of Learning
Professional Litorature
Psychological FactoNs
Public Opinion
Research '
School Codes
scicietal Influences
Sociological Factors
Standardized Tests
Subject Matter
Teacher Competence
Technological Developments

Figure 3. Curriculum Planning Preretwisites
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Ilte011e must opciate I5 the le,14' tor a curricular planning team. For
practical reaXous, it seidoiii P.orks \\ ell to has(' more than Issoforinal
Few groups accomplish much with more co-leaders. This chapter will stick to
the singular and refer to this ludiVIdllal as die curriculum planner. f!.arlier it \Sas
stated that the curriculum plannCr Inas OCctlp\ all established position, such as a'
math coordinatOr, and Ilia\ then he heading up this development effort for the
math program. Rearing such .1 title IS not necessars is long as the powers-that-be
hay e endowed the curriculum planner with the responsibility and authority'.

, Ilie curriculum planner's preliminary oblit;ations have been pre.yiousis
identified ss ith a possible exception. The curriculum planner ma\ be expected to
think flirough and, prhaps, eyen prepare a written "plan to pLiii. lie reader IS
renunded that the critical element here is a cmiunitment to the curriculum
planning under studs The expressed endorsement of the superintendent kr
another high ranking offkial should be secured. This promotes the idea that the
orgam/Aion supports the particid.ar instructional project-and builds the concept
of team

Obtaining tins recognition is natural, since the,vast niajority of superinten-'
()ems la e all instructional orientation as one commented in an American :
.1ssociation of School .1dministrators book titled. Profiles of tlw Administrative..
Teani.

Leadership in the des clopment of the curriculum is the prime responsibility of the
supermtendent. Operation of .1 sehool system stithout strung kadership ill collic11111111 is
potentialls, a detriment to the qualits of education each child reeck es. '2

Besides including a statement from toti management, the rest of the
organiiation w di be watching for clues regarding the influence of the curriculum,
planner in the wav the planning team s ssembled. Organitatimial norms may
be followed or broken. Fither way people watch and form judgments that affect
the. eventual implementation. Terrence Deal aihi .Allan Kennedy, authors, of
Corporate Cultures: The kites and Rituals of Corporate Life, have noted that:

hers businessin fact incr. organi/ationhas a Culture. . . . Whether striing or
sseak, culture ha, a posserful influence throughout .111 organi/ation; it affcets praeticall
esenthing BeCallse Of this iinpact, ss e think that culture also has a Illaior effect on
the success of the business."

At time's the curriculum plaii-ner has a preordained curriculum planning
kam. For ,Fxample, in the Shaker I-heights (Ohio) City School Dislriet every.
elementary elassmom te4er volunteers for a curriculum conimittee, which
plans the program for a particular discipline. Every school has, several delegates
on each connuittee and all grade levels are also represented. This structure
ensures cross fertiliiation of ideas since everyone participate% It k based on

1ssociation of SLII.,o1 .Ndnumbstrators. Profiles ol the ..1drhinistrative I eam
\ AAS 19- 1 1. p.

-"Terrence Dcal and .Allan Nenned. Corporate Cultures; The Rites mad Rituals ol Corporate
Life Reading. Ala!;s.. Addison.Wcsle Pnh. Cu.. 19S2 1. 0. 4. .
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Rensis Lakert's "linking inn thetas " kach Shaker I !eights elementary principal
I'L'As .1 C0111111ittee as its clinic ulinn'plaimer

If there is a choice, it is suggested the curriculum planner include on the
planning team as \side a rcpresentation as call be effectively managed. The
curriculum planner might select sonic members of his or her immediate
orgam/ational unit, of milts supers heti, of other .imits with w hom he or she
interacts, and, perhaps, of tlie communits. For histallec, oa social studies
.planning.teani could consist of a Social studies.supers ISM. sonic cliksroom social
studies teachers, 'a nearby college professor or other consultant, a librarian. the
student council advisor, a parent, another eitiien, and a StIldelli or tss Allyolle
ssith a direct stake in the social studies firogram should be considered for
memboship on the planning team. Since every staLholder or client cannot be
accommodated, feedback could be obtained through a Liaison Systtlil or StIrViy.

ln fact, sonic curriculum writers would prefer such indirect participation as
they behest: ctensise involvement cannot be. well managed. III their opinion
massise insolsement leads to frustration. William 11'ilker puts it this way:

he effort to ins ols e teachers iii curriculum des clopinent began in earliest about ill
scars ago Great faitli 55a5 put in the idea of teachers as professionals ss ho could and ssoold
redirect alul rebuild education. Little else but fifith. howeser, sus eser reallsgisen to
them. No real collsIstellt, siihst,iiitis e tletip 6) their monumental task \Us pros ided
uktitutUms of teacher preparation or school administrators at all \ lesel. 011111110N

thousand, of teacher, kis ces entually disiouraged. angry. and deplekd h liaing
to stand alone aii'd try to- fulfill an inuredistic role a, a des eloper of curriculum.

Lorraine Sullivan feels the same way:

"leachers at the local School level, in man cases, arc not reads to accept
responsibility for all instruCtional decisi9ns. 'Hwy hase had little esperieiice with deciion
making in curriculum des elopment for which the will be held accountable. 'Hwy 5aly in
the Analit of their 'prupar,oion and everience foi ssriting curriculum:' It has been
traChtional for teacher, .11i let 'others make instructional decision, about \slut
taught."'

Perhaps this last thought has dismayed sonic writers, like David Selckn who
believes teachers should behave and be treated as professionals capable of
contributing to curriculum Planning.

. teacher, inusi be imolsed m cuirricuihunui dckelopment and res a, a
professional right and obligation. . Teachers areprolessionals. or aspiring profession-
ak, at least.

0

Reuisis Lakert andJaiie.lakert. \Eli Ways of Ahmatinui Conflict i\o% ork \kGras,-11111
Book Co , p.

Walker. "Ldtication's No Nhmeinent-P-isatism.- Lducatumal Leadership 6

\ larch 197Y: 4-2 r
...Lorraine Sothis iii. -Urban Vool Decentrah/aiion and Corriviluni Dpelopment: Views

and hupheations." in Impact of Decentralizatum on Curriculum; Selected l'impoints Washington,
D.C.- Asen. ix 15, .

'David Selden. "I low Vares.Canneuluni ill Collectoc Bargaining.- l'Aluational Leaderithip
1 lOctober 19-i,, 2s
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4
LIke\\ Ise, the inclusion ot stnpents on a curriculum planning team is

generalls but not unanimously. accepted. I larokl Webb. currently an educa-
tional consultant, has ritten: ''The decision to involve students in curriculum
planning is generally advocated in the hterature. llowever, 1 have vet to see
model that effeeti ek incorporates student input into tins process's

Another. group to consider is citizens. Adding citizens to curriculum
planning teams .or curriculuM councils-may reap substantial benefits. Delmo
Della-Dora beheves, "Parents and other cominuinty people can be effective and
active participants in plannhig curriculum. carrying it out, and evaluating its
effectn Mess."'"

Invoking citizens, of collfse, also creates positive relations between the
educational professionals and 'the community. The National School Public
Relations AssociAion,has noted the practicality of such inelnskin: "... . the win
to achieve the Micking of parents and others in the edinmunitv for the new
system, experts agree. is to involve them-as intuit as possible in the planning and
implementation Stages.'"

The.selection of the curriculum planning team, whether the process is open
or predeterninicd, and the composition of theThembership sent) off signals to

the organization avd the,larger enviromnent. This dekate matter deserves a
measured decision calculated to capitalize upon local culture and customs.

'I'he overriding responsibilities of the cjirricthum planning team are to help
define curriculum Aid related 'assumptions Ad beliefs, :to coordinate the
planinng process, to make deliberate decisions, and to communicate progress.
The ultimate success of many a curriculum project is determjned, b these.
factors, as wdl as the adherence to a curriculum planning model.

A .generic Model for Curriculum Planning

Generic plai'ming models are inherently linnted. Practitioners and theorctr-
, cal plauners can lake cheap potshots at such models for their flaws. Generic

planning models are imperfect. even when apparently explaining all phenome-
, na. designed Or adapted planning models'ean be superior, but they , too,

are noel' quite complete.
Generic planning models arc like suits-off-the-rack. OccasionalV, one can

be worn without alterations. Normally, it takes a suck here and. solue "letting
out there for a well proportioned fit.

Russell Ackoff, a firm tehever in planning models, acknowledges their
boundaries.

"I laruld Webb. -Si.bool Boar& and tile Currresiltnn: A Case of .AccolintIbilit.:' Lducattonal
Leadership 35. ; December 19-7 ): I S .

Delmo Della-Dora, "Patents ancl Ot4r Citizens in Curriculpui Development.- iii Partners:'
Parents and Schools. cd. Ron Bramdt iAlcxaudria. Va.: ASCD. 1979).

.'"National School Public Relations Association Editors. "Alanaging Informal Schools,- in
Infoi-rnal Eclueutio'n.i Arlington. Va: NSPRA..1972.1.
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kkall%, the vv clitilil phonic! %%mild like to base one model' that represent's .apd
cplains tlie entire ss stun and its ens !rotunda Ilosses et. lie is not ct.able to dinStruct
such comprehensisc models At best, lie can Inds construct models of parts or aspects of
tiii ss Stein at id Sollierillics link these togeilitr in a ssil that approxiillates all overall
model

The generic model for curmulum planning presented herein. -has eight
major stages: ( ) formulation and,'Or rev levy of ongoing guiding stattments; (2)
assessment of progress; (3) setting priorities; 141 developing goals and objectives;
( 5) selecting from alternatives; (6.) action planning; (71 implementation; and (8)
monitoring, evaluating, and recycling. TheSe,stagcs arc pictured in Figure 4 and
described in The remainder of this chapter.

lt slioula be noted that eurriculinn planinng includes all eight stages. When
it comes to the .quality orsophistication of the procedures, techniques, or tools
which can be incorporated within any stage, there are no restrictions. I lowever,
everv state must be addressed by the cuiriculum planning team.

Various educational planning models exist, both in theory and practiee.52
%lost contain similar elenfnts and follow somewhat similar stages, if not steps., .

Some :Planning models are Jatkr linear, others inclucle numerous feedback
loops; and a few:are even circular with multiple point's of entry. What follows is a
generic model for curriculum plaiming. As such, it has nciirly' universal
application, but wouid not have th(same degree of success Mien implemented
by two or inure curriculum planners. Besides differences in personal compe-
tence, each plannivg -Sftuation is 'unique. Tlwrefore, it is suggested' that

Figure 4.A Generic Curriculum Planning Model

Stage Onei Formulation and/or Review of bigoing Guiding Statements <
.1,

Stage Two: Assessment of Progress
4,

,

., Stage Three: Setting Priorities <--
\I,

Stage Fuur: Developing Goals and Objectivn

Stage Five: Selecting from Alternatives
4,

Stage Six: Action Planrting <
s 4,

0

Stage Seven: Implementation
4, ,

Stage Eight: ' Monitoring, Evaluating, and Recyclings

''Russcll AckoffA Concept of Corporate Planning (New York: \Viles-luterscience. 1970). p.
46.

. .

',Arthur Steller. Educational Planning f" or Education Success (Bloomington. Ind.: Phi Delta
.Kappa Educational Fuundation, 19S01, pp. 13-2th
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appropriate modifications be made to tailor this model to the nuances of
parhcular oronizations, One notable Omission is the lack of an apparatus for
decision making or gaining approval for proceeding to the next step. Such ide
variations in these matters exist that little can be said here that would fie
meaningful. Some superiors require all decisions of their subordinates to be
cleared along rhe way, while others ss ait for the final product..

Stage One: Fommlation and/or 'Review Of Ongoing Guiding Statements

Any organization to survive and prosper must have a clear sense of missjon
or purpose. Ngist boards of eduAtion are required to have a stated 'vducational
philosophy. The,,e often are buried in a file cabinet and may need to be revised.
Curriculum planners should push for the rccor'ion that this formal philosophy
should be used as the foundation for the instructional program.',Every curricu-
lum guide or major instructional project should make reference to the school
district's philosophy and/or f6rmulate a philosophy specific to.the curriculum
area being developed. "1

In addition to a philosophY, there arc a variety of other ongoing guiding
stalements that liould bc rev'iewed or, in some cases, formulated, if they do not

already exist. It is the function of hoards of education to develop onnal
expressions of purpose. Writing sucli statements forces .a board to sptc l out
specifically what the school's job is and guides the organizational unit along

.-, intended lines. POlicies, administrative guidelines, othcr courses of study, and
goals and objectives previously approved constitute ongoing guiding statements
or "what should be.- The curriculum planning team Jieeds to examine and

review these "givens...
Curriculum planning occurs within the overall cjnitext defined by the

. , society at large and the total community of the organizational unit. Federal
state, and local requirements, guidelines, and procedur provide ongoing

. guidance and, at times, outright 'encumbrances which, nonetheless, have to
receive attention. Relevant documots should be collected and,analvied for their
...

...,

conceivabie impact.
The fornjulation and/or review of ongoing guiding statements can become

an C'x ccedingly time consuming and psychologically draining activity, if the team
attempts an exhaustive revjew.,Therefore, it is kuggested that only major items

fike a philosophy', significantly related laws, and required minimuni standards be
acquired. Of course, thc process can fie.speeded up More if the curriculum
planning' team assumes it ,possesses sufficient knowli....dge Of the existing ongoing
guiding statements. Then, the.tcam can concentrate upon identifying any recent

. major changes thilt mighttaffect its planning. .

Stage Two: Assessment of.ProgresS

The present program ("what is ') is the foundation 'upon which curriculum,r
planning and future actions arc built, Current-curriculum and instructional
materials should be inspected and the relationship with other programs clarified.
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V1 here possible, plogiess h measured III terms of some established Objective or
goal. Tile curriculum team slmuld csaluate the accomplishments tor lack
thereof) relativ4; to prior goals. and objectives and other pertinent csalnatione
information. It must be noted that not all worthwhile goals are capable of precisc
measurement gis en rtr:alistic les els of resources. EValtiation.of 19i-ogress bawd
upon professional judgment ana on, subjectne factors must; therefore., be
permitted m pluit of progress es dilution.. The curriculum planning team
should harsest MI ssortment of data, inednding opinions, appropniate f thc
amt.: (ustiall students) of the organizational unit doing the study.

.111 clement often oniitkd front this stage of assessing progress is the
identification of noteworthy prograins. This May he due to the tendency of
educators to engage in elaborate' rites of self-flagellation. Weaknesses are 1111.111y
'reported by most educational institutions with more frequency than successes.
By identifying anv outstanding results ahd sharing this inforination, ,the
curriculum planning team cau jump off to.a good start. The subsegnen1 rising
esprit dc corps \5ill lend credence to the prinCiple that organizations improve-
themselves by budding upon strengths.

Anotlier source of invigoration for curriculum planning is the admission of
new know ledge from'beyond the, immediate realm of the school district.or other
organizatiOnal unit. Researelland promising theories shoal be given their due.
Exemplary or novel programs dr practices in the curriculum area being studied
shottld be researched and, Perhaps-:Risitedt

nisi9g commerical materials should lso be examined by the curricn-
lum planning team--Educators are oftentim6s loath to admit it, but commerci:al
publislicr.s are pm%erful iiirces.when it co.nles to the real curriculum. 'reNtbooks

. in essence can become thefonnclitum__Cu'rriculum planners should concede
that teachers for the most part rely heavily.i1pontbooks as the mainstay in
their claSrooms. Michael Kirst and Decker Walker lrave defendef teathers in
this regard, but acknowledgeihe influence of the Major instrUctional publishers:

;;I'he bold fact is that'inost teaching in our schools is and must be front a textbook or
other curriculum packagc We do not trust teachers to write Their own Watt:Oak, we'do
not gnthcin the timeor money,.and ssc inist out standardi/ation. So lotig as this is true,
the suOphers of teaching materials will, hase a potentially poserful 'effect on the
curriculum. '

major problem faced bv curriculum planners nowadays is deciding what
not tp do. All needs cammt bc met. More may be presently being done than
Tight to be done. ln such instances, the particulal curriculutp can be-re-Weed or
even ehininated.NDetenniningVhat can be modified in tins fashion call be.part
of a needs asscAsnw`ht process.

needs assessment, broadly conceived, is a collection of infornation 011
!Weds .11111ch is stlbseqUelltk allidvied. A wealth of literature is available on
needs assessment procedures (see chapter on Needs Assesstnent by Roger

kirst and Deckr Walker, "An .\nalssis orCuiTicultnn Rolm of
Educational Research pet:colter 191 .
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yalinani. Previously cm-united data shoukl be camined as a first step.

verifying needs. It is cjiiceivable.that sufficienfinformation is already. on hand to
slibstantiate or refmc a. particular need without further assessMent. Consequent-.
ly, it is Lunn:eosin\ to harvest additional data to reconfirm i 4ccd. For each need
being asSessed, all of the available smirces.iirreleunt documentation should be
collected and ro

Assessment of progress depends on an identification of unsatklied needs.
One functionoof a Heeds assessment is to strip away fake perceptions and deal
with reality. This is a value-laden 'process since.it Oiyolves both -whqt ind
-what shoukl be." F.ach statem,ent of need must be formally assessed in order fo
confirm' its alidity. Without such an assessment; needs arc merely unsubstanti-
ated personal preferences. Theii priuritie itit be set as to which;needs will
become the basis for immediate action.

Stage Three:. Setting Priorities

The manner ill which pri6ritics arc established is crucial to effective
curriculum planning. Analyzing the collected data and dekrmining the order 4-
priority in relation to.the Overall mission is Clic most important aspect of doing a
nteds:assessment. \Nilien completed h.tile eurricolion plaimingteam, it brings
to bear:the judgment Of w hat needs arc most critical to resolve...The setting of
priorities-should not necessarily he hiterpreted as. ordering needs according to
",the greatest guild kir the greatust immber." Vor example,,a need for mimitity or
handicapped Ondents may have a higher priority than a need relative toil larger
portion of the student bodY, 1 lie alues and insights of the inenibers of the
curriculum planning team arc crvstalhzed dti they wrestle with settling npon a
rank ordered listing of needs.

Resources in an organization arc limited. Therefore, all of the needs
dentified and verified cannot likely be addre."ed. By focusing efforts on -a few of
the most .,prevalent and ,significant is expected that they can be
sahsfactorily resolved. Selectitig sonic needs ds targets upon which-to concentrate
cases thopre4ture-of ':trving to do everything and accomplishing .littloAoor.

"spreading oneself too thin."

Stage Four: Developing Goals and Obiegives

liMowing the setting of priorities, the Planning team is ready to 'dofrne the ,

'- goalS' a I objectives to be pursued within the given curriculum_.area. The
definition-of a need implies:.sorne'means of measurement or dcklinining74Eit ------
.Ievel of achicoAncut will be mi?cessarY for resolving the nced. Such' standaris, ,,,

. , \ ,

snolimanake it po4sible to Knov now well the gap is.being closed relatiVc., to!the :-

tarieted needs. TIn... (Ilurriculum planners are well adiscd to have the f)roiidesT
manageable involvement in gaining commitment toword the goals apd objee- .
dyes.

Crr

Cdm iensive curriculum planning includes both long-range and short-.
range goals id objectives. These should be clearly Mated to the Plnlosophy 4

.
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the organizatioli. 1.shicational gnats mid Objectives can be establ(shetl at all levels
eif .school orgainianon and ft, tripi s purposes. The arc the basis-building
blocks forcurriculuM planning 'sec Idia.pter entitled "GOals and Objecti'ves-h.
Goals and objectives must .be "stated hi terms of 4..oncrete and observable
Outcomes to addres,fhe Iligh priority neesls. Objectives stating the desired:results
at the end.ol- a given length of time mily be extended over a period of years by
funning .a piogvssnel higher standard of achievenwnt,

,

Stage Five: SelectinOrom Alternatives

Thecurriculinn planning team II.S`tlic arduous tasl: of deliberating overe
alternative ways of reaching the.agreed upon obActives. 'life extent Aid detail 6r
thcalternatives will depend on the nature of the objectives and tile corresponding
needs. ;Minim- modifieations in existing curricular programs may satisfy a high
prrity necd or it may require a new program" additional staffing. etc. 'Slight
adjustments in CAI-sting yurrieular. progranis may be sufficient to rciip desired
aims. Curauluin phinners. should adhere to the tempered adage: *.'lf it ain't
broke. don't fix itor just fix the broke part.-

Tlw thrust of scl6cting from* alternativi:s is to clidose a Preferkd4pjiroach
that appears to lie .best able to,achievc the goals .and obiectives in a ecist-effeetive-.
way. E'lle universe of all probable Ilternatives canifot be thorouely investigated.
In this stage 'it 'behooves' the planning team to quickly dis.card unproMising
alternatives. -Much time can be wasted by going down clead ends and over
detours. Otily d few alternatives can he fuHv scrutinized and compared Point-by,
point. / I

.

As scleeted alternative curricular approaches arc contived via theire.

advantagest'zind disadvantages. some of the factors h:consider are': potontiAl
goal achievement; cost:.organizational pattefais require&staffing requireinents:
possible outside fundine commitment of stakehalers; relationship, to presein
programs; equipment, supplies, and. materials; instructional strategks; inservice:
and so.

The.eurricular aitcrnative that ought to be selected is the method deemed
capable of accomphShing the desired goals in a cost-effective fashion. Makin
such a decisron is not as easy as this'abstraction makes it seem. Nlistakes abound..
The lutist vocarand aggressive.member of the planning team may be able ,te
manipulate.the decision. 'Even after thc best alternative'is found. politics may
infringe uppn an otherwise ratiotial proces. Stiff the above generalized criteria
are tl4c,idezil rule for:this 'decision mAking.

'rlic effort expended reearching and calling out the-most logical curriew
lum alternatic .payiqandsonie dividends: This is true even if the selected .

alternatiye cannot s!be realized for son' reason. Good curriculum ,planning
identifies cilternativ4lans from winch to choose. Sonietirnes tlie'lifbors'put.into
analyzing an altcrnati'Ve sesnitin_a plan supcnor to the original. ContingencY
planning has helped many a planner deal with unexpected diversions.

-96
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..Stage Six: Action Plailning t ,

Action .planni4.is the process of preparing the selected i'urricular Lilterna-
. . .

Use for implementation. LITective curriculum planning anticipates what it witl
take for successful implementatibp. Hills. the planning team accounts for ko
concepts in iniphouentirig curnjulinn projects see -chapter on Currictiluni
ImplementatUnl ). at this st4ge the-karning activities; see chapter
on reaming Activities) fOr students of other clients are elaborated..

A consummate action plan ivstates the need( jiros ide,:s a plan (is Cis less ,

predicts the expected reStdt!-, and slloss's the impact of the plan upon students,
Liff. uiid the, communits l'he job title of each Persifii cicsignated 10 carry out,

ceptani ohiecti\ es is designated. The costs and, tinie frame lot each goal are
broken .down m tenlis of pif:rsoiniel, equipment', supplies, and other factors.
Possibilities' for other than local binding, where such exist, are mentioned. ln
addition to staff salariJs and supporting servieys, needs For supplies, iiikrials.

,; .and contractual sets iees teonsultants, advertising, and rental costs) 5re specified
iii .detail. Pros isiol IS are also Wilde fol" giving travel,, utilit, arid other fixi'd
elhirges...Fmniture..equipment..transportation. fopd services. "maintenance. and

. facilities can accounted for as necessar. The-action planning format should,.
ijroside space for listing the milestone events for each Objective's% ithin a specified
time -Respoosibrlik for each mikStone can be indicated by Mc job.tille of
the person .accountable forathat function;

.The alternative selecred by the curriculum phi:lining team will dictate the
Unique coati:Aim design to he utiliied. I lovever, later staites of curriculum
Pl.anning call Ir evaluatise feedbikk. _which implies inclusion.. of:sfirdela
aelsessment procedures-, a record-keeping system, and a. Means of reporting

.progres-to parents ailiVor the pllike.

Stage Seven: ,Implementation

'As stated earlier. the liirmal decision-making siructure has not been covered
in this-short pitce because _oF the grr ,l'iversav of such arrangements,. '1,he '
perfeet,eurriculum plan' is fbr naught cammt he apProved for implement-a-,
tion by, the appropriate- bodies, or4indiiduals. The curriculum planning team
should he preriared ktr this i idisOensable r1.111 ()U. Ike Way. to-implementation. .
The' planning team has, the duty to organize. the actual. plan for appeal to its
constituents,- be they teachcrs,, parents, students, board meMbers, or others.

Of-primes concern for Miplementatiou Is the issue of funding. Without
money. for teNtbooks, supplies. inscieice, and so on., a curriculum plan niav
never re.allv be implemei ited. ln other words, students will not be helped, by trii\y

plaimint teain''s labors unless '. the curriculum is related to, funding request.
Curriculum plans sliciukLstate.tiow piogram exevition eanobi! Pai':(tel to .nieet
educationaland 6Hanciarrequireme,nts.

One dthe rst.concepts'that comes to mind when etirriculaani iniplementa,
tion-is mentioned is jowl-Vice: Certainly the training of staff in-the skills Tequired

=0.
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of the new vurricidun is.important. But this is hardly the salient key regarding

real curriculum change that is manifested in classroom performances.

if teachers participate in the determination of goals and objectives, policy-making,
the appraisal of effectiveness, and inscrvice growth activities, they have gone a long way
towards curriculum planning and change. The important principle to keep in mind here
is that curriculum change is dependent upon 'the changes.that take place .in. peOple.."

'.Dianne Commoil has studied the last tWo decades of curriculum innovation
in Canasta. and concluded that: "Before a school begins to implement a new
cutricultun, it. must adopt that curriculum. Adoption is not implementation.
Adoption is the decision to begin to use, to implement, the eurri6uluni.""

Curricultim planning incorporates this adoption phase, but goes beyond
this initial aspeqof iniptementation. Dianne Common has written: "The major
funetibn of implementation, or implementation planning, is to provide or
construct a set of conditions within a school so that the instructional practices
impkied or prescribed by the Curriculum can then occur."'"

Stago Eight: Monitorinp, Evaluating, and Recycling

linplementation of curriculum plans cannot proceed effectively %;ithotit
monitoVing and evaluation. Tasks and responsibilities shoukl 1w assigned
specifically to individuals -who are held responsible for the resulting Zink:rims.
SupervisOry strategies are directed at reaching the organization's goals within the

confines yf human relationships.
Scho'rl principals and other 'instructional supervisors cannot ignore the

ilerspectivc of the classroom as they monitdr the implementation of the
curriculum plan. .

Teachin is not easily separated from teaching arrangements or frin the curriculum.
Teaching and structural arrangements and teaching and curriculum iiiteract and modify
each other. Tlie curriculum ii use is a hybrid born of the stated,curricidum on the one

hand 'and the inclinations, biases, and beliefs Of teachers on the other.'"

Educatio l goals invqlve many intangibles such as character and values. In

sharp coAast t business broducts, not all school "products" are measurable.
Indeed, sonic of ihe most valuable services a school performs are not measurable

at all in thc scientific 'Sense of the. word. An overemphasis upon measuring all
"educational outcornes can-result in what John Goodlad has labeled "The
Reductionist Approaeli to Curriculum."5s Attempting to measure all educatioit-

oa Campbell, Edwin Bridges, John Corhally, Raphael Nystrand. and John Raniseyer,
Intro(juction to Educational Admimstration (Boston: Allyn & Bacon; Inc., 1971). pp. 2911-291.

"Dianne C0111111011, Wo Decades of Ctirrieuluin Innovation and So Little Change,"
Ee. !cation Canada.(Fall/Autulmi 1981): 43.

'7111lonlas Sergiovanni, "Introduction,- in Supervision of Teach* (Alexandria, Va.: ASCD,

1982), p. vii.
'8John Goodlad. The Dynamics of Educational Change: Ti..viird Responsive Schools (New York:*

McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 1975), pp. xiixiii.
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al competencies- carries dvith it the danger of producing an unbalanced
curriculum, a,z Elliot Eisner warns;

I believe the current einphasis on the poduction of measurable compett Ticks in the
three R's is creating an unbalanced curriculum that will. in the long run, weaken rather
than strengthen the ,quality of children's education.

Nevertheless, it .is imperative that sehools.conduct performance evaluations
if they arc to be held accountable for a preponderance of their mandated
objectives. Evaluation must be based on exPlicitly stated goals and objectives that
arc consistent with the philosophy of the organization. .A well-monitored and
evalnated curriculum plan will detect mistakes and successes which can lead to
decisions to recycle the plan or terminate it. The curriculum planning team
sliqukl construct an evaluation model (see chapter on Curriculum Research and
Evaluation) to ,ensure that the curriculum is upgraded past initial implementa-
tion., Curriculinn planning should be a continuous, ongoing process emblacing
all spheres of educational interests. A curriculpm plan, therefoee, is not a final
report, but an interim report.

Concluding Remarks ,

Ctiruluniplannirs.are encouraged to use the generic planning model just
vesented gs a springboard for creating their own planning process. There is no
single dirrieplum planning model suited to all situations. Planning is an art, due
to the fact that-people' defy being confined to boxes on a chart. Currieulari
planning models must,be designed to fit:unique characteristics. t Iltimatel-:,' all
curricUlum planners muSt rdy on tli`eir personal experiences as a guide to the
assumptions tHey make about curriculum planning. . .

Curriculum planning must proceed at the same time that students are being
taught, teachers are being evaluated, an&buildin.gs lire being cleaned. thilike the
ideal textbook ease on .currieuluni planning, educators must plan in an
extremelv complex environment. Ron l3randt describes the plight rather well.

Comprehensive curriculum planiiing takes time and inoiley. It cannot be mulertakeii
-by individual teachers or schools. Ev'en most school districts lack resources to do the
whole job. Agencies with sufficient resources to'attcmpt it may inchide states, intermedi-
ate agencies. voluntary consortia, or regional laboratthics. At these levels, the involve-
ment of people in appropriate ways does not hapOcirnatoratly; it must. be provided for."'

. While I believe local school districts can pursue productive curriculum
planning., if definitely does not transpire by itself. What is needed is planning
.based MI good judgment, open coninitmication, and Proper_timing. h-fr ler-

, ciiiIiluluIIiplalluiiilg caMiffioid-TiTstiay MT) En: from tile practical- needs,
of users. Curricurnm planning, regardless of how brijliantly structured, the
model, is a failure if 'it does not result in improved learning opportunities for
stbdents.

'Elliot Eisner. "Thc Impoverished Mind.- Ethicational Evadershi0 3i. \lit 19-0: (i1;.
"Ron Brandt,. "Who Should Be InvolveAl In Curriculum Doclopmcnt,"

1.cadershij) ;4. I a ktober 1407M: II_
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Chapter 7

Curriculum
Design
George A. Beauchamp

cdple cannot intelligently discuss and conmiuniCate With others about
curriculum without first making st.ry ckar what their interpretation of a
curericulum is. .1n this chapter, we will be thinking of a curriculum as a

writtc-.14 plan for thc educational program of a school or schools. Curriculum
design thcn will consist of those considerations having to do with the contents,
the form, and the arrangement of the various elements of a eurricultim. We
distinguish between eurrictilum planning and instructional planning with
curriculuth planning being...the antecedent task.

Curriculum planners arc forced to makc design decisions almost from the
outset of their work. The design 'decisions revolve around three important
considerations: (1) the range of school levels and school's to be covered by the
curriculum, (2) the number of elements to bc included in the curriculum, and
(3) the nature and scope of each of thek elements. Each of these fequires
additional explanations.

Decisions about the range of school levels and schools to be covered by the
curriculum normally arc not very complicated, and the-range usually coincides
with the sphere of abthority of the board of education. Districts may elect to plan
a curriculum from kindergarten through grade 12; they may clectlo plan one
eurriculum for the elementary schools and one for thesccondary schools; or they
may cleet.td direct each school upit to plan its own curriculum.

Planning groups will have 'to deeidc about the number of elements to be
included in the curriculum:Among thc options for inclusion arc: (1) a statement
of goals or. purPoses. (2) a statement of document intent and use, (3) an
evaluation scheme, and (4) a body of cultpre content selected and.organized
the expectancy that if The culture content is judiciously implemented in
classrooms through the instruction-al Program, thc goals 'or purposes for the
schools will be achieved. To this list, some would add suggested pupil activities,
instructional materials, and so forth, but thcsc matters belong more rightfully in
the domain of instructional,planning and we will not consider theiblicre: A few
comMents about each of thew four elements will be helpful to the reader in
understanding their import .for curricoMin. decisions

(9j 90
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Nlost curriculum uriteA %%mild agree that it is desirable to include a
statentent of goals or Purposes to be achieved by schools Alirmigh the implemen-
tation of the plamied curriculum. They mav disagree as to what the goals ought
to be, or they may disagree about the degree orspecificity of the statements to be
inchided. The most famous statement of goals or purposes for schools became
known as the Seven Cardinal Principles of Education as formulatc,d. by the
Conmussion on the Reorganization of Secondary Schools in'I918. They were:
health, command of the 'fundamental processes, worthy home membership,
vocation civic education, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character.

There is less consistency among curriculum writers in terms of their
insistence upon including a statement of document intent and use in a

curriculum, and in practice many curricula do not contain.such statements.
Curricula have, in .the vast, contained statements intended to reveal the
philosophy or point of view Of the planners.--but this is not..vhat we mean lw a
statement of document intent and use. A statement of document intent and use'
should be forthright and direct about such rnatters as: (I) how teachers are
expected to use the curriculuM as a point of departure for developing their
teaching strategies, (2) the fact that the curriculum is the official educational
policy of the board of education, (3) the degree of universality in expectancy with
regard to the discretion of teachers in Unplementing the curriculum,. mid (4) the
degree to %%inch teachers are to be held accountable for the implementation of
the curriculum. These arc illustratiYe of the kind of statement that mav be
formulated, but each.planning group will have to decide on the limber and
character of such statements.

With the amount Of emphasis put upon curriculum evaluation in recent
years, sonic mandate with respect to the curriculum evaluatiim is a Kery
reasonable option for inclusion irha curriculum. The most common method of
pupil evaluation used in the past has been the standardized (norm referenced)
achievement test. In most cases, there were no deliberate attempts to relate
published curricula and the test batteries. Therefore,, any leap in assumption
about the directness of the,,relationship between curriculum content and
whatever was measured by the tests was likely to be untenable. All the .more
reason for formalizing au eyaluation scheme by including it in the curriculum.

In 'one form or another, a cufriculum must include a body of culture
content that has been deemed by the planners and directing authorities to be
important for schools to use in fulfilling their roles as transmitters of culture to
the oncoming'generations.of young people. The basic curriculum question is.
and_always has been, that of what shall be taught in schools, and a major
function of a curriculum is to thinslate the answer to that question into such,
fonns that schools can fulfill their conunitment and demonstrate that they have
doue so. Most f the remainder pi- this chapter is devoted to diseussion of this
element of a curriculum: so we will leave it at this point. But it should be made
clear that from these options as potential elements.Of a curriculum, there emerge
hvo dimensions of curriculum design. One isthe choice of and the. arrangement
of the clements tu .be included in the curriculum. 1 he other is the form and
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arrangement of the. contents of each of the elements internally. The design
problem is greatest in the case of the form and arrangement of the culture
content, and it is the one most frequently diseusged under the heading of .
eurricultnn design by curricukim writers past apd present.

Cfilture ContentKnowledgeCurriculum Content

A eurriculuM is..an expression of the choice of content selected from our'
total eultthe content and, as such, it is an expression of the role of the Sehool in
the society for which the school has been established to serve. A word needs to be .

said- here about the meaning associated with the, expression. 'culture content."
Ralph Linton provided.us with a classical and very oseful definition of "culturre."
He stated: "A culture is the configur,ation of learned, behavior and icsults of
behavior whose component elements are:share&and transmitted bythe members-
of a particular society" (1945, p. 32). The term "society" is ordinarily used to
refer to a group of individuals who live together with Com111011 norms and shared
frames of reference. Societies tend to generate their own culture and to transmit
that culture to oncoming generations within that society. So long as societies and
their cultures remained in a primitive state, their cultures were simple and could
be transmitted to oncoming generations by direct contact between the voungand
thc Older members of the society. But amsocieties became Mort: complex and the'
scope of their Culture content increased -so that thç transmission of the culture
content to the young cpuld no longer be aCcomplished by direct contact iu daily.
living, societies were foreed to create institutions to take on the responsibility for'
all or part of the cultural transmission task. The school is one of thOse
institutions. The church is another: Both of these institutions have unique roles
to play in society, and they -tend to traitsniit different culture content to the
young. Parochial schools tend to do both.

As Smith indicated. in Chapter 3 of this Yearbook, the culture content
selected to be included in the curriculum of thetschmrl may be thought of .as
equivalent to the knowledge to which schOol students arc to be exposed. In any.
case, it is critically important to be aware that not all culture content, or
knowledge, accumulated lw society conies under the purview of the school;
currigulum planning is u process of selecting and organizing cUlture content for
trau1ission to students by the school. The process is very complex, involving
input no many sources, but the organized cod-result of the process is the
design 0F the cutiri'culuni.

The most sophisticated mode of organization of culture content for
purposes .of teaching is reflected by the .various disciplines such as history,
chemistry, or mathematics. In addition to the established and recognized
disciplines, school subjects have been created Out of conventional wisdom or the
applications.of selected portions oldie disciplines to applied-areas of our culture
such as vocational subjeets, .social studies, or reading and handwriting.' In
general, the separate subject organizatimi of culture contoit has predoniiliated in
curriculum design.
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Another wa of speaking .about cuiriculum content is to refer to cognitive
content, skill content, and value,m- attitklinal content. As Smith discussed more
fully in Chapter 3, airthree typs of cont01)t represent knowledge in sonic:form,
either in the form of direct knowledge or a kiuityledge base. The three forms have
been used as a claS'sification scheme or a taxonomy for curriculum content
formulation.

Historic CurrictrIum liesign Conflicts

One must realize mai ine name curriculum question is, and always has
been; one of what shall be taught in the sellools. An immediate corollary to that,
question has been that of how sl ml I wliat has been du )sel 1 to bc taught in the
school be organized so as to best facilitate the subsequent decisions about
teaching and learning. Those two questions are the primary 'curriculum

. rquotions, and the organikd decisiois made in response to theni culminate in'a
curriculum design. A few reflections about our curriculum past will illustrate
sonic of the conflicts in currictilum design that have taken place:

In her study, Sequel observed .that clirricul-in as we use the tenntoday was
not a subject of professional discussion until after 1890 (1966, p. 1 ). Rugg

contended that decisions about curriculum content prior to the 20th century
were decided primarily by textbook writers and textbook publishers (1926, pp.

10-11).., It was not until 1918 that Bobbitt wrote thc first definitive wprk omu .

curriculum, and since that time curriculum wHters have directed their attention
to the substance.and organization of curriculuin content (curricu[uni (lesign) and
to the pmeesses of curriculum planning, implementing, and evaluating.

By the early .1900s, the stage had been set for the separate subjects
organ:zatiou of the culture content to be used in schools. In our very early
d .en ienary or primary sch mools, for exaple, pupils were taught to read, to write;I

and,to compute; the subjects were called wilding, writing, and arithmetic. Nluch
later sueli Subjects as geography, -history, and civics were added to the

curriculum. In our early secouidarv schools, pupils were taught a. selection of
subjects (disciplines) that were directly associated with the disciplines taught in
the ikAlege or university. Eyen though the separate subjects organization of
culture .content was used before curriculum became an area of professional
study, it is still with us. True, subjects have been added and others altered, but it
remains the dominant approach io curriculum design. .

The separate subjects mode .of curriculum, design has been significantly
challenged only once in Our history. That challenge came with the advent of the
Progressive Education movement. A principal feature of the Progressie Educa-
tion movement was its dramatic emphasis on the learner in school settings. A .

substantial portion id the Progressive emphasis on the Lauer was stimulated by
John Dewey's (1916) call for more active and less passive learning in schools.
This focus on the leanier when applied to the organization ..of curriculum
content led-to endeavors to move away from the separate subjects organization of
the curriculum content. 'Hy movement away form the separate subjects
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orgailization (sometimes called subject-centered) was toward the integrationr
fusion, of subjects under the assumption that such integration would not onl
facilitate learning on the part of pupils but would additionally make the
knowkdge, skills, an(l attitiides more easily a9ilaNe to the pupils-in post-school
life (the transfer problem).

The-basic process involved here was111,e_ fusion of the contents of two or
nmre of the separate :subjects into another organization in which the individual
subjects lost their separate identities. As one might expect, names wyre associated,
with thc various integration or fusion attempts. Figeire 1 adapted from Hopkins .
(1941, p. 18) illustrates the variety of naweS associated with curricula resulting
from integrative or . fusion processes. Hopkins here polarized the subject
curriculum and the experience curriculum. The broad fields curriculum was
placed in the center so as to show that it had a reasonable' number of the
characteristics of the two extremeS. Others arc indicated on either side (lepending
on emphasis.

I

Subject
Curriculum

Figure 1. A Scale of Types of Curriculums

Integrated
Correlated
Fused
Coordinated
Core

Broad Fields
11) Subject

Type (
(2) Experience

Type

Coordinated txperience
Core Curriculum
Integrated

oUnit of Work
Functions of

Social Life

Source: L. Thomas Hopkins, Interaction: The Democratic Proces
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1941), p. 18.

Space in this volume Will not permit extensive description a curriCula
developed as part of the efforts to move away from scparate subjects organization.
The best we can do here is to identify some of them and cite sources for further
investigation on the part of the reader. For example, in their book The Child-
Centered Sekon I, Rugg and Shumaker (1928) presented brief descriptions,of the
currieula Of the Lincoln School, -The Frances Parker School, and, others of that.
time. In most cases, the curricula were built around child-centered units of
we' ''rk, but attention was 'focused as needed on such basic subjects as readMg,
mathematic's, history; geography, and so forth.

One of the most extreme departures fronaseparatc subjectrganization was
proposed by Straterneyer and others (1957.). The authors proPosed.the '..`persiStelit
life situations" concept as a basis tor dealing with the curriculum building issues
of scope, seybence, continuity, balance., and.depth.

At the junior and senior high school levels, special mention should be made
of the core curriculum, The core curriculum idea was to gct away from nothing

-but the discipline-centered curriculum. INAost core programs 'were organized
around larger and more flexible blocks of time, and the content was generally--
centered on peisonal ,and social prOblems and problems of living. In mans
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.- .respects the core curriculum idea wa an attempt to solve the general education

e
problem in our upper schools. . .

It is important to note that in practice in schools, curricultim design failed
to .get yery far away from the subject-. or diseipline-centered design. The most
lasting effect of the movement was the broad fields idea as represented gy social ,

studies, language arts, and general science, and they have persisted mostly in
curricula for elementary and junior high schools.

Contemporary Arguments About Curriculum Design-

Probably the most persistent movement in curriculum design in recent
years has been the proposed u.se of Specific behavioral objectives as a basis for

,curriculum organization. Curriculum writers have Ipng proposed that curricula
ought to contain statements of goals or objectives, but not as the only contentoof a
curriculum. SOme contemporary writers have proposed that curricula should be
thought of in terms of the anticipa-ted consequences of instruction, or intentled
learnitieoutcomes. (For example, see Popham and Baker, 1970; lohnson,
1977). The .culture content in such' cases would either be implied in the
-objectives or be considered as an insructional decision. A distinct advantage of
this type of curriculum design is that supervision of the impleMentatiou and of
the evaluation dfthe curriculum is simAfied and- facilitated,

Such proposals are in direct contrast to a propOsal that a curriculum should
be composed in four pacts: (.1) a statement of goals, (2) an outline of the culture
content that' has the potential ,for reaching thc goals, (3) a statement of the
intended Use of the curricUlum, and (4) a scliema -for the evaluation of the
curriculum (Beauchamp, 1981, p. 136). The y. aie in even greater contrast to
those who would include instructional c'oniderations such as suggested activities
for learners and instruetional matenals-to be used: Curriculum planners should
be warned that the inclusion of all of these things produces fat and unnianage-
able curricula.

With reipect to the culture .content of curricula, two organizational
toncepts persist both in the literature and in the practice of writing curricula.'
The first is the tendency to continue-with the basic framework of the sUbjects, or
disciplines, that arc to be taught. The second is to break the subject areas down
into three identifiable components: (1) cognitive, (2) inquiry and skill, _and (3)

-affective (value, moral, attitudinal).
Curriculum planners will 'probably wish to begin their thinking about .

design with the familiar, which will unquestionably be the conventional school
subjects: They will consist of mathematic's, social sciences (including social
studies as a subject), the natural sciences, fine and applied arts, health and
phYsical education, communications, and other languages. At the secondary
school level, planners will add. to these whatever vocational and teclmkal
subjects they may wish to-offer. SoMe planners will wish to add an area that may
be termed social problems, molar problems, or problems of living That may call
for applications of elementsearned in various conventional subjects.
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Curriculum planning is au educative process. For this, reason classroom
teachers should be involved in the undertaking. A very-important reason for their
involvement is ..iat the process of curriculum planning presents-ail, opportunity

,ror mem to engage in i.tialysis of the culture cuntent so that they may be more

effeetis c in tlicir classrooms at the level of instruction. The analytic process of
breziking dow n the culture content into cognitive, affective, and inquiry and skill
eomponents is one way that teachers mav 'become inor6' knowledgeable about
what they do. A1s9.in this process of analyzing the cidture content, the content is
inure specifically related to,g(ials and at the same time it fosters better cimiculuni
implementation.. For these reasons; teachers' participation ill curriculum delib-
erations Ips been proposed frequently as a needed (limension of crintinnons
teacher ethicatilom.

In Chapter 3, Smith raised the very important question of the utilit of the

culture content selected to be part of the curriculuM content, and he posed
several was s in Which the utility of knowledge can be emphasized. hi a More
specific vein, Broody, Smith, and Burnett (1964) sugge,sted folir potential uses of
!earnings acquired, in school to be taken into consideration. They are the
associatise use,,the replitatiye use, the applicative use, and the interpretive use

(pp. 43-60). Very briefly, the associative use of knowledge refers to the
psychological process of -responding to a new sitoation with elements of
knowledge previously acquired, The replicative use refers to situations that call
for direct and familiar use of sehoohng sueh as when we read a newspaper, write
a letter, or balance a checkbook. Tile applicative use occurs when an individual
is confronted with a new.problem and is able to solve the new problem by the use
of knowledge acquired in the study of school subjects or through_prvious
experience in solvingoprobleins demanding siniilar applications. The interpretive
use of sehoohng-refers to tire orientation and perspectiVe the individual brings.to

new stivations because the individual has acqiiired ways of conceptualizing and

classifying experience.
N Erich of the discussion about uses of schooling (especially use external to

the school) is an elaborati'On of Hie transfer problem that lids plagued educators
ever since Fdward Thotndike first et forth his theory of transfer throiigh the
existence of identical elements in 1908. most easily explained is the
rcplicative use as described above because of the direct similarity between the.use
external to the school and the mode of learning and practice in school. Take
reading for example. Reading from school materials is directly similar to reading
of materials.outside the s'ehool. But when it eomes to applying knowledge or
inaking new interpretations or asscrrations between knowledge acquired in
sehool alid life 'situations external to schools, a more complicated transfer
situation exists.

Unfortunately, many of the questions raised about utility and uses of
\Schooling have -riat been answered through curriculum drAgn. Nor are they
likb,ky to be because so much is dependent upon classroom teaching technique

'And the design of instructional Atrategies. The best efforts in curriculum design
ha've betai through the generation of new coinses (subjects if you please) in

0 .
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v..hich the content is purportedly more like lik.external to the schnol. Reference
here is made not only to specialized con rSes Stich as te:chnical, vocational,

comAiercial, aml occupational courses but also` to courses designed.around
molar problems, probremS of living, and core programs. In many resPects, the
broad fleids courses were desigued for purposes of saviog time clueing the school
clay and ti.i Wilitate the transfer of knowledge acquired. But whateyer the
'curriculum design, if teachers are not aware of and sivisitive to the kind of
analyses of the cOntent to be tauglit as `rwe have becn iiteussing it, the 1.1Ses of
se*hooling will not by ina;:fmized. All the Illore reat;on why ecachers should be
part of the curriculum planning effOrt and participate in the required dialogue.

Iii summary,thelL wbat.courseS Of action with respect to curriculum design
appear to be 'the most appropriate for today's curriculum planner's'7 The most
important aspect of curriculum design is the display to be made of culturel
content once the corettua. ;los been seleeted. The total amount of culture*.conteut
is constantly grdwing thus making the p4ipleni of selection for curkiculum
content more difficult as time goes on. Unquestionably, the 'role of those schols
(elementary and seemidar0 that operate node; compulsory school, attendance
laws must constantly be examined'in terms of Oat they shouldor should- uot
offer in their. curricula. The elementary school curri-culion has dwavs been
designed with general edUcation in lnind. In our cootemporary .iicictv, the
secondary school seems to be moving in that Same direction, Both, howFyer,
have seen fit to divide the content selectikl into realms of ColaSes as appropriate.

S'cope anci sequence have long been two major problen is in curriculum
design. The'display of cOuise content into .op.ca. outline .S one way plapiers
can watch for discrepancies in'scopifand sequence., lt,also helps with horizontal
articulation among the various .subjects.

To help teachJrs generate greater insight into the content outline, it is

desirable that the curriCuluin design reveal thd' exPeeted' cognitive, inquiry or'
skill, and,affeetive outcomes. 'Mese are conventionally arranged iu the design of
the content in parallel with the toPies in the outline. How behaviorally the

'outcomes are to be stated is optional to thcplanner,s. 'Mese outcomes should also
bc thought' of in terms. of any goals ot purposes that may be stated in the
curriculum.

What else to incluile in the design is opiional to the planners. It lias becoMe
quite -conventional to thiuk of goals or imposes first and then to select the
content. 'Such pwedure is quite arbitrary bccausc all content is seleeted With

, some purpose in mind. Nonetheless., a statement of goals and purposes is a useful

element in curriculum design.
I would add to the topic outline and the ex`pected outcomes a directive

statement .about the intended use to' be made of thGcurrieulum and a statement
outlining a scheme for evaluating it,

. ali

lUkJ
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pofitical astuteness is an -indispensation for cu m krriculuaders

and develop'crs.-ibotit the politics of education or willful disregard
of formal and informal power centers are out of place today. Curriculum

.decision making takes plate in a complex political milieu. It requires expertness,
politkal awareness: and a continuing dialogue among the decision:makers for
resolution of conflicts and _agreement on major goals..* .

.

Historically educators were thought to be apolitical and the .-public. %1'ils
encouraged to view education as a. "professiOnal" activity to be taken care.of by
profesSional educators and their local- school boards. This ostrich-like posture
became mare and nuire" 'inappropriate oviltr the years and would now he
considered a mark of incompetenee and ineffectuality..

.

.A number of years ago, Kimbrough's studies of cOmnninify pOwer (1964)
recognized the signifiCance of political influence in educational decision
making. He noted that educational training programs for school administrators
had not included systematic empiria knowledge about the nature af the power
forces and decision-, making processes in local school districts. Consequently,
many educational leaders had been reluctant to acknowledge that a considerable

'amount of political activity was going on in addflion to- the obserVable 'formal-
meetings of school boards, committees, and faculties.

Previous studies by Counts (1972), Morphet and others (1959), and
Callahan (1962) had warned educators olthcir domination by:business interests.
.Callahan said that he was not surprised to find 'business practices used in schools
but was surprised to find the extent and degree of capitulation by school
administrators todemands made on them; to learn llow decisions were made, not
oh edlicational grounds, but as alneans of appeasing thcir critics (Preface).
BiNness interests 'have not boen the only threat. of -outside" influence on
educational policy making. . .

'The politics of education rekrs to die influence of government. other agetrie, 1-iwer groups,
or individmils on the ,process of.nthking educational decisions basal on the allocation t)f value; in
education:
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Other illustrations of problems that have arisen an(l how school boards have
reacted to them are provided v Hurlburd (1961), Masotti (1967), and Bendiner
(1969), who explored in depth the positive and negative experiences of various
cities and towns that have tried to meet or evade their challenges: integration,
community control, academic freedom, ieacher power, planned change, and
loCation of a new high school building. A major study of the polities of
education, the impact on school programs, and the sources of demands that
impinge on the process of educational decision making is provided 'by Scribner
and others (1977). Issues continue to ari.ZIC1, paitieuladv in Communities whose
populations are diverse, and consequently educators' needs for political-skills

'have been intensified, .
.Today, isues o;volving around the schools arc ft.4tured by the'news media.

Cofistant information is provided on_the activities of special interest groups and
new legislation and court dCeisions affecting schools. Beyoi id. the formal board
and professional sessions arc informal meetings of cmicerned citizens aitcliirotest
groups, telephone networks, and gathering of signafor6 on petitions. Board
inembeit., and educators arc required not only to be aware and senSitive to

-problems but to be involved in their solutions.
EaLh 'community is different; there is no exact model for explaining the

power and decisimi-making phenomena that fits all. I lowever, it is important
that the informal power system of the local school district be recognized as
functioning interactively with the formal legitimized power structure as estab-
lished by law, regulation, and standard procedure. It is important that currieu-
lum developers use problem-solving skills and that students learn pMbleni-
solving skills so they will be equipped to meet prohlems as they conic along.

The Changing Scene

This is a time i» which many individuals arc supercritical, even cynical.
,

.aboin the °schools. This has come about as greatee and greater hopes ando
expectations have been pinned on education and as more people arc affected by
the educational process. More people arc seeking to partieipate in decision
making.. A main eonOusion of a sumey,loy the NIK Curriculum Development
Task Force was that the Classic curriculum quettions of what shall bc tanglit and
how shall educational programs be orgailized were overshadowed by tlie desire to
be.invOlved. This.deSire was accompanied or perhaps.motivatcd by a feeling of
hripdtenCe and by tIme 'iew that "someone else" was in control (1976).

PresSures on curriculum developers, accelerated, sharply during the 1950s
with renewed emphasis on academie excellence and revision of subject. matter.
This-gave way (luring the 1960s to pressure on schools :o serve as agents foi social
refOrm. Demands fer attention to disadvantaged minorities reached a crescendo
_in the 1970s with new attention to racial minorities, handicappedehildren, non-
English-speaking studpits, arid feminist interests. Accountability for results in
terms of student achievement moved to'.the public arena. This brought abont
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numerous federal and state, law, that now impinge on if not control ,nnich of
what is done in the school's curriculum,

Legislators at both the federal and state levels have concerned themselves
not only with educational achievement, desegregation, affirmative ction, clue
process standards, .ainl equal educational opportunities but also haye become

involved with single interest advocacy groups.
Local school boards have frequently found themselves henuncd into narrow

decision zones in sonic matters as a result ot centralized anti legairzed pressures
fronffederal and state kgislatures, courts, and agencies. Governmental authority
stems from multiple power centers, oot from a single control point; thus, 'school
boards often.find themselves dealing simultaneously with a range of ,require-
molt's and regUliklions. In addition, local school board meetings arc frequently .
opportunities. for indignant citizens or special interest grams to exPress them-
selves and may range fierm orderly forums to .shbuting,matches that can bring a
meeting to a state of pancleMonium..

in addition, organized tea'aerS groups ate becoming highly expert in
bargaining for their interests, espeCNIally salaries, fringe benefits, hours, and
working conditions, with curriculuM implications on the horizon. Advocated
arc proposals such as smaller class sizes, mine preparation time, and additional
help for children and:youth with equal opportunity needs (Shanker, 1979).
Caution, expresses! by Lieberman (1979), emphasizes that the activities of
teacips unibns are' generally limited to the interests of members, not public
interest considerations.

However, a position paper of the National Mueation Association sets.forth
its beliefs about a strengthened futurellile for teachers in curriculum decisions.
NEA advocates central involvement of teachers in curriculum planningand staff .,
development 'programs underwritten by school districts to help teachers acquire
'curriculum development skills (1980, pp. 23-27).

School board members have found, in dealing with pressures from varied
groups, that they must increasingly enlist expertise on their side, especially legal

counsel. They must depend more and more on the superintendent and the
superintendent's staff for gathering relevant information. School boards also need
access to higher levels of,government through lobbyists and representatives.

NeVertheless, ithin this complcX political setting, school boards, as poli v
making bodies, can make it possible or impossible to open a curriculum dialo
with the professional staff, parents, other community members, and stuck its.
Boards have the power to initiate processes for formulating meaningful ed
tional goals for the district and to set priorities suPported by adequate resm
From the more general goal statements, the professional staff should foul ulate
spceifie objectives and instructional plans, follow through, and report cval iative
data to the board for further curriculum dgeisions.

, .
What arc the sPheres of power of rvernmental levels and publics are

affecting cUrriculum decisions? What are,some of the effects.on school programs
nf increased political activity? What bairiers or constraints must be taken into--

account by,eurriculuni developers and what poske forces van be utilized?
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.Federal Influence

Although the U.S. Constitution has not given congress explicit authority to
control the school progrnm, Congress has found ways to d0 so by taxing and
spending on behalf -of education and then attaching conditions to its grantslo
schook that must be 'rind iii order to continue to receive federal money. Congress
has excfed its power to influence school programs by providing categorical
grants, kir programs for the educationally diSadvantaged, the handicapped,
bilingual students witk limited. English-speaking ability, for the development of
curriculum materials in science, math, .environmental education, and ethnic
studies. Funds have been provided to help Schools purchasL materials and
equipment for selected courses. Vocational education has enjoyed support for
many years. Oth fundsNit-been available to help districts plan desegregation
efforts and for educational programs that are designed to reduce racial isolation of
students and the consequent -edu ational disadvantages. Nlone% has been given .

to schools for Unproven o the teaching of reading, for thc, arts, preschool
education, wre& ucation,. Consumer education, special attention to gifted
children, and for school library materials.

Although current -trends are toward less federal- spending for education,
consolidation of dozens of programs into I I k3.0C- grants, and toward more control
by state and local governments, several federal programs have had an unusually
strong impact on the currieulum of the schools (Van Geel, 1979). Federal
regulations that prohibit discrimination on the basis Of race .or sex have foreed
far-ranging:ehanges. inn school organization and .policy through regulations and
guidelines for local districts that w.erc developed by the Office of Civil Rights and
the Department of Health, .Education, and Welfare. Schools that failed to
observe thesi regulations could lose financial assistance from the federal
governmenta loss schools could not afford.

As federal and state governments increased their regulations for public
education, the courts became more and more involved in school issues. Lawyers
and courts, although claiming no special expertise in professional education,
were calledon to resolve various schOol problems. 'Generally, these have been

problems that relate to basic rights set forth in the First and ourteenth
Arnendments to the U.S..'Constitution arid similar provisions in state 'constitu-
tions. These can .be roughly classified as matters pertaining to race, distribution
of wealth to schools, and individual freedoms. The fnain interest of the courts
has been totinforce minimum constitutional requirements and engure at leeast a
minimally adequate public.school program for all students. Thus, in several
ways, constitutionally required -programs are emerging from the eourts (see

Hooker, 1978).
There is no question that federal courts have directed major efforts toward

increasing the integratiod of minority students. Almost every school.- in the
country with a racially heterogeneous student body has had to develop an
integration plan and many school districts have been involved in litigation over
racial integration, partitularly when busing was required. Although the busing

,
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issue has been t olatileni sonic localities, it has not been a failure according to a
1 larris Poll (1981). Findings ttere that 54 percent of the parents whose children
were bused as part of an effort to achi6c racial balance found the experience
"s erv satisfactory," 33. percent found it ''partly satisfactory," and only 11 percent
fimnd it tinatiSfactory. Nineteen pdrcent of American families have been
int oh ed in busing for raCiAl integrati m.

The- passage of Public low 9+-142, the federal. Education for All Ilandi-
capped Childkn Aet of 197'5, has hi d a dramatic impact on tii i. operation and

(ir
administration of public schools. CM iculum mid services must HOW be provided
for. (...hilthen with severe to linkl ha idicaps, children who until recently were
alinosibever found in the public sc kook A thorough diagnosis of each child's
strengths and weaknesses is require followed by !+c-ssions involving the parent
and specialists for planning the chi d's individual Educational Program ( IFR).

...Appropriate programming must f llow and the child must be reevaluated
periodicaily 14,110wed by necessary changes 'or advancements in ihe clnld's
*grain i(,iclove, 1978. pp. 699, 02). .

implementation oF bilingual e lucation became a national issue after the
Supreitie- C(urt ruled in [Ali v. i ichols, a class Action .suit, . that failure to
provide non-EngliSh-speaking Chin..e students tvith special instruction denied
them a meaningful opportunity to p uticipate in Ilie public education programs

And thus violated Section 6t)1 of th . Civil Rights Act (if 1964 and its federal
regulations and gindelines. i.:4ce Zirk 1, 1975, for this and other Supreme 'Court
decisions affecting education.) Disag cements at the cabinet level on the degree
to which federal regulations should kiiitrol the specific methods for providing
bilingual education in local districts %sere resolved by delegating responsibility to
local school boards..

.

The broader significance to the chmiged legal scene in regard to the school's
program is the expansion of the concept of equal educational opportunity,
Intervention hy the kderal government and courts Came about to assist shadents
whom local school boards had tended t i neglect in the past.

The apparent preocccupation of fe feral and state governments with the
rudiments of education should not deter urricultnn leaders from also attending
to the ,Substantive content of the vhole ct rrieulum and to the development and

stimulation of students' talentsin .11ectt al, social. aestheticat .di academic
lcycls. Local and tate governments xpected to assume more and more
res onsibilitv as federal' funding decre)ses. While continuing to keep the
prcs tire on for equalizing educational opportunities. currieulum developers are
expe led to increase 'their emphasis on effective school programs.

-)ver the past two decades astronomical stuns of money have been poured

, into c eVelopmental and innovative approaches to .teaching4. .and learning.

Millim s of students, teachers, and supervisors have been involvCd in federally
funded rograms. Millions Of reports, rtsOarch studies, curriculum, guides, and
lesson p ins have been written. F'ilms and videotapes have been made.. Sites to
be visite( and observed and programs to be transplanted Me available. What have
been the s iccesses? The failures? It'behooves curriculum decision makers to find

...._..
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out what works, what doesn't, and in what settings. Information is being
published. .Nn example of an analysis of,soccesseinid failures is the Rand study
of the implementation of reading improvement programs (Berman and

IcLanghlin, 1978, and Wood and others, 1981). Stressed was the importance
of job-embedded rnservice in which teams engage in the study of-one another's
teaching and carry out the coaching element within s.f.iool time and environ,
ment.

That teachers must be involved in curriimluni development if the end
noduct is to be used successfully in the classroom was one of the basic findings

arg le study of the effftt of the federally and foundation:funded
curriculum reforms in science, mathematics, and social sciences of the 1960s
and 1970s (National Science Foundation, 1979). Predicted changes in teaching
techniques and content did not often take place when teachers were expeEted to
bridge the gap from summer institutes and printed inanuals to actual .practice
without further assistance. 'The NSF report provide's ample suggestions for
correcting this situation.

Ffforts directed toward improvement Of students' writing abilities are

heginning to attract attention. Ihe Bay Area Writing Project (Applebee, 1981 ),
which features holistic scoring andjrcquent writing lw stiidents, is heilig adapted
in Muncrous schOol (listricts. Also, the National Assessment of l',ducational
Progress Third National Writing Assessment (1981) concluded that, if specific
writing-assignments are not included in the school curriculum, they should be
and supervisors should make sure that writing techniqnes are taught.

Title I compensat( ,ry education) has taught educators Iniw to develop
individual educational programs for educationally disadvantaged children, to
evaluate serimish, nd nse the data annually for upgrading and improving their
'ride I programs. '1.1ns hasproduced a.management Style for curriculinn workers
that was foreign to most schools of the past.

In the arts and aesthetics fields there are indications that creative-thibking
and resmireefuhiess have been unleashed through Mimulation of federal .funds
that may continue to have impact on eurrienhun even though federal financing.
decreases. An illustration is a part-time enrichment pnigram for publieschool
students in St: Louis and St. Louis County, Nlissouri, which will use 11 city arts

and other,cultural institutions for aetivities designed to bring city and suburban
students together. About 3,000 students from different schools are expected to
meet in integrated grOur.,, about two .hours a week for eight weeks at the various
sites for .ri,N and aesthetics studies. A privately financed creative-venture in cable
television, the Alpha Repertory 'Television Service (AR'Is) offers schoills as well
as homes a range of arts-related programs that can "teach the ABCs ofthe arts-

( Bry, 1981)..

Renewed national interest in the sources and limitations of federal money
and taxation, and budget processes generally, should stimulate the teaching .of
ecoi. mics in interesting ways al Al levels. Federal funds previously spenton the
development of economic educfation Materials may come to fruition. Similarly;
the recent intervention and inkiest of the courts in education-and in the rights

lii
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and responsibilities of Aincl wail citizens slioukl give.impetus to the introduction
and expansion of law-related education nito the curriculum.

Of particular signifi 'cc, and an outgrowth of governmentil interiA in
education, is' a series of studics of effective schools; that is, what arc the
determinants of achievemept. Funding has come from several sonrces including
federal, state, and local. An Cady study of four instructioi ially effective inner-city
schools (Weber, 197.1) tended to disprove the Coleman (1966) and Jensen (1969)
conclusions that low achievement by poor chiklren was an inherent characteris-,
fie of the poor Weber's major findings were confirmed later in a case study of
two inner-city New York City public schools..Numerous other studies have ince
verified and expanded the conclusions; that is, high achievement was associated
with schools that had strong leadership, high teacher expectations, good
atmosphere, strong emphasis on reading, and careful monitoring of pupil
progress. :Missing in all four schools were factors usually. thought necessary for
liih .achies mew, including: small class size, homogeneous ability groaping,
superior trackers, ethnic background 'of teachers similar .4o that of the students,
preschool education, and optimal physical facilities.

The search for .unusually effective classrooms, programs, and schools
those whose stuck:10s consistently achieve Better than their peershas extended
into several states including New York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Nlaryland,
California, and. Nlichigan (Fdinonds,' 19791. Major findings, that characterized
successful elementary and high schools are reported in School Learning Climate

.and Student Achievement (Lezotte and others, 1980).
A typical illustration (If an effeetive s,chool study is the Brookoyer and

Lezotte study (1977) in Nlichigan. Beginning in 1970, the Michigan Depart-
ment of Education annually fested all public school pupils in grades four and
seven using criterion-referenced standardized ineasureof basic skills. Over time,
these data were analyzed to identify elementary schools characterized by
consistnt improvement or decline in pupil performance. Eight school's (six
improving,, two aclining) were selected for intensive analysis on site to

determine differences bcaring on improvement or decline. Ten 'factors were
identified. These incliidcd emphasis on niatheniatics and reading objectives
based on the .helief that al/children can inaster basic objectives, high expecta-
tions for students, acceptanee of responsibility by the school (not 'shifting blame
to parents or students), more time on task by cutting back on-unnecessary
interruptions and mechanical tasks, acceptance of the state's accountability
model, and a strong principal role as instructional leader. (Also see Bloom,
1976, for the case for mastery learning.

State Influence

Increasing influence on school programs by state legislatures has paralleled
the growth of federal influence. The turn toward heavier state control over local
school districts signified a 'drastic change in understanding of who is in charge.
Historically, the Tenth Amendment left legal authority over the school program

'f
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entirely to the state. 'Actually. state legislatures and state boards of education have

t had more authority than they have 'used and have not exercised their full power
in the past. but have left curriculum decisions to local school boards except for

the barest .directives, usually only listing broad subject areas..
Legislatures have usually required that schools offer and students taki!

certain courses in U.S. history, English, mathematics, and the U.S. and State
.''Constitutions. Some states have added other requirements such as courses in
driver education:the effects of alcoholic beverages, consumer education. career
education, and the contributions of'miliority populations. A few states have
legislated curriculum emphasis on values such as moral character, truth, justice,
civic virtues, free enterprise, the evils of communism, and so bn. In recent years
curriculum mandates have increased drastically. The seOpe of legislative
mandating of curricul6m, has been the subject of a comprehensive study'
sponsored by the Amenéan Bar Association, the Social Science Education
Consortium, and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management (see
Henning and others. 1979). A .sufmnary and analysis of state curriculum
mandates was provided as well as suggestions for the future.

Interestingly, it appears that many teachers do not know what is mandated
but rely on their administrators and supervisors to keep them informed. Me state
departinads of education ti,enerally have not had fail-proof methods for reaching
teachers with, information.on mandates. Confusion has resultdd wheuunexpect-
ed reports are required or funding is cut off for lack of compliance. Supervisory
personnel, therefore, have necessarily added regulatory and monitoring func-
tions to their repertoire of skills.

The most spectacular efforts of state legislatures have been the development
of competency-based instructional programs. An example of a comprehensive
competency-based.plan is the Louisiana Pupil Progression Plan tdneli mandates
tcsts for determining promotion from one gradeto another,.kindergarten through
grade twelve. Manv states mandaie testing at one or more levels but 'usually not

grade levels:-An informal survey found that by 1981 '38 states had enacted
etency-testing legislation and others repOrtedly were planning soMe form of

.1 competency-testing for studjnts. Iii addition, several states; such as

,slana, Florida, and Georgia, had enacted competency tests fur teachers to be

ic sehools will be supplied with future teachers wlm meet literiicy standards

.leasured by stanOrdized tests.
Although some critics have dePlored mandatory state testing programs.

most ,schbols have follbwed their state's advice and requirements. Positive

feedback is increasing in volume as educators find that assessment program are
leading to improvement. Pennsylvania:s Educational Quality Assessment pro-
gram includes broader goals (self-esteem, understanding others) .as well as
academic. achievement. Analysis of results shows'a high (Au-relation between
achievement and a positive attitude and good communication among teachers.
parents, and pupils (ASCD, 1981).

Data arc 'regularly .published by several states indicating that competency
tests are producMg gains in achievement. FloriddS competency' program, for
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.exani0e, I us sun ned opposition and 'scum:what dramatic gains arc said to
"prove that students can aebieve when spurred by the motivation of knowing that
'something is expected of them" (Turlington, 1979, p. 650).

The political context that spawned competency testing and other, state and
federal controls on schoQl programs was the accountability movemea'Account-
ability means "those Nystems or arrangerwmts that supply the general public, as
well as educators, with accurate lamination about sebool output performance
tcst scores and idler data that shoW how well groups of children are learning in
sole& (Wynne, 1972: p. ix).

Competency testing seemed to legislators an obvious solution to the
'monumental task of monitoring acconntability for educational policy and
practice in the local khools. 'Mc fact that results of mandated .state tests arc
being published in newspapers serves the purpose of accountability to :;onie:
cxtcnt. It has' placed the spotlight on the low achieving schools and has catkA
teachers and administiators to intensify their efforts to bring up the test scores of
the lower achieving students.

. Another expression of accountability and related to objectives-based assess-
ment program-s is management by objectives (MBO) ,a method of checking
outcomes against objectives. This may be the modern interpretation of John
Dewey's emphasis on the power .of pUrpose and. his accompanying admonition
that intelligent observation.and judgment are necessary in developing a. purpose
(1938,,p. 71). MBO can be mismanagement by objectives when the focUs is on
the 'trivial, not linked to pupil learning, or when professional autonomy iS
jeopardized. MBO wOrks best whet] it reinforces the major objectives of a school
district, keeps paperwork simple and reasonable, eniphasizes the performance of
thc larger 'group (not stars), reinforces professignal work ethics and personal
growth, is developed with the staff, and establishes reasonable Jelationships
between salary and performanth (English, 1981).

MOdification of .systvis of taxing and allocating resources to the schools
represents another relationship to accountability. RecentocourNeciSions &dar-
ing that property taxes -unconstitutionally deny eqnal access have caukd
revisions of funding in several statcs. The .assump6On is that sufficient funding
will provide quality education, a premise that has been questioned (Schaffarzick
and Sykes, 1979, pp. 56-57).

Special Interests

.,The influenec of informal or nongovernmental groups.. agencies, and
organizations on curriculum decisions should not be underestimated.. Polaria-
tion has frequently tended Ito obscure reasonableness' and prevent meaningful
dialogue betWeen parents and educators in regard to' controversial topics and
teaching materials. It behpoVes curriculum decision makers to be fully .aware
thc political climate_ Although there have been . surprise attacks on school
programs that have caught thc school's leaders unprepared', potential issues and
cotthoversies gentraJly can be predicted by politically-aware educators. Early in

u
`.
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the planning stages, parelits and other eitiz,cos shoukl be involved in constructive
exchanges of views. Rationale, objectives, prOposed teaching activities and
materials, and methods of evaluation can be explored and through rational
processes usually agreed-pn plans can he developed.

lgsues fanned bY special interest groups change with time as they become_
resolved or obsolete, but iiew olICS continually appear. Constant alerhiess on the
part of curriculum deciders and developers is needed as well as competence in
problem solving.

Book censoring periodically gains local and even national aAntion. The
widely publicized 1974 textbook battle Ur Kanawha County. West Virginia,
famied book censoringiflames in other parts-of the cou,ntry. Nlore recently a,
zealous husband and wife team in Texas organized a school book' censoring
gniup known as "Educatiimal Research Analysts- and by tirelessly campaigiiing
cross the state and elsewhere, were.ablc to pressure school's through their parent
groups away from tile purchase of certain bnoks alleged to instill disrespect for
American values and the family (Larsen, 1980; Park. 1980).

Caught in the middle of book censoring controversies are publishers of'
school materials, Who are forced to cOmpronnse, and boards of education, botlr
state and local, who are pressed by special interest groups to censor books'..
one side are. parents and other citizens who contend that certain passages in
textbooks or library books are warping the traditionalties, that shoukl be
"inculcated- in students an' on the other side are advocates of intellectualc

freedom who say that the schOol and library shmikl provide a foruill of ideas for-
students to iniction and examine.

The currictilum decision maker should be prepared to protect a school
climate in which intellectual freedom can rcign and at the same time recognize
ihe parents' -rights in a free society. An educational campaign may be in order.

Religion in the schools A' another inajOr issue that has come befrire the
courts on ainierous occasions. The basic principle on which varions deci4ons
have rested is that public schools may...neither advance nor inhibit religion. On

4

this basis the. Supreme Court struck down school ceremonies that involve
reading from the- Bibk and keitation of prayers, even though tliese May be
nondenominational prayers and though students Who object. may be
excused from participation. But just as the courts have barred instruction in %%tat
we typically call religion; the Supreme Court has said that the school may not
establish a religion of secularisin;' that, is, atheism (van Gee!, 1979, p: 29).

.111 regard to the issue of creationism vs.. evolution, court decisions have
declared it in conflict with the First Amendment of the Constitution to require,
'science textbooks.and curricula to include the Genesis account of creation (see
Skoog, 1980, and Bird, 1980). Bins are constantly being presented in state..
legislatures to seek ways to include school prayer, creationism, and.so on, in the
schools and circumvent previous court rulings. The current national administra-
tion appears td favor school prayer and it seems destined for further discussion in
Congress.. It appears advisable, however, for curricuimm develoPers in the public
schools to note that any ideas or cSoncepts that seem to stein from a religiouS.point

11 ';
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of view must be justified for 'inclusion in the curriciduni im the basis that_they .
advance students' knowledge of society's -cultural and religious heritage in a
historical framework. . .

Sex education courses fremiently provOke emitroversy. Fundamentalist
groups have objected to the tok. being part of the curriculum based onthe.claini

that the study of sex cducatiou- would encourage-teenage pregnancies. lesbian-
ism, and homosexuality. Counselors and other educators have maintained that .
schools must filtthe information gap or at least counteract teenagers-misinfor-
mation about sex. Participation in sex ediwation or other potentiallY controver-
sial-courses should be voluntary. Parents and students should be informed before

. the conrse begins of the rationale and proposed outline of the course so that they,,
can decide whether to elect the particular course. In planning the course in:the

first place_ parents and students:Should be involved.

LeadershiW in Curriculum Development

It can be concluded that the political context din which vital curriculum
decisions will .be made must be a context in which all parties concerned with.
school improvCinent are involved and working cooperatively. Curriculu'm
,leadership can be measured by the degree of clompetence shown in acquainting .
the partii,ipating groups andindividuals with the best that is known from related
research and employing a range of organizational skilkincluding: identifying
needs and problems by unbiased methods, defining goals and objectiv:es at
several levels of decision making. developing plans and procedures that elicit the
trust and cooperation of tlw participants, involving people of different as well as .
like interests and backgrounds, finding ways to conmmnicate and use feedback
from inside the school and with external groups, and using implementation and
evaluation processes that will produce continuing and constructive change and
renewal. ,

According to several studies the principal is a key in attaining at the building
level excellence in curriculum, a learning cliinatein the school, and growth in
student achievement. (For eXample, see Edmunds...1979; Austin; 197.9; Good- .
lad, 1979; and Bentzen mid others, 1980.) Principals have consklerable power to

. .
influence -curriculum development. In fact, in many distric where enrollmentLs

is declining the principal has beccline a ciirriculum leader wh\. othefsuperviso-
rY resOurces have vanished. Thu's, principals have,found themselves in a role that
was not uPpennost in their training programs.

o .

The effective principal needs these among other necessary competencies:
skill in instiuditmal Ieadership to the extent that everyone in the building is,
committed to instruction and learning as the main cm'phasis; ability to maintain
an orderly, -purposeful climate- in 'Which cOoperation for the good of all is a

- priority; and success in setting and -meeting high levels of expectation for
students, teachers', supervisorS; and theprincipidship:.

qurriculuni leaders at all levels, viliether prWiPal., superintendent, curric-
ulum' director, goVernment official, 'or others, have' Unique opportunities' for '

..

ts
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growth in political skills. Slmriog power over curriculum develoH ent -with9
\

teachers, students,. experts, scholars, parents, and other citizens is difficult and
, involves risks. Whether the involvement of these various groups leads t' success
.in curriculum d mcyclOpnicnt ay depend on the ability of the leaders to

\
,iew thc

new constituents in educ_ .on not as .competitors for a limited amouot of power
hut as previously untapped sources of leadership and influence in the field of
education.
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Ciapter 9

Slecting Learning
ACtivities
Doris T.,Gow and Tommie W. CaSey

_

t?)

L
earning activities arc the planned intaaction of the studetq with the
instructional environment. 'litese activities are derived from tht goals of
the curriculum and student. engagement in the activities is armed at

mastery of the curriculum's specific objectives. Since "all gennine education
conics about through experiences- (Dewey: 1938, p. 13) and, learning activities
arc designed to provide such experience, the idenhfication of apitropriate
learning activities is one of the most critical tasks in curriculum design.

The identification- of leannng activities, however, is not solely the prefwga-
tive of the' currknIum- developer. 'leachers teild to use curriculum guides
flexibly. They may-emphasize different portiOns of the course of stud.., put
together different supplemental and remedial materials to meet the perceived
needs of each class, and often select front tests; workbooks, teacher\ journals,
and other sources learning activities that were not a part of the' curriculum. This
mixnig and matching of materials may result in gaps and deficiencies in student.

NloreoveY, Jackson (1968) suggests that student learning ina.At be the
primary goal in the selection of these activities.anyway.

Teachers seem to be making sonic kind of an educated'gtiess abilut what, onld be a
beneficial activity fccn a student or.group of stiulents and then doing whatever is necessary
to Zi.7e that pArticipants, remain involved in that activit y. teacher'sa;oal, in other
words..is student inY.olvement rather than student learning. It, iS true, of cmuse, that the
teacher hopes the.involvement will result in certain benefieial, changes in stmlents. but
learning i;io this sense a by-product rather than the tiling about As tue1 the teachrr is jnosn
directly coneerned p. 24c

Sevcrak solutions to tlte problem of discrepancies between the planit ed .
curriculum and the actual instruction have been xtiggeNted. These include
teaching teachers curriculum materials desigu and analysis skills (Cow, 1976, .

1980), learning principles (Gagné, 1965), and a repeitoire of proven effective
instructional strategics (Joyce andWeil, ,1972). Another suggested remedy front
the administrator's point of view is curncultat mapping as a means of ttitiality
control (English, 1978)1 The idoiti6eation of leiuning aetivitiesothat keep the
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student involved by 'virtue of their careful tailoring to the specific school and
student population and the comfuunication VI the teacher of the rationale for
thcir selection may be another way to ensure the use of learning activities that are
consistent -with the planned -curriculum.

This chapter will treat the identification or definition of karniiN ,ljtivities as
a culminating stcp in the systematic process ,of iiim.riculum development which
began with the identification of general educational goals. Pertinent topics to`bc
covered are categorics of _learning activities, criteria for their sekcti*C4 and
procedures for their design and development.

Categoves of Curriculum Learning Activities

characteristcs of a curriculum and the Procedures Used for its design
and developMent may hiAge on the developlr's general orientation toward the .

curriculum field. Eisner-and Vallai cc (1974)thave identified five.such concep-
tions of Curt-kali-um:, curriculum as the devdopment of cognitive processes,'
curriculum as technology, self-acthalization or curriculum as consummatory
experience, curriculum for social reconstructionrelevance, and. curriculum as
acadenne Jationalism.

The curriculum developer intry.J.like,an eclectic stance, hpwever, and may
sekct'icanfing activities and employ di:sign procedures aetording.to the specific
objectives .emphasized in any given sequence of instruction rather than from a
sikular global "orientatioh. This is the Tyler approkh (1949, 1975). Ile
identes four types of learning activities: 'to develop sçill in thinking, to acquire
informatiOn, to cyeyelop social attitudes,"and, tofleverrip interests.. These 'are tht
source of thc categdries We shall .usc to describeand analyze learning activities in
this chapter. The slightly different wording _fits more precisely the research that
Will be cited in SupPortorthe selection of appropriate activities. The following
four categories .of learning.adivities arc those thatseem to demand substantially
different kinds Of student behavi,Pr for goal attainment:

M. acquire infonnation'and basii: skills
To devazip.sociaLattitudes
To develop self
To develop information-processing and Probkm-solving skills.

QLcourse Warning activitiathat fit best in aiiy one ptegory may contribute
to attainment of other cahgaries of goals.as well. However, there appeSt to be
fundamental differences among theSe 4.4 kinds of goals...

To Acquire Information and Basic Skills

Learning activities to acquire informatipn and basic skills arc those activities
that are required for learning*the fundamentals of reading and mathematis and
the acquisityn of information throu0 low level cognitive processing (knowl-
edge, comprehension, and perhaps application).

Studies of effective pracficr:s in, basic skill acquisition provide evideuce,for
...Mcorporating direct instruction learning activities in basic skills curricula for .

. .
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both elementary and seeondari. schools. Bereiter and Engehnann (1966), in their
w'ork with "disadvantaged" preschool children. found that priwiding demonstra-
tions. drills, exercises, practice, and feedback as well as performance criteria for
the cltildren ensured that most instructionalobjectives were mastered, Rosen-
shift's review of the research (1976, 1978, 1979) highlighted as related to
achimment the Are type of direct; structured, academically focased, teacher-
directed activities for primary and middle grades. Goals were clear to'students,
coyerage of eontentsxtensive, and feedback to students immediate and'academi-
ally oriented. In junior and senior hiih school. similar findings with total group
instration were that maximum. time on ta,k, direij questions:to specific
shidents, and wgular feedback werd Positively rel4cd to achieVenient (Stallings.
Needels, and Staybrook, 1979).

Mast6ry learning is another construct that is -particularly, though not
exclusively: applicille To goals aimed at acquiring information and basic skills. It

:is based on the preMisi; that 90 to 95 percent of all students can master school
subjects given 'snfficient time. Mastery learning activities are clmacterized by
careful structure, small steps, frequent monitoring of progress, and a feedback-
:corrective process (Bloom, 1968. 197(k). .Group instruction is augmented by
individualized cdrrective procedures. A similar system, based on mastery
objectives, is the Keller Pewmalized System of Instruction (PSI) 'which is

individualized and uses tutors permitting coptintious progress at the college and
university level.
.7 Mastery learning has bey proYelt effective for acquisition and comprehen-

sion of subject matter content and acquisition of basic reading and math skills,
although it indy woik for other kinds of learning as w'ell (Burns, 1979; Ilyinan
and Cohen, 1979)..

One essential element 'to include ii the design of learning activities to..
acquire information and basic skills is.structure.. Another critical element is time:
Ftif.blisic skills, time is direct instructional time. For acquiring information, it is
flexible time for' mastery. .

Other clvments that have p`rovehdo be effectiye and can be incorporated in
'the curriculum design of learning activities iu this eategory are frequent
Monitoring of student prog'resS, small steps, academic focus, arid immediate
feedback.

To DeveloP.Social Attitudes

One reason for development of free universal education in this 'country was
to provide .the literate: participatory citizenship demanded by a democracY.'
Leaping 'activities to develop social 'attitudes include: ( I ) those designed to
prodece an informed electorate, mid (2) ibose designed' to deyelop democratic
spcial behaviors.

ActtNities that help students analyze real or hypothetical iSsnes or situations
and, more importapt, to work toward resolution of 4onflicts in values are
designed to suPply experience fOr present or futtne political action. 'Me activities
in Oliver and Slkaver's (1966) Harvard Social Studies' Project curriculufn

4,0
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.
materials are an example of this category. Case studies are provided to give
students the opp6rtunity to engage in the prbeess of analysis. The, process is
guided by questions that lead the student to recognize types of value conflicts and
to work toward general polities to apply to value conflict situations.

Similarly; Massialas and Hurst (1978) are bent on making the entire school
a laboratory for understanding issues .and participating in decision making to

, enable the students to develop a sense of cOntrol over their environment. This,
they aigue, can be achieved. through "knowledge, understanding, participatory
activity, and the 'development of a. set of defensible values" (p. 3). .

The fostering of social -attitudes that go beyond intellectual activity to action
is possible through both in-school and out-of-school activities rangingfrom peer
tutoring in classroomS to community eduCatiOnal activities which Bronfenbren-
net (Brandt, 1979) calls "a .curricolum for caring." Such activities may include
volunteer-work in hospitals or geriatric homes and other social actiou_progranis
such as working-at recycling centers or cleaning up stream beds,. Mgaas and
Hurst (1978) have attempted-to ensure the inclusion ofthis type of activity in the
school curriculum by expanding thc usual cognitive and affective 'domains of
school learning tp include a participatory domain.

Thc AmeriCan Sociological Association was the sponsor, more than .a
decad .ago, of Sociological Resources for the Social Studies, which include
laborat ry units for social inquiry. These activities teach basic 'social science
Concep and sociological methods, but students also conduct independent
investigat ons into social attitudes an& behaviors, including their own (lippett,
Fox, and Schaible, 1969).

Grob!) investigations, as propOsed by Thelen (1960), Provide group interac-
tions as well as inquiry into social problems:The students, in groups of 10-15,

. identify a problem and organize to solve it, assuming the necessary 'roles,
performing the tasks- they have, identified as essential, and evaluating the results.
The organizing and group interaction in themselves are learning activities that
arc direeted to the development of social attitudes and skills and to self-conscious

observation hy thy student of his or her own group participation.
.Learning experiences designed to produce students Who ctin analyze public

issues teach them to process information about public issues which isvery similar
to the kinds of critkal thinking involved in the information processing and
.problem Solving category of actiyities. However, the differe,nce lies not only in
thc goal emphasis of thc activities designed to prOduce an informed electorate,
but also in the activities themselves., The social fpcusis always uppermost in the
usc of process to moderate conflict, in the emphasis on respect for alternative
views;s:and in .participatory 'activity in decision making and socialization.

The critical elements of the typical learning activity to develop social
attitu&s are use of dn inquirY method; practice of soCial analysis, usually in,a-
group situation; and observation of attitudes of self and others..

While social attitude is onc indicator of the individual personality, thc focus
of social attitude learning activiti'es is on their social aspect. The third category of

.learning activities, to ddyelop self, focuses more directly - on the individual
person.
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To Develop Self

The design of learning,activities to develop or (Alliance student self-concept
has been the focus of seyeral clinical and developmental psychologists. 'Hwy are
guided' by the belief that '"to be effective, education must fiud ways of helping
students discover the personal meaning ofevjuts for them" (Combs and Slivgg,

p. 149). The emphasis is on helping the student become a self-actualized
learner (Nlaslow, 1954). The most effective and lasting learning acCording to
Rogers (190) is self-initiated or self-directcd 'and occurs in a nonthreatening
environment: Nondirective teaching (student-centered instruction) is the pri-
mary %.ehicle for achieving this goal.

. While climate is more closely identified 'with instruction than with
curriculum, curriculum materials themselves provide a climate for learning and
the informatiodand reconunendations they supply for teachers set the stage for
the creation of a desired classroom climate. Dunkin and Biddle (1974) have
pointed out that.climate is usually identified on the basis of frequency counts (of
praise. criticism. and the like) a+id most communications ill the classroom are
neutral iii terms of warmth (Flanders, 1960).

Certaink: tliere can be no criticism of the attempt to make leafiling activities
pleasant and enjoyable and the clinical evidence in support of a nonthreatening
environment seems sufficient to suggest Hutt curriculum materials to develop self
explicitly attempt to create slich an environment or urge the teacher to do so.

Not only is the climate of the classroom an important clement to consider
but the learning activities shoukl offer student experiences with "practical
problems, social .problems, ethical and philosophical problems, personal issues
and research problems" (Rogers, 1969, p. 162). The instructional clesil;ner can
find experiences with ethical and philosOphical questions in the %% ork of

Kohlberg (1969). lle has identified stages of moral growth and development in
children' ancl has dcyclope(l moral dileminas to .raisli such questiims. Gump
discussion of the:dilemmas can help students nuive to a higher stage-of mnral
dcYcl'opnicilt (Hersh, Paolitto, and Reimer, 1979).

Activities to encourage creativity also fall into this category. The self-
actualized person describeri by Maslow.,(1971) has many of the same .characteris-
tics as the creative person described by Torrance (1?62). Learning activities
designed specifically for the creativL individual shoulchencourage imagination,
divergent thinking; and .discovery -.according to Getz.els and lackspn (1962).
Grouping of creative, individnals homogeneously' may case' their sense of
imilatirm-.(Torranec,. 1962).

One critical element in the deyelopment oflearning activities for develop-
ment of.sclf is thy nonthreatennig environment. Another'important element is
challenge: of-issues, problems, ethical and philosophical questionS. The third
characteristic is student-centered instruction.

To Develop Inforniatim-Processing 'and Problem-SolVing Skills

The fourth category of learning activities is related to tlic educational goal of
developing information-processin And problein-solving skills.

1 2
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The curriculum reform movement of the 60s focused on ways to help
students better process information. Teaching students the structure of the
.subject discipline, its fundamental methods, concepts, principles, constructs,
and their interrelationships, became the focus of learning activities .( Bruner,
1966). The hierarchical ariongement ur structure of the disciplines-was studied
because it offered an approach to developing instructional materials that fostered
mastery of lower-level concepts before proceeding to higher levc) concepts
(Gagne, 1965). Ausubel (1978) also proposed an instructional strategy to aid iii
information processing, providing the student with an advance organimr; a brief
introduction to .the structure of the niformation to be presented. Advance
organizers can take a variety of forms (an entire lesson preceding other lessons, a
film, and so on). However, the .concepts presented arc inchisive aukl more
abstract than the informatioil that follows and inust be related to wliat the student
akeady know's.

The Process of concept attainment has been studied extensively (Bruner,.
Coodnow, and Austin, 1956; Glaser, 1968). Taba's teaching strategies (1967), in
the form of "eliciting questions- that help students to process information at
increasingl) corn p.1 1 1ex s, offer an excellent way of using an inductive
approach to develop information processing skills. Piaget's study of intellectual
development (1950) indicated that young children will acquire a 14ter under-
standing of concepts and relationships if they are giveil an opportunity to work
'with concrete materialsto manipulate them; touch them, feel them. The
'implications of Piaget's work for selecting learniiig activities for tile preschool and
early elementary school child cannot be. ignored.

. Mo-st inquiry learning activities (Schwab, 1965; Suchman, 1967; Nlassialas.
and Cox, 1966)' arc based oil tile five phases of problem 'saving described by
Dewey 11910). 'Mc stages are:

I. 'A stage of doubt or perplexity
2. An attempt to identify the problem and goal
3. Relating these propositions to present knowledge and. formation or a nypothesis
4. Testing of *Oboes and reformulating problem as necessary
3. UndefstatidMg and applying the solution to other examp6 of the same problem.

" nformathirocessing and probleni-solving skills learning activities arc
built around Bic fundainchtal structure of a discipline and typically present

. prob ems' to be solved using the niethods of that discipline. The level of the'
. student's cognitive processing for this category of activities.is consistently higher
(analysis and synthesis) thOn for the category of information acquisition (knowl-
edge, comprehension, applicatiOn), although both categories of aetivity maY be.

structured MI the conceptual structure of the disciplines.
. / These,,ihen, are the four general categories of learning activities. lt-should
/ -be emphasized again that' these categories.* not exclude each other. For

/ . example, a !coining activity that eff.ectively develops infonnatiOU-processing and '.
probkm-solving skills may also help develop social attitudes.

d.
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Criteria-for- Selection.,and _Development' of Learning ACtivities

Feasibility and Economy Within Constraints of Program Needs, Resources,
.and Staff Capabilities

Thc cdUcatiOnal goals of a school usually are detcrinined by conducting an
assesSincnt of students' educational needs. These goals arc then prioritized,
objectives are identified, and types of learning activities arc selected that are
expected to help students achieve the goals and objectives. I Imvever, the
availability of resources in thc school also affects the selection of kaming
activities. In mAny eases, thc selection of activities niin be constrained by
budgetary consideratiOns.. Aimther possible constraint is staff preferenees and'
Capabilities. The teaehing style of the teacher will, 'affect choice of learning
activities. For ekample, a teacher who feels uncomfortable with an inquiry
apprWch will not nse learning activities reflecting this approach.

hi order tooffset these constraints, it is important to provide the teacher with
alternativc Icarning activities to meet the same goa.ls and objectives: Nlauy.

curriculum guides do provide such alternatives.

Match to Coals and Objectives

... The positim; taken in this chapter has been that learning -activities are
categorized or identified according to the goals. Of education. The learning
objectives thaldefine,those goals usually specify the conditions under which the
student must demonstrate mastCry of the behavior to be learned. These
conditiins should be appropriate for thc learning activities. These conditicms
might include such variables as time allotted for demonstrating mastery, number
of problems, type of setting, and so on.

Thc kind of bshavior desired as a result of participating in the learning
activity is also identifiedly thc objective, along withrts level of proficiency. The
learning activity muSt provide an opportunity for the student to practice the kind
of behavior implied by,the objective (Tyler, 975). If the objeetive is to acquirsa
basic skill, then the learning activity must offer opportunity to practice this skill at
appropriate levels as the student's proficiency grOws.

he content and concepts with which the learner must interact are also
specified by the goals and objectives, and thc selected learning activities liould
offer thc student an opportunity to use this content and these concepts.

Match to Students

Learning activities should match the characteristics of the student popula,
ticion for whom they are designed. Developmental iisychOlogists (Piaget, Erikson,'

Kohlherg) poStulate that children's intellectual, moral,- and social/emotional
growth and development go throtigh Certain Well-defined stag& Of. course ".

learning activities should,* itlentified to match the capabilities of the students
for whom.they arc chosen and stage of developnient is one individual difference
that affects that choice. As an example,,their stage of logical operations iimits the
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problem-solving capabilities of children (Piaget, 1950; Haven:1963) Oare is
necessary in ehoosing 'activities' in the information,processing/problem-solving
cathgory that the student is mature enough to perform suceeSsfully.. Where more
than Oire stage is represented among students in a class, a corresponding array of
activities makes an appropriate match more probable. .

In those cases where learning is sequentially structured, students must have
already mastered behaviors Orerequisite to the ''present objectives. The curricu-
lum designer needs to consider the students' prior learning before designing
,learning activities.

Other student characteristics, that should be considered in designing
learning activities arelearning st* and interests. Given the range of individual
differences in learning style that have been identified by .Tesearchers (Kagan,
1967; Harvey, Hunt and Schroeder, 1961 Dyk, Fatcrson, Good-
enough, and Karp,_ 1962; Cohen, 1976) the paucity of evidence on
treatmentWects, self-choice may, be tfie expedient method of matching. It might
be neither praaical nor even best for the students to suggest that every objective
could be attained through a preferred learning mnde. However, some attempts to
match activities to style that could facilitate self-s'election suggest such alterna-
tives as programmed learning, multi-sensory instructional packages, and contract
activity packages (Dunn and Dunn, 1979). Another and very promising
procedtire uses a.eognitive style profile, which has accurately predicted academic
achievement, to identify 'learning deficits (Letteri, 1980). This.would then
permit selection of learning activities, that might remedy those deficits.

Om of Tylefs (1.975) five general principles that aPply to thc selection of
-learning activities is that the student should.obtain satisfaction from carrying on
the kind of behavior implied tiy the objectives. Selecting a range of activities,
known to be interesting to students of a given age and stage of development is
helpful thut permits the teacher, who will implement the curriculum and, who
knows the students, to select those which are likely to provide. satisfaction.

Linking learning activities to out-of-school experiences provides a means of
making the relevance of those activities app5rent to the student. Such activities
allow the student to work with practical problems, social problems, and personal
isiucs. Permitting the student freedom of choice also provides an opportunity for
exarnining the consequences of such choices, a valuable learning activity in
itself. For 'students to think of thernselves as learners, to think abont their own
learning, and to think of kali-ling as useful and related to their needs can
facilitate the developMent of responsible, self-directed learners.

Match to Subject Matter,Continuity, Sequence, and Integration

The final criterion for selecting and developing learning activities is their..
match to 'subject matter. The structure of any disciplineits fundamental
concepts, principles, generalizations, constructs amid their interrelationships, and
the discipline's methodology=pun7ide a map briilileprint of the area the student .

will enter, explore, pass through, and reenter at a later date.
r

,0
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As Bruner (1960, p. 7) describcd.it, "Grasping the structure of a subjeet is
understanding it in a way that permits many other things to be related to it
meaningfully." To learn structure,--in short, is to learn hOw things arc related...
Ile Pointed mit that:

Though the proposition may seem startling at first, its intent is to tirulerscore an
essaential point often overlooked in the planning ofcurricula. It is that Hie basic ideaS that .

lie at the heart of all science and mathematics and the basic rhemes4liat give.linni(to Ilk
and literature are as simple as they are powerful. To he ill( cominand of these basic ideas,
to use them effectively, requires a continual deepening of ()lie's. understanding of them.
That conies from learning to use them in progressively more compk.x forins (pp. I 2. I 31.

(Twenty years afterpublication of Bruner's Process of Education, that poiat still is
overlooked in the design of many curriculum guides, though sonic of the
curriculum products of the Reform Movement still survive.)

This "continual deepening of one's understandine requires continuity,
.sequence, and integration (Tyler, 1975). Contimiity is vertical organization.
Sequence is building each experience on. the preceding one more broadly. and
deeply. And integration is the horizontal relationship of experiences across
subjects. Taba's "spiralling" (1967) and Gagné's (1965) hierarchies dn be Used
to attain.both 'continuity and. sequence.

In this context, Gagn6 (1965) has pointed out the I I t.x.iav.ors cemon-
strate one has acquired the fundamentalelements of a discipline: To denionl
strati: acquisition'of a concept the studept must be able to identify new examples,
of the concept !not previously encountered. To demonstrate acqUisition .of
principle, the student must be able to apply the principle when appropriate. To
demonstrate pthblemjsolving ability, the .student must be able to secall the
relevant principles and apply them to the problem.. When the student acquires
problem-solving ability, he or she. has acquired a higher order principle that can
be generalized to' a whole class of problenrs. Wherever possible, given the
constraints of the school program, students should be encouraged to use the .

actual methods thatsociologists, anthropologists, orbiologists use when solving
problems and processing information. 'Flie general apprOach to-instruction taken
by the curriculum materials or prescribed in teachers' manuals ir guides shoukl
reflect these methodS. 'Practic4Fapplication of the knowledge and skills fo be

g

aequircd'shoukl be proVided, by the learning aetivities selected and the studvnts
should have ample opportimity to practice these behaviors.

It is wise to select learning-activities that draw on more than one.discipline .

whenever possible. Students need to see the relationships between subject areas;
linking subject areas together or pointing out relationships whercverappropriate
helps to breilk down the artificial barriers between school subjects:

Procedures for the Development of Learning Activities

Systematic curriculinn design and development procedures are not nixes-
. .

sarily linear. Ordinarily, curriculum dcVelopers perform the operations described
in the varidus chapters of this publication, but not` necessarily in the order in
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which they appear. Me sequence of procedures, and the emphasis' on each

design dimension for the stage of curriculum design at whiCh learning a'etiVities

arc defined, would vary according to the category of learning activity being
developed and the context of developmenr For example, for learning activities
in the categories of knowledge acquisition and basic skills and of infonnation
processing, structure vould be a 'critical dimension. identification of

' Objectives probably woukl be followed by an analysis of the conceph and the
structure of.the knowledge to be acquired or of the..discipline withiiii which
problems are to be,solved.. This analysis would guide the hierarchical structuring
of objectives and selection of appropriate methods, Media: and ,strategies.for the
learning activities identified to facilitate goal attainment.

Oil the othcr hand, for some learning activities in the other two categories
(self and social skills), and the learning environment that facilitates such goals,
the identification of nbjectives might be followed direetly 4 deseription of the
environinent and the identification of the methods, media, and strategies of the
appropriate learningqietivities without prestructuring objectives in any kind of
hierarchy. in ,;(m)e cases, student-centered activities would be self-selected by

students,
Systematic procedures for curriculum. development, Such .as those used by

research and development centers and described or implied in the organization
of this chapter, usually are not employed by curriculum developiant teams in
schools' unless they are designing curriculum packages including lessons or
modules, tests, record forms, and so, on.

The more typical process is the development of curriculum guide that

provide the Advanhiges of site-specificity ,with expediency since the student
materials arc assembled primarily rather than developed..

Resources for curriculurnIguides are mainly .tektbooks with Supplementary
audiovisuah (Stake and Easley; 1977). This is not surprising, since, for example,

a survey of teachers-Th Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware revealed 'that
almost nine out of tcn of thc teachers in the tri-state area use a basal texeas their

major instructional resource (Rouk, 1979,13. 1).

Thi s. preference for textbooks, and tlic objectives of the textbooks over those
of the district (Ronk, 1979, p. 3),..probably is a reflection On the failure of thc

usual curriculum guide to supplY the teacher with the kind of suPport system
provided by well-designed teacher's manuals 'or dusk coPies of texts.

A sense of ownership that comcs from involvement in the 'development
process would be helpful in. achieving more widespread usage .(13erman and

McLaughlin, 1977). However, making the curriculum guide more usable for the
teacher is the best way to ensure its usc.

Components of a curricplum guide 'usually are the goals and explieie
.nbjectives and a rationale dektgling what content, concepts, skills, methods, and
strategies arc included for wham and why. A scope and sequence chart is useful.
The management system:and record forms for keeping track of student progress .

as well as a description of.thnoptionsior different categories of students should be

explained clearly and, perhaps,,graphically.. ,

,. _
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Anv baekgrotnijinforiliatioil contein or on expectations ofliow different
.

'students will respond- to theXarning activities is Ad lich5ful information. The
teacher'who will use the eurriculum.guide should be given' specific information...
on how to use these learning activities with the gifted and the handicapped.

Most curriculum guides include lisk. of eesources which need, to be
aualyzed for their appropriateness for the learning activities that have been
identified. Guides will be more 'useful if specific sections and pages in source
books are coded to the Objectives they address. This simplifies the teacher's task
of tailoring instruction to student needs. Television and film are most likely to be
successful ,if they ,are integrated into the patterw of learning activities.

.. :When complete curriculum packages:are designed, student lesson materials
usually go through several tryouts beginning with an in-house troubleshooting
session with colleagues of the develoliers, a tryout with a fewstudents followed by
a pilot test with a larger group, and then a field test. This is immeasurably useful
in validating, the materials for their intended use. Usually, nothing comparable
takes 'place with currieutuiu guides, probably because written student lesSon
materials are not the major component. If a run-through from the perspective.of_
the student, anticipating possible student questions or probleno and additional
resources necessary to answer them or help students solve them, was followed by
tryouts by several teachers with the range of students for whom the guides were
designed, weaknesses .could be uncOvered and remedied.

\\!e do know, from studies of innovatiqns, that the majority of teachers
cannot identify the essential features of an innovation tLy are working with
(Gross, .Ciacquinta, and Bernstein, 197.1). It would bc helpful to tbe teacher-
user if the critical elements of each learning activity w(-2re explicitly pointed out
in the curriculum guide and the tekher and student roles for each activity.
clearly dehned;

A final suggestion for optimizing the ugefulness of cutriculum guides for
teachers so that they will be used is that they be fOrmatted iii loose-kaf style to
make revision simpler: that forms be distributed throughoutfor teacher notes on
possible future revisionx, adaptations, or additional resources: and that a research
updatC should be added at least oac each year.

This research update suggestion stems from increasing value of research to
practice, especially the meta-analysis results of recent studies (such as 'Glass and

.Smith, 1978). .1mplications for practice were 'formerly the weakest part of
educational research. Today, no curriculum,guide could be considered coni7
plete if it did not point put and emphasizCthe implications for'defining learning
activities of such studies -as those by. Carnill (-1963), Wiley and I lannschfeger
-(1974), and Stallings (1980) on academic learning time: Rosenshine (1976: 1978)
on direct instruction; and Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) on choice olcontent
and content covered.

Future trends probably wilt include increasing emphasis on use of comput-
ers both to manage instruction and to provide learning activities. Increasingly,
thc array of learning activities 'offered will have to 'accommodate the needs 'of a
broader range of students in age, and prior learning as the out-of-Schbol learning
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-in museums, planetarium>: industries, and other informal settings'continues to

grow and students drop in and out of school as needed. Students will have to

learn Imw to gain accessIo information through computers, "I'V, and printed

materials and how to evaluate the quality of what they see..and hear.
Four categories of- learning acti ities 11:n e been deseribed that require

different methods, strategies, and environments along with examples of learning
activities in'each category. Criteri.,1 are suggested for sekction and clevelopment

of learning activities...including feasibility, given local.constraints. and match to,
goals and objectives. students, and subject matter. Since curt:lc:plan guides arc
locally-developed in .schools more often than are complete packages which
include stildent materials, general developmental procedures have been suggest-.
ed with sonic speeifie gui(lelines for curriculum gni& eoniponcilts and format.
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'Chapter 10

plementation
Susati F. Louclki and'
Ann Liebennam

a

pcople responsible for implementing neW curritida. voice many. concerns:.

"Here we go again,. apother mandate!" .

"TefIchers are already overloadedhow can we ask for their involve-
inent?" .

.
.

"The iweds assessthent indicates no one is teAliing science. So, who'.S.

responsibk for filling the heed?" .

, "They say change really only happens at thC school leYel, but I have thc
whole district to consider!"

,, These concerns are, real and painful. There is never enough time.
Expectations and role:, 5re unclear. New laws and regulations constantly add to

the already heavy burden. And does anyone really know how to make change

occur in schools? Is it really just a "scat of the pants" operation?
. Only in the last ten years has curriculum implementation become a major

col-item of our educational systems. This.concern has resulted partially'from the
e-xj)enditure of millions 'of dollars on deYelopment and partially from the
realization that relatively few new ideis- make it "behind the classroom door."
Now thousands of individualsprincipals, cooklinators, consultantshave
implementation responsibilities, and.they are just now asking sueli questions as:
What conditions arc necessary to ensure implementation? Who shoulddowhat?
What eZpectations shoUld we have for the process?

Findings from rcsearch in implementation are inconclusive and contradic7
. tory., It is hot yet knOwn what should be done to successfully implement new
curricula in different settings,, under.different conditions. Philosophical debates
'rage. Different persptctive and sets otexperienceS bolster different points of view.

Two fundamental questions ai'.e. askecPin this. chapter. From the morass of
dialogue:and research: What are .the key understandings that have emerged from
research and experience in making curricular changes? And how can these new
understandings be used to plan and carry out more t ffectilie currienhim
irriplemehtation dints. Three concepts-0 be noted and applied' to different

____situations_and their application in_severaLinstances described.
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Some Perspectives About Curriculum Implementation

We define implementatio'n as the aetual use Of a new ptactice, 'what the
practice looks like when certain characteristics arc actually in use in'a social
system. This differs from -planned nSe or intended use andfrom the decision to
use, which we would refer to as 'adoption (Kilian. and Pomfret, :1977).

One barrier to understanding successful implementation has been a lack of
description and discussion of improvement efforts from the perspective orthe
teacher and.the schOol. The task in this section is to attempt to Understand how
new ideas actually get used at these levels and gather clues about how to acton

'Sour understandings.
cutting across knowkdge ahoutscliools and.efforts at improvement are ways

of ,thipking about innovations themselves. (In this chapter, the terM "innoVa-
*lion is defined broadly as any process, prodpet, idea,' or pTactiile .that.requires
new behaviors of the user.)

People tend to 1.121d many different views of Schools, of tekhers, and of
curriculum. , And thc4 views haves a gi-at deal to do with how.one organizes
resources, provides support, and deals with the complexities of social change.
Ernest House (1979) offers three perspectives that begin to help us 'think aliout
the problems and prospects of implementing new curricula in schools. Each
perspective alerts us, to ask ;different questions aiid flicuses out attention on
different partS of the implementation process.

The Technological View

Bc: Far the most prevalent view is the technological. ASsumptions are held
that cducation is technical, and teachers ..are technicians. Improvement is
possi le by training tcachers,kn riew and improved techniques.

This view is best illustrYed by hundreds of districts that adopt."progims"
and 'assume they will be implethented,imMediately. The process of involving
school staff iS linear; that is,. it is assumed that people just need exposure and
minimal training to implement these new and better ideas. The technological
view focuses on the innovation itself and pays scant attention to the pioces's of
change, the politics, or .the peOple. When, improvement is viewed from this
pthpective, the idea is critical. We ask such, questions as: Is the innávation well
developed, with materials, activities, strategies that subStantially 'change tlw
teacher-pupil relationAip? Is it ii.sct of techniques to replaee existing ones? Does
it contain a new Set of assumptions, about how 4rWork?' These important
questions help us, consider change from'the technological perspective.

The Political View
*,

The focus here shifts to the .organization, to what happens when the
innovation meets the school. In this perspective, it is assumed that many groups
are in.volvea with schools; these groups have ve;ted interests in different kinds of
changes. EducatiCin is thus political, and innovatio-ns arewalue-laden as they ate

'
>
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sponsored or ignored by different groups:-They are Often adaptedarid re-shaped,
congruent with the groups' values, 'assumptions, and beliefs.

The Most important understandings from this perspective have been those
gained from the Rand Change Agent Study of Title III and Title VII (Berman
and McLaughlin, 1978). It alerted educators to some critical factors regarding
the implementation of innovations:

1. Activities and interactions that happen at the school level, rt.gardless of
the 'type or method of the innovation, determine the spccess or failure of
implementation. . w-

2. Mutual adaptation, the process by which pinject goals are formulated
and teachers adapt what they, do, is necessary for successful implementation.
This proces s. describes the dynamic interactions between the innovation and the
practical realities of the classroom. .

3. Strategies for accomplishing this mutual adaptation include: concrete
teacher experiences, classroom assistance, teacher observation of other teachers,
regular meetings with a practical faus, teacher participation in project deci-
sions, local niaterials development, and principal participation in training.

For the first time, educators began to See what happens when ideas are put
into an institutional context. The organizational influences on the innovation
are at least as crucial as the innovation itself.

S. .

The Cultural View

More recently there has been a focus on the school itself and the people in
it. Flow do teachers respond to constant prosure IO make changes in the teaching
of reading or math (Goodlad, 1975; Sarason, 1970? How do th4 sec their work?
What does it look like when teachers are involved in innovative activity and the
process is described friln their perspective (Gibson, 1973; Wolcott, 1977)? The
cultural perspective takes into account the coMplexity. of classrooni life and the
implications of innovations for the individual classroom and- the school.
Although school people have, a lot of experience, systematic study from this
perspective haS been meager (Hall aud Loucks, 1978;. Sieber, 1979; Sfilith and
Keith, 1971).

Studies from these three perspectives have added to understandings of the
impact of the new practice itself, of the interactions between the innovation and
groups within the new setting, and of the dynamics of teachers as they confront
and use the new ideas. If some !earnings about the Unique aspects.of schools as
organizations areadded, we begin to,get a sense of several key compthients that
are critical to curficulum implementation.

Schools as Organizations

A critical ,part of understanding the. implementation . of innovatiOns iS
recognizing some salient features about schools (Miles, 1979):

I. Goals for schools are vague and therefore lend themseKles try many
interpretations.

. 1*.
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2. Since teachers learn their craft essentially froin'experience, many styles
develop in the process of interreting the vague goals of schooling (Lieberman
and Miller, 1978; Lortie, 1975).

3: Teachers are both Constrained by and autonomous of school leaders.
4, The school is actCially , an organization of lOosely-tied classrooms.

Therefore, there is 'little centralized 'control. This has both advantages and
dipdvantages for curritulum change. Mandating across-the-board chanies is
oftyn ineffective. _But pockets of innovation are easy to cncoOrage and may
flourish itt spite of groups that are not open to improvement.

5. Each school is a unique culture. Generalization or llow to's;' are often
not: specific enough because of these differences (Sarason, 1971).

6. Schools as organizalions and teachers inlheir classrooms go through
stages as they cope with0 itew Adeas (Hall and Loucks, 1978). But teachers'
commitments at one stage do not guarantee commitment at another stage
(Sieber, 1979).

If we look at the research focused- n questions from the above three
perspectives, and at how schools as organizatiot : arc known to function, we see..
thc ptizzk pieces begin th take shape. We 'begin o,.recognize sate,. major
understandings that cut across our growing knowledge about teachers, ,about
.innovatious, abobt the process. of change, kind about.the context within which
netv curricula begin to .take'hold. These understandings arc based on, three key
.concepts that have implications for our ways of thinking, and ways Of acting.
They arc: Developmentalism, Partkipation, and Support.

Key Concepts Related to Curriculum Implementation

Developmentalism

An imPottanCnotion that helps us understand teachers and their responses
to curriculum itfiprovement efforts is developmentalism. Inquiry into the areas of
adult development ih4,.morc specifically, tcachcr development, hits shed light
on how kathhers change they confront ncw ideas. Further, such research alerts
us to what' kin& of personal, matesial, and interactive support are needed at
different stages in.the change process.

. Heath (1971, .1977), in . his work on maturation' during adulthood,, has
identifiea several principles through which teacher matnrity may be encouraged.
These include .furthering multiple pimpectives, incrcasing integration, and
making learning morc autonomous. Strategies for curriculum implementation
that incorporate these principles include encouraging active involvement (expe-
riential lea ning), creating a climate- that. encourages openness and truSt, and
apPreciatin and affirming strengths: Such strategies are sensitive to adults' needs
to grow auil expand their repertoires.

Oja a id Sprinthall's (1978) work on moral and conceptual development
suggests additional ways of working with teachers as new curricula are introduced
and implemented, These include providing opportunities and support for role

3 0
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. .

taking (tryingAnew tasks), reflection (thinking about and learning from new
-experiences), and. challenge,

'Both Fuller (1969) and Field (1979) have addressed teacher development
from the perspective of ;the preservice or beginning teacher. Their work,
remarkibly parallel, deSeribesAtap,s1 in the development of jeachers that begin
with .personal, surxival concerns, progress with.growing confidence to concerns
with claSsroom functioning, and filially reach a foup the effects of their
teaching-on students, both as individuals' and in the entire karnimmg context.

These stages and the ..abilitiesCongruent with thein are inherently teacher.
like. They again °clue us into how we need to think about iurriculuni
implementation. Both Fuller and Field, suggest that typical staff. development
and supervisory acti;ities are planned for teachers at the higher stages, and that
they often appear irrelevant to teachers who are functioning at loWer -stages.

The most intensive and extensive researdrin the area of teacher develop-
ment that is specific to Curriculum implementation is that of, Hall and Loucks
and theirassociatei at the Texas Research and Development Cenler for Teacher
Education. Their study of the change process indicates that as individuals
implemept new currihila, they change ill- their feelings about and their skills in
using neW ideas. The concerns teachers fed about new curricula develop from
more self,oriented early in the process (Can I do itZ What will I have to do
differently?), to more task-oriented as they begin. use (It takes so long to prepare
every day1 Will I ever get the materials organized?). And, finally, when they have

...mastered a procedure that works fdr them, they can fricus on the impact of the
currieulum (Is this new curriculum working with all my students? Arc there ways

can refine' it so it will be better?). (For a.more detailed description of the seven
Stages of Concern identified through Texas research, as well as for measurement
tools, see Hall and Loucks, 1978).

Similarly, teacherS' behaviors in using new curricula are developmental:
they first orient and prepare (attend fraining, acquire supplies); initial use is
mechanical, where the unanticipated often happens and planning is largely day,

'to-day; curricirlum use becomes rmiiine, with few changes being made; and they
then niay refine or adjust the curriculum to better meet learner needs. (Again, .
mote extensive informationAbout the concept and measurement of 'Levels of
Use can be found in Hall and Loucks, 1977).

Understanding the developmental aspects of change helps us desigii
implementation efforts that are long-term .and_tharanticipate teachers' questions
and problems. For example, it we know that Personal concerns occur early, we
are certain to clarify expectations and plan forindividual input and consultation.
If we know 'management concerns' accompany first use, we provide hands-on
training, and stand by to answer questions, hdp solve problems, and provide
continual material support and encouragement. ..

The developmental aspects of school improvement also allow curriculum
peopk di set goals about how far to encourage teachers in their development. It is
one thing to meet needs as they emerge; it is another to arouse concerns at higher
levels. For example, teachers'often establish a routine use of a curriculum' and



immediately their concerns are elsewhere (typically resulting from new expecta-
tions or innovations that have a higher priority for administrators). Do.we wish to
encourage teachers to refine their use of, the new curriculum? bo we work to
arciuse their concerns about stodent impact? These questions arise from 'our
understanding of "developmentalness," which we must consider in designing
efforts to implement new curricula.

Participation

If we accept the fact that the majority of teachers have learned to teach by.
doing it, we come to understand that teacher style is .idiosyncratic.`Teachers also
differ in skill, commitment, and in their sense of professionalism (Daft and
Becker, .1978i. Field, 1979),,BeeaUse .of these differences, a teacher's view of
teaching and learning must-be part pf any ,innovative activity.

The engagement of teachers in new' ideas that have relevance for their
classroom activities calls 'Upon curriculum staff to create opportunities for
involvement. In many ways.teachers are the experts, and their commitment to
improvement depends heavily on invoking them in shaping ideas to fit their
style.

Research indicates that when teachers participate in decisions made during
the process of implementation, the likelihood of successful implementation is
increased (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978; Louis, 1980). What is not clear is"
when exactly teachers ought to bc engaged, not is it clear how much teachers
Should be involvedCharacteristics of teacher style, comrnitment, and skill are
critical _to deeisions alxiut when , participation should take place. ,School
characteristics such as organizational structure, principal .style, and student
population must also be considered in the decisions about teacher participation.
It remains clear however, that without adequate participation, the chance ot
sueeessful implementation greatly diminishes. -

The pre-condition for real participation in improvement efforts must be,a
trust,huilt between those responsible for facilitating implementation (principals,
curriculum personnel, staff developers) and teachers. This is often not thc case,
-since teachers in many districts have been asked to adopt new practices without
the ne. cessary support: So as a staNing point there must be a significant level of
trust aniong members of the school staff. Given this, there are many opportuni-

ties for teacher participation.
One possible Strategy employed A the use of teachers as peer trainers or

advisors. Teachers have always picked up ideas from other teachers, so the rolc.of

peer trainer ,is a natural one. A few teachers from a school might lie given support

to become experts in a new curriculum, with the responsibility for subsequently
training other teachers in its use. The added benefit of this 4rategy is the ability

of these ncw trainers to relate directly to the problems and conditions of
implenienting4he curriculum in the particular classroom involved.

Anothdstrategy is for teachers representing either schools or grade levels
%Vithin schools to be.part of a team charged with planning an implementation.
Such a team can'take responsibility for.scheduling and facilitating training, for

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTNE1ON
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procuring and maintaining needed niaterials and equipment, and for comening
problem-solving sessions as implcnientation unfolds. Tliis direct involvement...
eqcourages( ownersfiVas well as accountability for the outcomes. Of the new'
curriculum.

These are bilt a .couple of instances of hov, participation collies about. .

There are infinite combinations and strategies. The significance of teacher
participation in school improvement has InoN to do with liow the activities are
handled than- with thercoutent of the Unprovement itself (Einrick and Peterson,
1978). Sensitivity to wiii"ithe faculty arc, thcir past experiente with improvement
activittcs, an accurate assessMent of thc social context (What arc the pressures on
the faculty?), and an understanding of the interpersonal relations among the
stafftliese arc thaactors that help deterinhie'how;kme organizes for participa-
tion,

upport ,
,final key. concept to implementation i support. It has always been clear

that certain financial and material support arc needed to implement a 'new
curriculuin. There are, however, many more kinds of support that are impor-
tant, .and the kinds Of support vary with where teachers me in the iniplementa-
tion.process (Kinrick and Peterson, 1978; Loucks and Hall, 1979).
. One of our assumptions is that with an understimding of how change occurs
and what influences. it, it s possible to purposefully design and carry out a long-
term, 'successful implementaflon effort. To do so, certain supportive arrange-
ments must be anticipated and made in advance. Other arrangements are
necessary while first implementation is in process, ;Ind still others for when the
initial furor has subsided and .maintenance must occur.

Material support, the most Obvious; is of prime importance initially, when
teachers are supplied with ncw niaterials arid equipinclit. Nothing slows down an
implementation effort morc surely than late-arriving materials, or requirements
to share beyond what is practical. In addition, one indicator that a curriculum is
institutionalized is the regular, deliberate reordering 'and refurbishing of neces-
sary supplies.

. Human support is more often overlooked than physical support.- The need
for trusting relationships between administration and teaehers was noted earlier.
Both research .and common knowledge indicate that the principal is a key
element, in the success oF a . change effort (Berman and McLaughlin, 19.78;
Mann, 1976). It is not entirEly clear .what behaviors of a princiPak are most
supportive, but two arc critical; reminders that usc of the new curriculum is a
school, priority, and:informal encouragement and interest. Principals arc not
often trained.to understand teachers and how thcy experience change. Helping.,
principals.become aware of the developmentalness of changc influences them to .

.make thcir expectations morc realistic, especially in the first year; and to be moi.e
supportive and undcrstanding of personal and management 'eoncerns.

Another ingrcdicnt of human supportis intentionally delaying thc introduc-
tion of additional new curricula or progpms during thc first and second years of

0111
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implementation. rhe all-too-comuum routine of overloading teachers with
innovations has given school improvement a bad reputation and fias.Saurcd
many on trying anything new. Some districts have.established priority inservices
so that teachers will not be involved in too many new training experiences at the
same time.

Time is a commddity as important to succeSsPol change as material and
moral support. Research indicates that it takes three to five years to institutional-
ize a complex- innovation. Before deciding to implement a new curriculum, a
ConinntmenT is needed tO take the time required to faeilitate tile process and
ensure its continuance. Time is iii:eded for teachers to plan, adapt materials,
train, solve problems, and provide peer support. Released. time is optional for at
least some-of this, since time spent at the end of a busy school day is rarely
productive.

The support of pecri is another form of support. 'reaching is a lonely
activity particularly in schools with self-ccintained classrooms. Teachers spend
the large majority of their time with sludents and have minimal interaction with
other profeSsionals. Improvement efforts are greatly enhanced when teachers arc
provided the tinni arid encouragement to wOrck together, sharing ideas, "so1ving
problems, creating new Materials- tp enhance a new curriculum. This is
especially true when the curriculum has been, titd Tor a ,tititc, and their
exRefiences have,.mad teachers iimre aware_of strategies for iinprovement,

Afinal -.source of Support that is often iidt considered by the.distriet level
,euthcirlum person is the national bank of validated programs and practices that
arc available through the U.S. Departnknt of. Education. The National
Diffusion Network, jost one of several such sources, conibines ,expertise in the
form of consultants and trainers, with packaged materials and activities upon
winch to base A Sound schdol improvement .effort. Research has indicated that
assistance from individuals external to the district can have an,important impact
on-curriculum implementation (Crandall and others;1981; Havelock, 1973) as
can the use of the validated programs. themselves (Louis, 1980).

The curriculum person does not .have to, be the only support for leachers
implementing a new curriculum. If these various kinds Of support arc considered
and multiple sources such as principals, othei teachers, and external resources
are taken advantage of, a change effort is more likely to succeed.

Applying the UndeisfAnding

Common implementation issues faced by curaulum people arc how to
reSpond to !mew federal or state guidelines, how to make improvements where low
achieYement scores prevail,' and how to use results of new research. ,

The key concepts we have delineated may not be applied with equal
emphasis to 'all sittiancins. For example, in a school responsible for its own
curriculum, tcaeber participation may be at a maximum;* with a_ federally-
mandated program, less participation in decision making may be possible, while
more emphasis may be placed on meeting developmental needs of teachers as

they emerge.
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11.(4ifig are some common situations faced by those responsible for
curriculum implementation. We have created .scenarios that incorporate the
major learnings and suggest sonic courses of action. Notothat, at times, for the
sake of clarity, we. do not discuss all the ramifications of suggested actions.
Clearly, each is part of the highly complex Process of implementation and must
influence every otlier Oej) that is taken. Our object here is not to understand and
anticipate every possible sitnationAut rather to suggest sonic general courses of
ic

Local Problem Situation

Many studies of implementation indicate that the local school is where new
ideas stop or start. Often these ideas. arise froni needs within the school. What
might this looklike? I low do the key coneepts look when a curriculum problein
arises from tbe inside? -

Experienees in a large metropolitan district, with. typical big-city problems
such as oyercrowding, low S:tudent self-conectit, and many "pull our programs.
provide several opportunities for looking .at loeal situations. lii one school,
programs proliferated because.. of Title I funds, comPensatory money, and
additional district funds given because of double seSsions. The principal met with'
representatives from each grade level and decided to take drastic measures. After
iissessing .grade-lcvel needs, the group found the school's key problem to by
student progress, in spite of the many,programs. The district had mandated a
diagnostic-prescriptive reading program but hecausc record-keeping proved to be
too time consuming, the program .was notheing implemented. Initial participa-
lion in the school came from grade,kvel chordinators and the principalacting as
a team, with .their views corroborated through grade-level mectings:1-kre the
concepts of participation-and developmentalisin wereapparent, with broad-based
participation, and those in leadeatip ,positions considerik where people start,
where the frustration's are, and how people can participate in Solving their own

. problems.
To follow this school's scenario, the team decided' to 'take thc reading

progialn. and dissect it to see why' it was not working. 'Hwy started from the
beginning. What does the teacher neEd to do to inake this reading program work?.
What ,arc the bar`riers? Their initial findings were that "the program". 'was too
mechanistic to.' be implemented_ as designed. The teacher and students were
taking and correciing tests all day. Teacliers needed lielp iiitegrating this prograrti
info a largcs language arts curriculum..Because teachers and students needed to
see progress, the team broke up.the program into four-week segments. Teachers
decided what 'objectives were legitimate for their class in a four-week block of
time. ApsLaides were hired to help prepare materials and correct tests.

Both human and material resOurces from outside the'classroom served as
S'upport for the teaehers. Tbe year-long program was broken up into small
segments.. After the first four weeks, the team synthesized -pre- and post-test
scores for each class. These were printed for all teachers, who were very
enthusiastic' about seeing, their four-weeks' work bear fruit. Students had,
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.acv-uplished percent of the objectives. l'he team then called the staff

together to simile their !earnings. *leadicrshegan tO plan,the next four weeks and

discuss feedback for parents.
AVhat had been a generalb frnstrating ituation. manifested in disappointed

parents', a prohferatimi of programs with few results, and worn out teachers,

.
turned intO ati enthusiastic gioup of teachers defininolicir Own problem. With
their involvement the problem was defii ied. short-term goals were created,

. resources for support were organized, and both teachers and students hegan to

see result's. The team us`ed their strategy .and the results :for their initial parent
meetings. And parents responded not only-to the raised 'achievement seores, but

to an invitation to help their children by reinforcing the four weeks' worth of

This scenario suggests that involving people (participation in definition of
the probleni L. starting where the group wants to start and moving as they learn

(developmentalistin, and proViding adequate support (both human and material)

are possible. In such situations,.the key.eimcepts give digaity to The teachei's"
knowledge of the- problemsfand-provide clues to the strategies to deal wit!). tliem.

lipplementation of District Curricula

Some of our educational systems prefer districtwide curriculum, 'others

sehoolwide, and still'otliers encourag,: curriculum created by each teacher for his

or her classroom. Districtwide curricula are cOmmon, and in spite of opinions fo

:the contrary, have many arguments in their favor. In -our mobile society, .

students who, change schools need conjstenev.' Articulation between elemen-

tary, junior high/middle. and seniOr high schook is eased when students have

had similar preparation.and experiences: .Assistance iti the form of exiiertise and

material.resmirces can be more targeted and efficient if consistent districtwide.

With ever-shrinking resources, it is difficult to provide each school the
opportunit\ to select or create curricula in all the areas of schooling, in addition

to acquiring appropriate materials and training.
In districts where curricula are implemented distrietwide, special challenges

present themselves. 'Mese deal with creating opportunities for teacher participa-

tion. condating both extensive and intensive training, and providing adequate

follow-up and support for ongoing use.. hnplementation at the district level
requires systematic planning without losing sight of the teaelier:s need to be

.
itmilved in the proeess and supported as his or lier perceptions change.

him some districts, a sophisticatecrprocess of curriculum developMent has

been used that involves teacher needs assesSinents, teachers and district, person-

nel serving on writing teams, pilot and field testing, and reviSions 'based on

teacher input. Teacher participation is viewed as critical in curriculum develop-

ment.
Implementation of such curricula begins then with sonic ground rules

derived from the key' egneepts (Loucks and Pratt, 1979). The implementation

process is_expected to take time. with an investment of several vearyand adequate

,
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staff and material resourees. The developmentalness of the process reepiires
different activities as implementation unfolds (Pratt and others, 1980). .

A sensitive issue in district curriculum is teacher adaptatiOn. Clearly, .

teachers must,make a curriculum usable in their classfooms. On the other hand,
the "essence" of a prograrn is often lost through adapt;!)ion. For ciample, iii one
district, a new scienee. curriculum with a majo. i ronmental strand requires
live organisms. To maintain these daphnia, crickets, or crayfish, certain'

.

procedures and equipment are needed %%hich,are sometimes messv and time-
consuming.. TeacUrs who accommodated and minimized, the mess, and
tolerated the extra time it took, discovered, students loved the activities and
learned a great deal. Those who "adapted" the activities before trying them,
eliminating the live organisms, did 'not provide their students with -such
opportunity. .

'The:. relationship among curricula, teachers, and curriculum persoimel is
critical. First, the curriculum must "work"thc objectives and activities must be
developed so that theig possible. impact iS optimized. ,Wlien ellikken learn,
teachers rarely object to the curriculum. Second, expectations for use of the
curriculum must he ekar. In cases of district-formulated curricula, a contract
agreement may bind teachers to its use. A less authoritarian stance may be a
mutual understanding among. curriculum personnel and teachers that the
curriculum is the best that is available and the teachers will try it until it is proven
ineffective. ACknowledging that it takes time for implementation to occur and
teachers are not expected to be experts oVernight is also iniportant. Third, the
most important job of curriculumpersonnel is to facilitate use of the curriculum,
to ensure that teachers have all the materials, training, facilities, time, and moral
support they require to zise it with the fewest problems and concerns.

Now that the ground rules are established, the sequence of events in'an
implementation effort can parallel the emergence of teachers' different concerns
and increasing skills. Early inforinatiOn and self-oriented concerns. are resofved
with brief overview sessions and with opportunities for teachers to discuss how
they will use the curriculum.. At this time,- individual and school discussions
might evolve around adaptations for the particular physical or organizational .
settings, or the student population. As noted earlier, caution is in order, since
adaptations made without firsttrying a new curriculum are'often oriented More
toward practicalitythan student need. Ali agreement to try die curriculum first
"as is" may be in order.

.
."Suppurt" in thc%c early stages pf implementation clearly has both affective

and material commtations. Curriculum personnel know they should listen to
teachers' concerns, but instead are oftw so enraptured with the new programs
that they ignore timse who arc expected to use them.. Teachers need to know that
they.are tfie acknowledged experts in their classmoms, that the curriculum is for
then- eise, 'and that discussion about its effectiveness is encouraged. This alleviates
sonie of the self-oriented concerns.

As the time arrives for else of the curriculum, management concerns begin
to emerge aml extenSives, hands-on training is necessary. Involvement with the

14 J
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new Prbeedures and materials iS facilitated by providing teachers released-time,'.-`,
-Ionk enough to understand and explore what the cUrriculum involves. Merely
delivenng die teachers' guide and materiA, and/or a single after-school
inservice, i. not an effective way to promote implementation:

The optimal situation is a seric,5.of released-time inservices-spread over a
semester or year. .-This acknowledges the developmentalness of the., change
process. As the'early flitty-gritty leainings ate incorporated into the .classroom,

concerns emerge from experience witbstudents. These concerns may constitute
the substance of later inserVice sessions. TeacherS who have uscd the liew.
curriculum and understand adult learning can be used to conduct inservice
sessions (Sahli', 1981).

.

During the first months of implementation, an effective strategy is what may
be called "comfort and caring," where district curriculum 'people or teacher
facilitators kisit ahd "troubleshOot" irf classrooms where thc new curriculum is in
use. At thc same time, the support and participation of thc school principal is.
particularly :important. Teachers must know thal the principal supports the
curriculum, both Substantively (by making certain supplies: arc aVailable and
schedules are accommodating) and psychologically (by encouraging -teachers,
aeknowledging that it will..take time to get the curriculum incorporated
smoothly, communicating that it is *arty a priority).

Once the.problems of initial implementation have been solved, and usc of
the new curriculum has smoothed out for teachers, it is timely to review the goal
set for implementation. Was it to gct this far and then maintain use? Or was it:to
assist and encourage teachers -to continually refine the curriculum to meet
particular Student Or class 'needs?. Strategies for these. two r. gOals are clearly

different. If use is to be .simply maintained (although often not "simple"),
attention is paid to how curricula becOme inRitutionalized. Certain behaviors
are .built intCy school and district functioning: new teachers are automatically
oriented to the eurriculum supplies and replacements for equipment are ordered
routinely; periodic visitS to schools are made by curriculum` staff. Without
continued attention to these ongoing g'upport functions, new curricula arc soon
lost.

If the goal is constant refinement of the curriculum by teachers, additional
strategies are needed. One of these may bc periodically convening teacher
support groups to discuss successes and problems, new ideas and strategics. 'After
suffitient timc has passed since usc of thc curriculum became smooth, training
teachers to do self-analysis, classroom observations, and student assessments can
provide data for making changes in curriculum usc. One -schOol district has
sponsored a elfrriculum improvement plan where principals and district staff
make observations in teachers' classrooms, providing data for dialogueS with,
teachers about what they need to make more effective use of the curriculum
(Melle and Pratt, 081), Advanced and sophisticated stafP development tech-
'niques such as interactive reseaxh and development in teaching," developed at
Far Wcst Laboratory (Ward and Tikunoff, )975) may be in order at this point.

At this advanced stage of implementation; curriculum staff arc clearly
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facilitators, with. teac!,er participation and; leadership the key ingredients.-
:Providing opportunities tor teachers hu./occ and to be exposed to new ideas
. through workshops and attendance at conferences is of utmost importance:'

Utilizing Illese strategics and points of 1.;iew maximizes the possibilities fiir a
curriculumlo'be most effective for,,each student.

Implementation of Mandates

Sonic of the most difficult diallenges faced by curriculum personnel arc
mandatesusually federal orSiute--|/at require changes in what happens in
schools and classrooms. Few argue with theintentions of concepts as -least

restrictive, environment," competcucy testing, and (quallopPortunity. Yet the
actual implementation of these ideas is far more time-consumint, costly, and
energy-depteting than policY makers usually anticipatc.'

Those who mandate edneational change most often have a piirelv'techno-
logical, view of the in1Prementation prOcess: "Decree it today, it will be .
implemented tomorrow with short, intensive-training, and we can hold people
accountable for its outcomes hy the end of the school Year.- RarelY are.adequate

. time and resources allocated. Resisting mandates, protesting that they are
unrealistic,. is one strategy for dealing with them. But this is rarely, ifner,
effeetiye. 'If a mandate is to be implemented, it should be possible to make it an
opportunity for improvement, rather than a comPlete w'aste of energy.

Mandates can be seen as an opportunity.because, like all other impetuses
for change, they have the effect of unfreezin,individuals and organizations.
They cause introspection -into present practice and movement toward behavior
change. .Such unfreezing is one of the most difficult challenges faced, by the:
facilitator and, for this reason, inaMates can help.

. Once the unfreezing oecurs, opportunities mist to shape what %vill happen
in schools and classrooms. We often complain that.inandates are not specific
enough; they decree outcomes, but it is unclear how to get there. I however, the 0

:lack of .specificity altows for local definition, which paalcs opportunities for
creation of unique programs targeted at the specific settings.Vandates can take
as manv forms as there are teachers or schools: if the past is any predictor, No
two plans for ,kscgregalion are alike;Alistricts implement P. -94-142 using
widely different strategies; and bilingual, education is implemented in different
ways in different schools

Mandates can be implemented using strategics similar to those.described for
local problem situations and distrietwide implementation. Which of theso

'strategies is chosen hovever, depends on the answers 'to two interrelated
questions:

I. Where is die flexibility for defining what will happen as a result of the
mandate?

2. ,Where will responsibility-for the major design and decision making hie?
The first question recognizes that niandates dictate different kinds of policies

.and activities. A eompeteney testing.mandate may decree that a specific test be
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given to students;n a certain grade, butmot what materials or strategies will be
use& for teaching-A school improvernela mandate may -define-a certain process
to be undertaken, resulting in a concrete plan ior aetion, but not which areas
should be the focus for improvement. A bilingual education mandate may
specify precisely 'Which students nrust receive instruction in their first language,
but notwhakniehow thcy will be taught. None of these mandates may dictate

how the implementation will ocon% who should be involved in its planning and
evalnatiOn, and what strategies.might be used; So although certain .areas arewell
defined,- others arc, left entirel, to .the discretion of local) districts and schools.
Identifying where this flexibility. lics- is a critical first step in designing the
iMplementation for a mandate.

Finding the flexibility is related, to deeiding the neNt question: where doei;
the major: responsibility for implementation reside? Certain mandates 'dearly
dictate:a distrietwide approach, .desegregation, for instance. Here a diStrict.plaii is
required as is-a unified approaeh to the'community. Other mandates allow more
decision making- to reside at. the schoo(level. Forexample, competency testing

,may require districtwide test administratio,n, but thc instructional and curricular
apprcraches taken to ensure student success on. t tests "nay be an individual
school L.eision. Clearly, the resporibility is rarely ei her wholly aethe .chool or

at the district 'kvel. But an important ingmdient in mandate implementation,
perhaps even .more important than for nonmandateS, is designation of who is
responsible for what, andestablislmient of clear lines of Commullication betWeen

the different parties.
The three key cOncepts of curriculum implementationdevelopmental-

ism, participation, and suPpoitcan be helpfUl in dealing oW;ith mandates and

their implications for classroom instruction. Some mandates require a distrid
approach, while others require a school-kevel aPproach, others can be defined
wherever appears appropriate. For exampk, districts with a statewide mandate
foreitizenship-education.might adopt and implement a distrietwide curriculum,
or May leave the arca ki individual schools to develop. Depending on the level at
which the major implementation effort occurs, it is possible, to draw strategies
from the two previous sections': Local Problem Situations and Implementationof
District .Curricula. Sonic of the key eoneepts, however, lend themselves more
appropriately to mandate .situations -than others. -

What is known abdut teacher development can guide how a mandate is
hanclkd in its early stages. Teachers naturally will fed less eomfortable, more
anxious, and need more information about a new program when they have not
participated in thc decision to use it. Special attention must be paid to these early
concerns. As in district implementation, one waY is to bc very clear about what is
involved, that leachjrs arc expected to usc thc program, and that theY will be
given all the moral and physical support they require to do. so. Another way is to
identify the flexibility open at the classroom level and allow for teacher input into
and adaptation of all but the most essential-components. Participation in
molding what is actually to happen in their classrooms will alleviate sonic early

1 4
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anxieties and adequacy -concerns. Again participatioii.often leads to ownership
and successful implementation, so that whereVer teachers can be involved iii
shaping the .new program, or in plaiming the process of implementing it, thc
effoct i more likely to lead.to positive.reSults.

Support is critical to mandates.since teachers rarely "go the eXtra mile- for
something therdid not.elmOk. They can, however, get hooked on something if
it is not iMpractieal to use and it appears ..to influence their srudents positively.
OUr experience is that ownership can be developed'after the fact when,something
is mandated; both teadiers andsupport staff agree that If we can't beat 'em, -join

Ad adequate support is provided to make it all possible (CrandaN and
others, 1981). At. times, the'support may need to take ,unique forms, such as
.providing clerical assistance for paperwork, aeleased time for extra planning or
team meeting, and rewards for participation (course wdit, stipends)..The
combination of adequate support, attention to teacher deviTipinental needs, and
eicar 'and explicit expectations for use of a new, program provides greatest
potential for successful implementation.
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Evaluation
Frederick & Rodgets

rir hroughout the second half of this century there have been a number of
large-seale curriculum,develnpment activities conducted in many coml-
trics with very different socioeconomic and political circumstances. In the

developing, Zountrics, the availability of new educational systems suggested the
need for major curriculuni revisions: In developed Countries, suppnrt for
curriculum change .was fueled by widespread dissatisfaction with existing
edueational progranis and practices. These various movements led directly to
increased activity in the field of curriculum development Pcross The whole
spectrum of problems associated with the arca. Specifically, there was increasing
agreement about thc compelling need to revise instructional materials and
methods of teaching to deal more precisely and effectively with the changing
characteristics of students, the accumulation of new knowledge and ways of '
combining 'content, emerging social issues, the environmental context of
le

'
arning and thc variety of social and personal Practices characterizing contem-.

porary. living. ,, 110. i

Many of the educational critics of the. 50s and 66s.were concerned and
many times opposed to either the nature of the content and its organization or to
bow the content was taught. In many instances critics thought that both content
and instructional approaches needed a radical overhaul. On the basis of thc
concerns of critics and professional educators alike changes in the way the_
curriculum is selectekorganized; imd presented to students have been mil. and

. ;established as parl of 'accepted practice. The establishment of new curriculum
practices has Jed to tbe need to pfovide knowledge of the effects of the revised
practices in helping students acquire thc knowledge and learning experiences
needed to attain the educational goals of the nation.

.

As curriculUm development -activities .expanded, denumd for systematic
research and eValuation of educatibnal programs increased. Greater demands
were made bY funding agencies and eonstimers alike to make available
aCceptable evidence On thc effectiveness of the new. programs for bringing about
Expeetecl_ results. There is A need for better information II) attNing to- the

1 5Rt
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relevance of the new programs to mixt Hie needs. of society and diverse learners,
(2) establishing. the scientific significance and validity of. new iastructional
materials, (3) outlining the extent to which certain teacher and student.bellaviors
are elicited, and (4) certifying the actual outomes resulting from the usc of a
given1 sct of inStructional materials.

Attempts to find answers to specific questions suggested by these four areas
have led curriculum evaluators tn design nmdels of curriculum components and
outline guidelines and methods for generating, collecling, summarizing, and
analyzing data required to arrive at conclusions about key educational questions.
The need to learn more about educational programs as contrasted with learning
more about:students moteachers exclusively has led to thc creation of the field of
curriculum evaluation.

The' Systematic Practice. of Curriculum Evaluation,

_ As resources were maile available for public and private sources to revise,
develop, and implement curriculum materials and activities, there were in-
creased demands for accountability and judgments of value and effectiveuess.

r, The call for mdre systematic evaluation of curriculum activities by funding
agencies and consumers alike began to parallel the growth in currieulum
developmect and implementation that characterized' the Scoro of years between
1960 and 1980.

The..proliferation of educational programs dictated a need for ,data 'and
information that could bc used as evidence to judge the value of the material,s
and suggested teaching methods in relation to expected educational and social
outcomes. Answers were being sought concerning the social and educational
relevanee for different kinds of learners,, worth and validity of content and
rnaterials, impaet of protraths on the behavior patterns of teachers and learners,
and Measured outcomes resulting directly from the use of selected instructional
materials. Accordiqg to Lewy (1977) curriculum evaluation was being asked to
provide specific answers to (or At least some inSight into) the following questions:

Is it worthwhile to devote time to learning the materials included in the
program? . .

Do. the educational materials reflect recent developments and contemporar;
idea-s dominant in a given field .of intellectual or:scientific behavior?

Are the study materials free from obsolete concepts and ide6?
Undcr thc prevailing system of teaching-learning conditions can the new

program be Successfully implemented?
Willthe students master certain skills as a result of the program?
Will the students acquire certain aesired attitudes did values?
Will the teachers acecpt the major tenets and objectives of the program?
Is thenew program air economic,means of obtaining certain desired goals?
What unintended or urtioreseen outcomes may emerge as a result of

utilizing-a given program?
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To that list should be added these questions:
Was there a plan or design for impleincritiiigi&T curriculum program?
Were teachers given the time,aiid. training necessary to understand and

paster the content and major components of the curriculum program?
Were teachers affiirded an opportunity to observe and practice the delivers,

approaches called for in the curriculum program?
To what extent was the curriculum program implemented accordingto.the

design suggested by the developers?
Do user groups require any prerequisite learnings or experiences to-use the

materials effectively?
How compla. and independent is the new curriculuin program as a total

learning experience?
Are there provisions for making changes in the program's design and

implementation or strategics?
It is obvious that the pnrsuit of answers to these questions requires a system

for selecting, collecting, analyzing, summarizing, and making judgments about
relevant data. Some systematic approaches 'or models ustA for evaluating
curriculum programs have evolved and will be discussed later in the chapter.

Curriculum evaluation is concerned with making judgments about educa-
tional materials and practices: Since the range and number of combinatiOn:S.
Possible for cdpeational materials and practices are fiir-reaching, conipkr, and
diverse, it is necessary to'restrict one's thinking to major categories of concerns
that characterize eurriculum development, design, materials, :and implementa-
tion strategies. Given this problem, we must sct thc stage for our converts on
curriculum evaluation by bricfly outlining major categories that 'guide the
curriculum making process. The categories to which I ',refer are prOgrain focus,.
medium of instruction, organization of material, teachiug strategy, classroom
management, and teacher role.

The prograM focus establishes 4,boundaryJoereliited knowledge in a given
field of study'. Some scholars idthe field refer to it as subject matter, a discipline,
Or established knowledge in a,given field. Knowledge accumulated in a particular
field is labeled in ac'corkWith traditionAl areas sue,li as mathematics, biology,-
chemistry, history, geography, and physics. 'lids approach to grouping And
labeling eurriculumoodoes not eliminate the possibility. (!f grouping related
knowledge accord,* to social problems such as inflation, conservation: energy,
democracy:. or recreationi The point to be made here is that program focus is a
way of determining knowledge selecting boundaries and stiature..Curriculuni
evaluation shonld take into account the program focus as oiw basis for selecting
and guiding te approaches.

Thc medium of instruction is primarily concerned vith how the program is
packaged for:delivery. It is concerned with whether the material is in print form,
pictures, flyers, filmstrips, or records, And the types,of equipment required to
present the packaged materials. Presentiv.the medium of instruction is diScussed
in termqbf softwar (format) and hardware (equipment). The medium of
instructiOn plays a c ucial role in the development and delivery of curriculum

1 c
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programs and, accordingly, shapes the nature and approach to curriculum
. evaluation.

Another area of concern for curriculum evaluation is the orgainzation of ,
material. Curriculum materials may be tightly structined mid sequentially
presented to intended users or they may bc thought of as resource Materials to be-.
selected,at the discretion of teachers and students. Materials may be organized to
achieve stated behavioral outcomes determined by the developer, or to aehieve
outcomes determined by users with a number of different purposes in mind.,The
organization of curriculum materials .detennines in -part the approach to .
evaluation.

The teaching strategy suggested in most curriculum materials concentrates
on how the teachers conduct the instructional patterns (interactions with pupils
and interactions of pupils with materials). how to deal with selected content, and
how to determine expected outcomes. Teaching strategies are specific techniques .
teachers employ to foster learning and understanding of content and,.skills. The
nature of teaching strategies involved suggests types of curriculum evaluation
approaches and questions that might he employed.

Clawoom management deals with how the reacher controls the interac-
tions of learners, materials, methods, and schedule olevents. How children are
grouped-according to selected characteristies (needs, abilities., interests, sex, race,

' experie»ce, and so on) and matched with content, skill. and attitude require-
ments is a major concern of classrboin management. Another aspect of
classroom management is the structuring of time and resources for efficient,
effectivef and balanced use for each child. Classroom management helps .set the.
pattern ror curriculum evaluation.

The final area of concern is the role played by the teacher in using tfre

curriculum materials with learners. The role can- vary from interpreting the
developers' instructions, rvisin materials, providing prerequisite skills and
!earnings, motivating students to practice, and assisting students to work
independently. Since the teacher often plays a number of different .roles, the
evaluation approach must be flexible enough to capture the impact of the teacher
in different environmental contexts.

Models and Approaches for Curriculum Evaluation

The literature deals with currieukim evaluation in terms of nuidels, and.
approaches. It is important to`establish the' distinction between models and
approaches when applied to curriculum evaluation. In- a strict sense a model

a deicription of a set of data in terms of a system of symbols, and the manipulation of
the symbols according to the rules .of the system. The resulting transformations are
translated hark into the language of the data and (he relationshipS dis6issed by .the
manipulations are compared with Hi( empirical facts (English and English, 1938, p. 326).

Using this definitiom patterns of curriculum evaluation are not easily
classified as models. Those patterns of curriculum evaluation so classified as
'models focus on selected features of evaluation. highlight unique functiOns, and
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outline procedural pattenis. Nlodels used in curticuluni evaluatithi do not always
reflect discrete alternatives toward. oaluation and are often complementary _to
one andfier. In -fact. different evaluators often shift the focus of particular
evaluation models until they app(!ar to be diffCrent from the stated intent of the
evaluation. model.

There- are three Major models that dominate the field of curriculum
evaluation. These models.call be classified on the basis of their concern with (1)
achievement of desired outcomes. (2) assessment of merit, and (3) decision
making.

°The Achievement of Desired Outcomes N lodel is used primarily to evaluate
the achievement level of individual students and/or groups of students. The
curriculum eyaluator ymplaing this modCl is interested in the extent to which
students are performing in accord with expected behavior. Ilii model seeks to
answer the question: "yliat is the nature of the relationship between educational .
objectives and student achievement?"

The AsSessment of Nlerit lode!. of 1...tirriculum evaluation is primarily
concerned with the examination of the merit of a given entity. The evaluatbr
emplos'ing the \lent Nlodel is interested in determining worth of a giVen entity
according to a standard. This model can.also concern itself with stages in :the
curriculum process wheii certain evaluative questions arc raised. The stages refer
to functions studied at both the formative and summative periods of the
implementation of a curriculum prograin.

The Decision-Making Nlodd of curriculum cs'aluation is primarily con
eerned with future actions based in the evaluation results. This model seeks to
sort out alternatives to assist in decision making. While the three models of
evaluation briefly discussed are the most prevalent iii thy field of curriculum.
they are usually not mutually exclusive when they are .employed. hi practice.
components of each model .may be uombined to get at all the different kinds of
questions a curriculinn evaluatormight be asked to handle.

The ways evaluatOrs combine components of various evaluation models
have created a. number of approaches that arc better suited to deahng with
specific problem areas than woukl be the case. wli,en using any one of tliese three
models.

Approaches to curriculum evaluation are generic patterns of combining
models of evaluation to achieve, specific purposes required,by selected education-
al programs. The use of approaches to curriculum evaluation appears to be better
suited to the kinds of problems curriculum developers have to solve and to The
types of questions that are posed by users and potential users' of edtkcational
materials. According to Stoke. There are nine approaches that can be employed
to conduct educational evaluatiOns. Stoke does not clainitliat all nine approach-
es are mutually exclusive both in terms of elements used or applications
practiced bv evaluators. The nine approaches to which Stoke refers are shown in
Figure 1.'

U.
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ilow to Conduct a Curriculum Evaluation .

Before one can focus a curriculum, evaluation study, the evaluator must
define the primary audiences and identify critical issues. A sccOnd step for the
evaluator is to identify information that is relevant tc each issue.variable and the
best sources for obtaining the necessary information. Ihe third step should focus
on determining how much information should be collected, snmnmrized, and
organized to analyze. A fourth step should involve the selection of appropriate
instruments and procedures for gathering and analyzing required data. The final

step in the sequence im olves interpreting data aud comparing results with
appropriate standards tn support conclusions about value and effectiveness.
Components of the various steps are shown in Figure 2.

Reporting Curriculum Evaluation Results

A major consideration in curriculum evaluation is how the t'esults will be

report! to the user groups. Since different people have different information
.
needs and different tolerance levels for dealing With certain types of material, the
format, style. and technical .aspects of an evaluation report must appeal to its
intended audience. The curriculum evaluator must remember that different
people use a variety of different criteria to judge programs based on the meaning
they derive. from the data as presented. Figure 3 shows somi: of the areas. that
might be considered in reporting curriculum evaluation .results.

Figure 4 shoWs an outline of an ev4uation proposal in terms of the dynamic

processes associated with iMplementation and operation (formative evaluation)
and the observed results of content and activities of the performance of
'participants (summative evaluation). The 'evaluator is responsible for gathering
data in process patterns as suggested by the elements shown .under "process" in
Figure 4: The primary function of the process section of the evaluation is to,
obtain an accurate description of early (levelopment, implementation, and

operation of the project's programs and activities.
The program focus of the evaluation is 'primarily concerned with the

effectiveness of the total curriculum prdgram's effort to promote positive changes
in 'achievement performance. attitudes, behaviors, and instructional respimse
patterns of target populations. Protocbls fin- collecting different kinds of data must

be matched with the various program elements to be studied.. After program data

arc collected, analyzed.. summarized; and formatted for presentation, the
different intended andienees should be able to decide the worth, effectiveness
(cost and achieyement 'performance). and reisions required of a eurriculum

program.
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Figure 1. Nine Approaches to Educational Evaluation*

Approach Purpose Key,
Elements

Purview Protago- Cases,
Empha- nists Examples

sized

Risks Payoffs

Student
Gain by
Testing

to measure goal state-
student ments; test-
perform- score anal-
ance and ysis; dis-
progress crepancy

between
goal and
actualitY"

Education-
-al psychol-
ogists

Ralph Tyler oiSteele
Ben Bloom Womer
Jim Lindvall-

Popham Cox
Mal Provus Husen

oVorsimpli-
fy educ'l
aims; ig-
nore pro-
cesses

emphasize,
ascertain
student
progress

Institutional to review committee
Self-Study and ino work; star',
bY Staff crease staff dards set

'

effective-
ess

by staff;
ri discussion;

profession-
alism

Professors, National Boersma-
teachers

0
Study of Plawecki
School Knoll-
Evaluation Brown
Dressel Carpenter

alienate increase
some staff; . state
ignore val- awareness,
ues of out- sense of .

.siders responsibil-
ities

Blue-Ribbon
Panel

to resolve
crises and
preserve
the institu-
tion

prestigious Leading
panel; the citizens
visit; re-
view of ex-
isting data
& docu-
ments

James Flexner
Conant Havighurst

Clrk Kerr .House et
David al.

Henry Plowden

1 5 d

postpone gather best
action; insights;
over-rely judgment
on intuition
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Transaction- to provide educational Client, au- Lou Smith Macdonald over-rely produce
Observation under- issues; dience . Par lett- Smith-Poh- on subjec- broad pic-

standing of classroom Hamilton land tive per- ture of pro-
activities observe- Bob Rip- Par lett ceptions; gram; see
and values tion; case pey Lundgren ignore ' conflict in

studies; Bob Stake . .-
1 causes values

,

pluralism .,

Wa rie- to increase lists of op- Managers, Leon Les- Kraft over-value feedback
rnent Analy- rationality tions; esti- economists singer Doughty- efficiency; for decision
sis in day to mates; Dan Stuf- Stakenas undervalue making

. .

day deci- ' feedback - flebeam Hemphill implicits
eions loops; Mary Alkin

\
costs; effi- Alan
ciency , Thomas .P r-

instructional to generate controlled Experimen- Lee Cron- Anderson, artificial new princi- c
Research 2 explana- conditions, talists bach R. conditions; ples of z

tions and multivariate Julian Pella ignore the teaching M

tactics of analysis; Stanley Zdep- humanistic and materi-
instruction bases for Don Camp- Joyce al develop-

generalize- bell Taba ment
tion

Social Policy to aid de- measures Sociolo- James Coleman neglect of social q
a-r-

Analysis velopment of social gists Coleman Jencks educational choices, c
).

of institu- conditions David Levitan issues, de- constraints
tional poli- and admin- Cohen Trankell tails clarified oz
cies istrative int- Carol

plementa- Weiss
lion Mosteller-

. Moyni-
han

1.-5--.1



Goal-Free to assess ignore pro- Consum- Michael House- over-value

Evaluation effects of ponent ers, ac- Scriven Hogben documents
program claims, fol-

low check-.
list

countants & record .

keeping

Adversary to resolve opposing Expert, ju- Tom Owens personalis-

Evaluation a two-op-
tion choice

advocates,
cross-ex-

-ristic Owens
Murray .

Stake-
Gjerde

tic, superfi-
cial, time-

amination,
the jury

Levine
, Bob Wolf

Reinhard bound

,

data on ef-
fect with lit-
tie co-op-
tion

t >z
info. impact
good;
claims put
to test

Of course these descriptive tags are greatly over-simplified. The approaches overlap. Different proponents and r.
different users have different styles. Each protagonist recognizes one approach is not idealfor all purposes. Any one
study may include several approaches. The grid is intended only to show some typical, gross differences among ci

contemporary evaluation actiVities.
0 mn

. ti)
0
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Figure 2. Steps In CondUcting a Curriculum Evaluation

Steps
1. Identifying Primary

Audiences

Things to Consider

2. Identifying Critical Is,
sues "243

Program Sponsors; Program Managers
and Administrators; Program Participants;
Program or Product Consumers; Content
Specialists; Lay Citizens; PoliticianS; Law-

akers
comes (Expected and Unexpected);
cesses;Costs (Resource and Opportu-

nity); Consequences-, Justifications; Estab-
lishing Standards

3. Identifying Data People (Teachers, Students, Parents, De-
Sources velopers, etc.); Existing Documents; Avail-

able Records (Dynamic and Static); Relat-
ed Evaluation Research Studies; Competi-
torts

4, Identifying Techniqueg Standardized Tests; Informal. Tests; Sam-
for Collecting Data ples Of Student Work; Interviews; Scales

(Rating and Attitude); Historical Inquiry;
Observation Schedules; 'Participant Obser-'
vations; Checklists (Student and Teacher);
Behavior Analysis; Anecdotal Records; In-
teraction Analysis; Utilization of Biographic
Data

(5. Identifying Techniques Statements by Selected People (Program
for Establishing Stan- Personnel, Content Experts, Scholars and

, dards Opinion Makers); Reports/Reêommenda-
tions by Boards, Commissions, or Other
Study Groups; Statements by Regulatory
Agencies; Survey of Social Valyes

6. Identifying Techniques Content Analysis; Statistics; Graphic Inter-
for Data Analysis pretations; Value Comparisons; Logib

FigUre 3. Components of CurricLAum Evaluation Reporting ,

TypesO! Reports

Modes of Display

Written; Oral; Progress Reports; Final Reports;
Summary Reports; General; Specific; Technical;
Nontechnicel; Descriptive Only; Graphic Only;
Evaluative and Judgmental; List of Recommen-
dations

Case Studies; Portrayals; Graphs and Charts;
Test Score Summarizations; Scenarios; (hies-
tions/Answers; Dialogues/Testimonies; Multime-
dia Representations; Product Display; Simula-
tions



Figure 4. Focus domponents of Evaluation Plan

Process Program

Developmental Administrative Objeatives ActMties Performance Attitude Change

A. Needs as-
sessment

B. Curriculum
program de-
sign

C. Irfiblementa-
tion design
an'd strate-
gies

D. Participant in-
volvement,

,

A. Existing. ad-
ministrative
organization
and proce-
düres

B. Organize-
. tional struc-

ture and ad-
ministrative
procedures
required by
new pro-
grams

C. Design and
operation of
program
management

'approach
D. Design and

,operation of
communica-
tion pattern

A. Process

B. Content

-.

C. Attitude

7

A. Student

v

B. Staff

C. Administra-
tors

.

D. Parents
.,

A. Stbdent
achievement .

B. Staff develop-
ment

.

C. Communica-
tion
,

D. Management
,

A. Students,

B. Staff

C. School per-
sonnel

D. Community
members
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Chapter 12,

Curriculum
as a
Field of Practice
Elizabeth Valiance \

. .

othin mg about curriculu is simPle. Indeed. it is not even clear what we
Mean by "the curriculum": is it 'a course of study? a aocument? an
academic discipline of :its own? What are. "curriculists," anywa;,', `and

how do they contribute to the enterprise UT schooling? And what intellectual and
practicarskills do curriculists most need in order to .do their jobs Well? The
questions :are fairly basic, and they demand a resPcmse by each succeeding
generation of curriculum professionals; they underlie each of the chapters of this
Yearbook, with greater or lesser degrees of emphasis. :

It is curiously rtassuring that the questions cannot be addressed simply.
While the- answers proposed here accumulate in a rich tapestry of related
viewpoihts and arguments, they do not present a simple set of instructions on
ho w. to do curriculum. TherZ- are numerous conimon threads and they define a
refreihingly coherent overall approach to understarKling curriculum.problems;
but the answers offered to the bark qnestions.are perhaps most interesting for the
diversity Of theoretical and practical viewpoints they represent. It is in this very
diversity that the real richness of the curriculum discipline may lie. Ceitainly it is,
this diversity thaLhas attracted such a wide spectrum of scholars and practitioners
to accept. 'cXplicitly or by implication, the frustratingly vague label of curriculist.
Curriculum as a field of study demands complex responses to cauplicated
problems, and onl, gradually and occasionally doesrthe disciplinetook as though
it offels any kthd of consensus on how to deal with its practical problems.. This
YLrbook is an effort to marshall some illuminating and 'useful responses to
specific basic questions about the curriculum and to presenttheni as guides to
prdetice. As suet' it necesSarily presents a slice of the curriculum field itself and

offers it to public scrutiny.
.

While many of the interesting questions facing curriculists arc too complcx
and . subtle for simpfe formulas, they can be approached intdligently and
systematically; .anckthey are amenable to proctuctive ddiberation. This Yearbook
atterripts to define some.of the boundäries of such discussions, and iti the process
to i'dentify in a modern 'context those problems that have vexed cklutators fOr
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Centikries. In the cud, this practical art---Land its productsis in the I6nds t;f its
practitioliers. Regardless of His; rules and prescriptions handed across in a4.,
boa, those., who work. With mid shape the forms the curriculum -takes--:-
curriculum developers, textbook authors, curriculum committees, school
-boards, and teachers (to name a few will create it. They wilil lo so whether or
n'-= ot a Yearbook such as this exists; they have obviously done it w 1 great gusto up

to now. But a guicte to practice should at least help curriculum workers to phrase

, their questions well, to ask them of the right people, to .kinm what bas:kground is
Pertineut to their own situations, to bc sensitive to.the intellectual .and political
forces claiming legitimacy in their treJisions; andrto make curriculum decisions-
grounded in.practical reasaning.

Curriculum problems are commOnly thought to ha'e Imth theoretical and
practical components and mueli'ado is ako made; about the alleged split between
theory .and practice in the dialogues and eoncerns of profes'sional curriculum
workers. It is revealing th,at this Yearbook; explaly-epncerned with:providing
practical answers to very practical questions hav.ing- to'do with tlie design,
.development, implementation, and evaluation of curricula, regularly demon-
strateg the :importance of model-makiug and theorizing Mathis practical. aret..
Viitually every chapter.attacks itS appointed problem.by first sketching at least a
'simple model describing: the defingions and bounda'ries of the:concept"; it is

treating; chapter- after chapter acknAledges, implicitly at least, the importance
of distinctions.that might well be considered "theoretical" in naturedistinc-
tions`between content and form, societal and other Sources of objectives, and
betveen varying conceptions of "curriculum." The very task of thinking clearly
about cufriculum 'Problems seems to demand.iN4 a methodical analysis of the
concept of'"eurriculum" and a mapping of its salient components in the contrAt ..

Ahalid. That the breakdowns Of the concept offered in the various chapteryhere
db not preeisely parallel one anbtkr is less .importunt .than that they a)
cuMulatiyely form a clear picture of the basic questions in curriultun-niaking.

Consider 13i-icily th6 various distinctions and descriptivt; models that the
various ehapters offer us. Beauchamp acknowledges three meanings of "curricu- .'
lum" and identifies four "le% els' of curriculum plaiming. Iiiruli identifies three
levels of political influence (;. the curriculum, levels later reflected in Loucks'
and Liebernurn's analysis.of curriculum implemenntion. Tyler and Brandt cite
5evi:ral sources' of curriculum goals and objectives and three types of gOals.üSeful

.

to- schools. Smith discusses several different ways ill which the content of a
- , \

culture c0 be conceptualized in term.s accessible to inclusion in a curriculum.
.. Cow and' Casey identify four "types" or functions of learning activities tO be

deriyed from available contelit in ii.ccordame with tlie goals of the 'curriculum..
,.

. Major QuestiOns andCOmmon Threads

-Our examination of the curriculum ,developnient process has addressed.-a
number of questions, both explicitly and The questions addressed
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explicitly in. Mir chapters at questions esswitial to Curriculum development:
curriculum development ciinnot proceed without at least tacit responses to them.
Thus. an individual' engagefi in buikling a cturieulum,at any ,level must either
address these quegrions direetly or be-prepared to face the charge that the
resulting curriculum euibirdics responses to them. intended or not. -Any
curriculum necessarily reflects a position on these basic questions.

What ideologies, them ics, or philosopines are we communicating
delibqately or notin our dialogues aboutCurriculum problems? !low do we
know? What Constraints do these vidues place on our deliberation's?,

What p6litical .forces arc most pertinent to this curriculum project, and
thow 'does this political conte.ra shape our priorities and our decisions?

What are our in:nor goak where do they fall on a socialization-individual
development continuum, and bow do.-we know these goals are Ihe most
appropriate?

In what-terms do we define our ed nditional -needs- and on what basis do
we assess th: njiportance of different needs?

jir what terms do e describe' the content of the curriculiim ieoncepts? .

salues? goals? r, and on what -basis do we *organize it?
What is the role of planned 'learning activities" in our curriculum, and

what is their relationship to students, to subject matter, and,to purpose?
At what levels will the curriculum be implemented. and what hi.skirkal

and political realities will foster and ecumber the imPlemcntation process?
Ohat. ultimately, is the purpose of evaluation and how can .we know how

best tousc it? What can evaluation tell us in addition to addressing the explicit
qwtions on which the currieulum4as based?

Some commonalities underlie the various points of view on the curriculum
reflected in these chapters. 5ix in .particillar stand out:

I. -The field of curriculum practice is broad and 'innbraces all Those
whose wor..k allows them to influence the content, form, flul impact of learning
prograpis. This includes administrators, curriculum developers, writers, .teach-
ers. managers, an5Lothers.

2. Curriculum practitioners operate.within a set of regular and identifiable
conStraints which shak tricir decisions and their aetions: constraints arc

imposed by tile subject-matter disciplines; tlie practical climate. fiscal limita-
tions, existing mandate§, tihfc, and local and cUltural understandingS of the role
o bfhliuhotil in soeidy. 'Sonic coustraMts s;illebe more salient than others in
some situations. tione ciin be ignored.

3. Though the school curriculum is usuall our focus', it cannot be
considered outside the.total context of the family. mminunity, work roles,. and
other, educative forces that shape a Link!.

4. There arc mnischool *curricula equally needing systematic attention
tlmc curricula of industrial training *grains. lifelong..learniii`g programs.
community centels, trade unions, and others.

5. EverY practitioner involved in curricidum development faces a ,fairly
rcguliii set' of decision points involving easily identifiable groups: deliberations
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witIi state boaids, lcgislattncs, dhtriet adminktrators, buikling principals. par-
ents, teachers, and students all result-in lc% ck of decisions essential to continued
progress.

6. There is a commonly accepted orderly sequence to be followed in
construcling a curriculum. Latch thc equence refers to the importance of
evaluation in lerms of goals and is, embodied in the *much-overworked "Tyler
rationalC.goal identification/seleetion of learning eximiencys/sequencing of
samckvaluatiow. In future generations 'it may be different. But the field if
curriculum accepts a basic grammar that its practitio.ters and students arc
expected to have mastered: They have, and tins book uses it.

Mese commonalities arc partialb cmbodic:d ii the established set- of
"curriculum knowledge- that is aailable to us in the .works of Tyler, Schwab,
Huebner. and others. The set of logical steps outlined in Ralph. Tyler's famous
syllabus i1930) over three decades.ago has been embraced, questioned,
tied.. made the basis of an educational movement. and revisionistieally c_sam-
inedbut the% arc still with us, more or less intact. Schwab's (1969, 1971. 1973)
principles for understanding cUiriculum work as a practical art. and kis
principles of,deliberation aild of sensitivity to the commonplaces of curricular
issucs, arc basic to most of our thinking. I luebner's (1966) important wojk
placing curriculum questiom into conflicting but concurrent value systems has
remained with many of us a reminder of the many practical (limensions of any
curricular decision. Eisner and ValIance 11974) offer a kind of map of live
alternative ways of conceptualizing the important questions- in the curriculum
field.

The ultimate value of these conceptual anab.scs. however. is in the extent
to which they inform and improve upwi practice. This test is rendered especiall?'
difficult by the fact that the practical, world of curriculum-making is itself-7--
complex, shifting, and rarely takes the same form twice. No simple rules,
models, or deliberative techniques can easily be applied to all curricular
situations with anything like the same. result& 1 tic problems of selecting
textbooks Yary from community to community, and from year to year; the needs
of third graders iii Detroit are not the sainc.as the needs of third graders iii Austin;
the curricular problems faced by planners of a vocational continuing education
program in industry arc not the same as thoe of a building principal in a rural

.elementary school.. That much scents obvious, and it means that any book
claiMing to address recurring curriculum decisions must seek the generic and
most conunOn kinds Of problems addreSsed by all curriculists; it must attempt to
provide Jules applicable- to this wide variety Of contexts.

Thcre is 'also a secondrank of questions appropriate to any currieulum
making endeavor but only tangentially addressed here. These arc questifmts that
are.addressed almost by default in real curricular situations but that rarely asstnne
a sufficiently tidy form to invite chapter headings. These second-rank questions
'raise themselves 'in the process of practical curriculum work, and they will
influence our approach to the .more directly practical questions.

One such question is: -To what extent isiit possible' to be systematic in
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do eloping a curriculuni7" %lam standard curricullim texts describe the curl:len-
lunt°development prowess as logical step-bs -step procedure. .VeursorY reading
of some of the chapters might suggest that the goals of the curriculum, derived in
'part from a ssstematic needs assessment, may be applied to the accepted body of
coment in a way that results in specific learning activities: needs assessments can
clarify our goals, ss hich in turn will tell us how to select among the learning
densities available to us for teaching the content in its various forms. 1111 fact, of
course, the process rs.nescr so simple. And the logical steps implied by each of
these chapters become significantly muddled Mien we add the context dernands
of philosophy and politics. Them.. can confuse the best-laid plans, and the
confusion demands resolution before the curriculum can bc implemented.

I:hus. does goals identit..ica..on Akins precede the' definition of learning
activities7 Is format decided when learning activities are selected, or before, or
sometimes after'. What role dovs needs assessment actually play in the identilica-
to)11 of go.ik or of the "culture eontent" of the curriculum? The answers to these
questions Inas var with each sitution. bui the curriculum developers will at
least tacitl address them as they determine how and when to answer the explicit
and unasoidable questions.

Also t pla in m curriculum decision-making situation is the developers'
tacit understanding of ss hether "curriculum" is primarik a hod s. of content or a.
logical stratOre and process: What is the curriculum. aod which aspects of it are
we .c intent on shaping in the course of our delibcrations7 Several chapters
si .,r the qiiestion, and several incorporate it 'into other arguments. On the
w hole, their answer is "both": the curriculum is both a body. of content nd a
ssstematic organization of its specific forms. The problems of curricidum-
making arc both of selecting the right content iind of presenting it in a fashion
accessible to -,tkidents. "Hie problems arc of both subMance and fprin, tImugh one
or the other aspect may predominate at various stages in the curriculum-inaking
process. Thus, for example, parents. the public, . special interest groups, and
others Inas: bt especialk concerned with the content of what is taught in school
and ina phrase dicir argument:, in those terms.4 Arguments for consuMer
education, %ocational education, drug abuse education. "equal time" for
creationist theories, and the like tend to emphasize the content that is to be
communicated hi these curricula. Others in -the dialogue may be more
concerned with the process or attitude by which knowledge is conveyed to
studentsconcerns with "discovery learning," "mastery learning," "contract
learning." and "lifelong learning" stress the kind of i:n:olvement offered to
students rather than the specific material they will address. . .

The confusion betWeen content and structure emerges at several. levels of
discussion in curriculum making. Sonic of the. decision points identified focus
on content questions. others pertain inyre to structure. and the emphasis.
necessarily shifts in the course of developing a complete curriculum. This
Yearbook accommodates the shifts without explicitly addressing them: any
practitioner will need to address the distinction and resolve it periodically. .

Finally, sonic assumptions are incorporated into the Present model of

,
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Curriculum development. and it is appropriate for currieuhsts to test the validity
of these assumptions against their Own situations. For example, the model
presented here prFsumes that the planned-for goals'of a curriculum, as its most
important outcomes, 'are those most deserving of evaluation and revision. Little
_has been said of the unintended hut regular conseqiidices of schooling such as
political socialization, obedience training, value formation, and the like. ilie
developer may well asi whether this assumption of the centrality of planned-for
and measurable objectives is wai ranted in any given situationor whether long-'
term 'emerging effects such as students' remembered images of schooling or the
community's pride ill a program might be as important. A second assumption

..inviting questioning is that curriculum clevelopments skills can somehow be
separated from teacher training programs and dealt with as a set of problems in
then-own right. The qtestioii w ill be laml separatelY in each situation: are the
curricular problems,at iiind problems that can be solved by curriculists not based
in classrooms, or is tie implementation process so central that instructional
principles and the tc.,tcher's role are as critical' as the other relatively clear
decision points treate I here? Is it. justifiable to assume that roughly the Nqine
curriculum des elopm lit skills are required of allpersons involved in the process,
or will some individuals' rolcs require broader or more intensive training?

One other assumption embodied in this Yearbook is, of course, the upbeat
belief that educators are to some eNtent free to analyze and revise what is taught
in _school and elsewhere. Obviously we are, to sonic extent. But it is worth
wondering just how much of our effort to do what this Yearbook claink to help
us do is limited by 'circumstances; addressing this implicit question should help
us to appreciate the real possibilities and limits of our jask and to gear our efforts
realkticallv ss ithin that framework. -

Curriculum as a Field of Practice

The curriculum liekl is bv no means clear; as a discipline of study and as a
field of practice, "curriculuni lacks clean boundaries, and despite the tidy titles
defining the concerns in each of the chapters, muddy issues remain. These issues
are different from the direct practical "questions- already cited. 'Me issues arc
dilemmas, and while they are periodically addressed by curriculum theorist, and
other reflective types, they do hot demand resolution in every practical situation.
They can be ignored, but they never completely disappear. Most of us live with
them an a 'kind of peaceable truce. They merit at kast a quick sketch..

One enduring issue in the field of curriculum refers to the ever-present
possibility that in-developing and impleinenting a curriculum we are also doing a
lot of other things. That is, we may be creating a kind of hidden curriculum that
teaches rules and principles of social and political eonduct but whoseoutcomes
we neither anticipated nor sought to measure. In Many cases we can't know this
for sonic time, if ever. Brit it is likely that we are having an effect on classroom
atmosphere:. on community feelings toward education, on students' feefings
toward their-scho6I and toward learning in general, on teacher morale, and the
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like. A substz;,nhal cultic:01m 'change ina 'well color the images of schoohng
that students cariy with them into adulthood, and these images may subtly enter
the mainstream of American culture without OW having realized it, certainly
w about our baying planned 'for it. it seems prudent to_ be sensitive to these
penpheral effects of curriculum change and to our ethical responsibihty for

them, though we mn n. be quite unable to control them. The issueof how
inuch we can influeuce education through influences on the curricuhimis an
ethical one and an important one. We can, hope that through thoughtful and
deliberative expuriena with curriculum devehipment, over tiiiic. WC can cpme
to better understand such subtleties.

A related. issue is the question of which parts of the curriculum really are
susceptibk to change.: by deliberate action. hi principle, of course, since
curriculum is an artifact like many others, it call iv_ wholly revised by direct
effort. in fact, however,, portions of it have become so ensconced in tradition that
the curriculum as a whole. may be only variously susceptible to change
.depending on w hich portion we arc considering. This Yearbook presumes that
anything in the curriculum, from goals to evaluation criteria, is subject to
revision, in real life these May operate only as trade-offs against each other.

possibilities and limitations of curriculum change arc defined in part by the
broader role of the .school in sOciety. and by the curriculum's role within the
school.. The enduring issues in the field of curriculum as a practical art,are
shaped in large part by these relationships: the eurriculuni in American schools.

has Hever 1ct been used as .a tool ibr deliberately overthrowing established
inajority tradition. Schooling and learning have since' colonial times been
directed toward the development and maintenance of the 1R'icial structures that

had created the country: the family, the small commtivity, the coherence of the

dominant culture. 'nips. Ade the curriculum has been employed to -Ameri-
canize" immigrants and to instill traditional American values in generations of
school children (and has seemed to perform these functions extremely effective-

ly% it has not generally been the tool of revolution and dramatic change (though

Paulo Freire's work may change this). Sonic reformersDewey and Rugg, to

name twohave afgued the need to revise tlic curriculiam so as to teach political

values not i.:urrentl in vogue among most educators, but on the whole tlw
curriculum seems to have played a relatively conservative role.

This apparent- commitment to the transmission of culture has placed the
school squarery in the` role of socializing agent, a role it must steadily balance
with the gtials of individual- growth and development which it so explicitly
fosters. The balance between socialization and individual growth is fairly even,

neither has ever fully overridden the othcr, and it seems safe to say that no

subStantial curriculum change is likely to occur that espouses either at' the
expense of the other. ;Ihus, any currieplum development effort must take
account of this traditional role, and either overtly uphold it or try to revise. it.
Curriculum development is necessarily constrained by the school's political,
social, °and ethical commitments to the society that supports. it. It iA this fact more

than any others that irrefutably defines curriculummaking as a practical art and

',fr.
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demands the application ot [animal deliberative skills. Cuhiculum change is
always something of bootstrap operation; the extent to which ny specific
situation limits or liberates its change agents is a question to be ackiwwledged in
the application for an% curriculum development skills.

the content-onena view i the curriculum would hold that underlying all
curricular problems is that of selecting the .appropriate culture content, the
qucAun . with which curriculum deyelopment begins and ends. We ask "What
know lcdg is ot most w orth7" sc eral tunes in each generation. 'Ilie.question
shapes the way we seek to identify our goals, it shapes our goals themselves_ and
the debates it provokes are fundamental to educators' deliberationsatll levels
and in all eras. Anv given curricillum,, whether structured around content or
around method, obviously embOdies sonic responses to the question:. every
curriculum at some point attempts to teach x and V. devotes.a chapter to a and
none to b. applies the liewest teaching to C ontcnt and not to d.
curriculum --the curriculum develOpersselect from the realm ofthe possible.

curriculum presciited to children as a result of these deliberations embodies
ansyvers to the question. The creatioh of a curriculum tacitly acknowledges that
yet another answer has 1;cen provided to yet another generation of students!. An
acknowledgment that the answers are always temporary, however, may enable
curriculum developers to address tlie issue with sonic humility aud in a historkal
context that sees its own limitations. "What knowledge is of most worth?" is an
issue unresolved by this Yearbook or by any other: a set of mechanisms for getting
at an answer, however, has been provided in some of the chapters.

The unknowns facing the curriculum field seeiii sometimes reassuringly
stable. The identification of ,parfs of the t urrieulum that are susceptible to
change; the working out of.an acceptablelelationship among theory, research,
and practice: the identification of the boundaries describing what curriculum
change really affects besides theicurriculum itself; the constraints and possibilities
imposed by the enduring function of the school as socializer and as liberator; the
perpetual need to determine What students need to knowall arc issues that can
be traced back through generations. In a sense we are dealing with little that is .
new, vet in another sense we are addressing standard problems with new and
eYolving practical skills that w-cre not available to our forebears.

Implications for the Training of Curriculum Practitioners

Curriculum practitioners are a diverse group. They include teachers (those
ultimate curriculum implementers), conimercial and district curriculum deVel-
operS, superintendents, community education directors, directorsof curriculum,
building principals, textbook writers and. editors, directors of education in a
variety of settings other than K-12 schools, and college professors attempting to
train all of the above. All these individuals, and -others, have direct and
observable impacts on what is taught in school; it is they who distill from the
surrounding culture the goals of schooling and attemptto communicate them

1
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Through a program of studs 1 hrough .Their efforts dies attempt to answer the
unasbidable questions identified earlier in this cliapter, and throughout this
Yearbook.

, But a Yearbook alone cannot educate eurriculists, and it cannot train
educators of w idek. arving backgrounds to share a common view. We Inas well
wonder, then. what the implications of this Yearbook and its practical approach
to eurrice'ain development are for the long-term training of practitioners. What

trainini is of most worth to the curriculum practitioner. and w hat does this
Yearbobk suggest for the curriculum of curriculists7

There would seem to be three common requirements among curriculists in-
their training. as reflected and expressed in chapters of this Yearbook. There is.

first, .1 clear need for some how-to-do-it skills apd rules of the . ort proposcd in

several of these chapters, and there is especially a requi lent for a in. ans of
integrating these various skills into a coherent body .practical knowledge. \ lost

of ii ito' framed in sonic of the skills outlin icre; fen have covered all of them.
Secondmd in order to make 'this npilation of knowledge useful, there is a
requirement for developing id coneciptual grasp of the regular Yariables, of

the philosophical a lents behind .a given curriculum or propos..:', for

curriculum cliAn-gc. and of the various configurations that curriculum change
can take-A-Ilia curriculum development is a practical art does llot mean the

de riper can successfully muddle through without sonic broader sense of the

--context in which he/she. operates. Sonic grasp on conceptual analysis seems
essential. And third, it seems not tautological to say that curriculum developers
require esperfena,..ilie,exPerience might take the form of full-time iminersion
or onk peripheral ins olvement in a curriculum project. hi either case it seems
imperative for the curriculum developer to acquire,a fund of experience that will.-
e»rich the meaning of the various principles and theoretical constructs gleaned
from Yearbooks Such as this and from other formalized curricula for curriculists.

The task of providing even the rudiments of such a common education to
curriculists is tremendous, for though we work together on common problems in
our sarious curriculum de.elopment projects, there is almost nothing that our
sarious backgrounds hold in cmnmon as a starter. \ lanv of us are trained as
teachers, which may be our single most common denominator; it is not.

however, universally shared. Curriculists come from many direCtions; teaching
as well as scholarship in the disCiplines; school settings as well as industrial, post-

secondan and. conn»unitv settings; and practical as well as research orienta-
tions. I low can professionals from these diverse backgrounds ensure that thC
Common language they share as eurrieulists is truly common? I low can the
requirements for practical skills, yonceptual clarity, and experience 1)e Uurtured
in professionals from different fields who must come together-in curriculum
projects?

The usual sources of the three basic requirements identified above are
familiar; we' provide practical skills in the -methods" courses offered by schools of
education; we attempt to foster concepttial clarity through courses cn philosophy
and research methods; rich experiedec comes in the sink-or.-swini quality of most,
of our jobs, and it is intensive and effectual. Those not trained in traditiOnal
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"education- protessions,, how es er, ssill pc.rforce miss the first ttlic methods
course), and nia well miss the seemid unless their "other-,disciplines empha-
sized conceptual rigor. And there are sonic professional eurriculists well trained
in research who have little or no experience in' curriculum development itself.
The training commonly available to us in schools of education (toes not
guarantee trlat we will all possess the essential tools.

While there arc no guarantees, it seems reasonable to suggest that the
lessOns offered by this Yeaibook encourage and reward various different kinds of
backgrounds. '1'he practical skills covered in the Yearbook are in a sense generic:

needs assessment and gtials selection arc hardly unique to curriculum, nor are
problems of organization and formatting, nor are tlw trials of implementing
approv-cd changes. We encounter similar problems in selecting o,rganizational
goals, in preparing grant proposals and final reports, in accepting any new
organizational responsibilities, identifying purpose and organizing materials
around it mav be ward to curriculum development but it is scarcely peculiar to
it: any good research or writing project demands the same talents, and most
decisions to spend money imply some sense of organizational purpose and.
.priority. BeC,I Ilse Curricular questions are o highly charged with notions of
community purpose and cultural transmission, curriculum implementation
takes on a coloration that is intense and sensitive; the implementation of most
new projects, however--from downtown redevelopment to wholesale shifts in
political party powerrequire many of the same practical skills as curriculum
development. Needs assessments, sensitivity to philosophical and political bases,
selecting and sequencing of major content materials, evaluation, reassessment--
the same skills are called upon, though they take different .forms.

Likewise, the conceptual skills of analysis, identification of context, and
intellectual rigor are ,available in a number of backgrounds. Many 'of the
traditional "disciplines- require these skills of their students; good writing
requires them; so does good editing; so does effective inanagennt, at manv
levels. And the experience elevant to curriculuni development may be available
in a variety of settings besi es those typically considered curricularresearch
projects, staff training, and rogram administration in manv areas may afford
opportunities for acquirin Aperienees in decision making and program plan-
ning essential to curriculu it planning per se.

None of which is to argue that the education of curriculists can effectively
be conducted piecemeal or thatgood curriculists can conic from simply
anywhere. But it does suggest that the components of good training in
curriculum may be available both in and outside selmols of.education, and that
the educators of curriculistsincluding the curriculists themselvesare .well
advised to capitalize on this.

A Yearbook such as this one can provide a compendium of the major
decisions to be made; it call suggest the major variables in these decisionpuints
and provide Some techniques' for assessing them. The real training of currieulists,
however, must come intheir respective professions, witli practical and conceptu-
al skills developed in a variety of deliberative situations and honed in the peculiar
contextS of developing educational programs for others,
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Nprth Dakota: RK:HARD B.. WARNER, Public Schools, Fargo; GLENN N1ELVEY,

Public .Schools, Fargo

Ohio: RONALD HIBBAitD, Summit County 3oard of Education,. Akron; Roma
L. BENNETI', Public -Schools, Gahanna;\ EUGENE GLICK (retired), Public
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Schqols, Medina, I'll I lonmAN, Public Schools, Avon Lake; AR.THUR

WOHLERS, Ohio State Universih Columbus
Oklahoma: JERRY NI. HILL Central State University, I',..dInond; JAMES RoBEIM,
Pubhc Schools, Lawton; NELDA TERM, Pubhc Schools, Oklahoma City
Oregon: .Tom LINDERSMITH. Public. Schools. Lake Oswego; JEAN FERGUSON,
West Oregon State College, Moninbuth; REA JANES, Public Schools, Portland

Pennsylvania: ROBERT F. Nici1.1, IR., The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park; DAvin CAMPBELL, State Department of Education, I larrisburg;
ROBERT FLYNN , Public Schools, Lemoyne; ANTHONY LABRIOLA. Public Schools,
McVeytosn; THERESE T. WAErER,. Public Schools, Edinboro; JEANNE
ZIMMERMAN yetiredL Public Schools, Lancaster

Puerto Rico: ,RAMON NI. BARQuiN, American. Nlilitary Academy, Guaynabo;
'RAMON CLAUDIO, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras

Rhode Island: JAMES TURLEY, Rhode Island College, Providence; Gm'
DiBiAsio, Public Schools, Cranston
South Carolina: CEICLE HEVER, Public Schools, Greenville; LDIE JENSEN,
Public Schools, Irmo:CECIL WARD, Public Schools, Florence

,

Sopth Dakota: JOHN BONAIUTO, Public-Schools, Brookings; JANET JONES, Public

'Schools, ,N1a7tin

Tennessee: NIARSHALL C. PERRITr:,PtIblie Schook Nlemphis; JOHN LOVELL',
The University of Tennessee,- Knoxville; MARGARET PHELPS, Tennessee Tech

, University, Cookeville

Texas: ANN I,. JENSEN, Public Schools, Garland; ROBEIU ANDERSON, Texas
Teeh University, Lubbock; WAYNE BERRYMAN, Region VII Education Service
Lenter. Kilgore; CAROL KUYKENDALL, Public Schools, I louston; DEWEY MAYS,

Pubhc Schools, Fort -Worth
Utah: Jo ANN .SEGHINI, Public Schools, Sandy; CORRINE P. I hiLl., Public

Schools, Salt Lake City
Vermont: LARNED KE'rCHAM, Public Schools, Charlotte; GEORGE FULLER,
Public Schools, Orleans
Virgin Islands: NIAVIS BRADY, State Departnient of Education, St. Thomas;
LINDA CREQUE, Sibley Public Schools, St. Thomas
Virginia: EVELYN P. BICKHAM, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg; CLARK 1)013-
SON, George, Mason University, Fairfax; DELORES GREENE, Public Schools,
Richmond; NANCY VANCE, State Department of Education, Richmond.

'ashington: BOB VALIANT, Public Schools, Kennewick; JOE FLEMING, Educa-
tion Service District 114, Port Townsend; MONICA SCHMIDT, Dep-artment of
PUblic 'Instruction, Tumwater
Wgist Virginia: ,JOYCE CLARK WAUGH, University of West Virginia, Institute;
HELEN SAUNDERS, .State Department of Education, Charleston

Wisconsin: JOHN KOEHN, Public Schools, Oconomowoc; ARNOLD NI. CHAN-
DLER, State Department of Public Instruction, Madison; ROLAND /. CROSS,
Public Schools, Oregon
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Wyoming: ALAN G. WIVELER, State Dcpartnwnt of Education, Cheyenne;
DONNA CONNOR, University of Wyoming, Rawlins
International Units: ,

Germany: Russ Finn:, Mainz American Elementary Setiool

GI

-
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ASCD Review
Council

Chair DELAlo DELLA-DoRA, Professor and Chairperson, DepitrtMent of Vouch-
er Education, Califrmia Sue. University. I layward

GERALp R. FIR Chairperson, Department of Currictihmt and Super\ ision.
Unkersih of Georgia. Athens

CH ABLES
,

G. KINGSTON, rrincipai, Fowler Junior I ligh School, Tigard.
Oregon

ILi/.Am':iu S. RANDOLPH (retired). Charlotte- kcklenburg Schools, Charlotte,
North Carolina

GLENIS IrNRLi I in:tired), Public Schools, University City. \ lissouri

C.

47,
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ASCD
fleadquiartets
Staff.

CORIX1N CAWFI.rawcutIve Dircctor

RoNALo S BRANDI/F \ccutive Editor

Rtrili T. I .oNG/Ass(wiatc Dircctor

DIANE Bic.HRETWAssociatc Dircctor

SARAH ARLINGTON, JOHN ;BRALOVE, JOAN BRANDT, ANNE DEES, DOWRES
DICKERSoN, ,ANITA HTIPATRICK, Jo ANN IRICK, Jo fONTS, TEOLA JONES,

JACQIELYN LAYTON, [NMI NIADAN, DEBORAH NIADDOX, BARBARA NIARENTKITE,

.CLARA NIEREDITII,.FRANCES MINDEL, NANCY NIDDRAK, NANCY OLsoN. GAYLE
ROCKwIcA I.. Roa:RT SHANNoN, CARoIAN.SHELL, CITARLorTE SToKEs, BicANEy
THOMAS, BAABARA THOMPSON, AL. WAY, CoLETTE WIIAAAMS

1.7;

1. 8, 4
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